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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis an attempt is maue to fonEillate closed sets of 

transport equations which are applicable to inhomogencous and 

time-dependent situations in semiconductor hot electron transport 

problems. The basis of the formalism is the Boltznl'ann Transport 

Equation from which macroscopic, ph(!nomenological transport 

. equathll1s are generated by the Moments Balance Method. The 

equations describe the behaviour of the electron distribution 

function in terms of the spatial [H~cl time-dependence of its moments. 

When the behaviour of the electron system is assumed to be typified 

by that of a finite mUllber of its momcnts, the components of 

momentum and energy being the most important members of the 

set, then closed systems of transport equations are obtained. 

In the regime of small and slowly-varying density gradients, 

a 1.:heory of electronic diffusion has been developed. For isotropic, 

single valleys it i~ possible to derive a set of generalised Einstein 

relations which express the diffusion coefficients of the electrons in 

terms of their mobility, differential mobility and temperature. Fer 

many valley, ellipsoidal band structures, the results Calmot in 

general be expressed in terms of simple relations such as the 

generalised Einstein relations although the theory does proviue a 

semi-analytical' framework within which diffusion may be un derstood 

in tenns of macroscopic quantities. The tbeory is applied to n-type 

gallhun ,usenide and silicon. The effects of anisotropic electron

pilonon scattering and electIon-electron scattering in silicon have 

also been examined in some detail and were found to be small in 

determining the values of the velocity charActeristic and diffusion 

coefficients. 
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The transport equatioD~ derived from the Moment Balance 

form<llism may be modified to form the b8Sic OL" consti.LUitive equations 

for the Gunn Effect. These equations are able to give a unified account 

for the roles of diffusion, intervalley scattering and energy transport in 

the propagation properties of Glllm Domains, in a malmer that is consis-
. 

tp.nt with the Boltzmann Equation. The dynamics of domain propagation 

are studie.:! by a simulation technique. It is fOlIDd tha t heat currents and 

intervalley scattering have a crucial effect OIl domain shapes and propa

gation velocity. 
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,9hapter 1. The Moments Balance M:ethod 

? 1.1. The Boltzm:ll1n Equation and its f)"luti0r:.. 

The Boltzmann Equation approach to hot electron tr<1n8-

p')rt theory has in the past been met with considerable success. Its 

main appeal lies in the simplicity of the underlying physical concepts, 

1. 

. and although its basis is very much intuitive and lacking to date a rigor

ous ff)rmulation starting from quantmn theory [1, 2, 3]. it remains 

the mainstay of theoretical methods in semiconductor physics. Within 

the context of this thesis, which concerns non-degenerate electrons in 

high electric fields, it will be assumed that the Boltzmann Equation is 

of general validity. 

In ,semiconductors, W!len detaiis of the band structure 

anc the complexities of the scattering mechanisms have been fully in

corporated, the solution of the Boltzmann Equation presents a formhLtble 

task. Indeed it is only since about 1968 that exact I:)olutions are possible 

for a variety of realistic situations [4, 5, 6]. Prior to the advent of 

these new techniques, it was necessary to employ approximate methods, 

The moments balance method is one of these approximate schemes de'

veloped to evaluate transport coefficients from the Boltzmann Equation. 

The various approximate methods are generally built all 

the philosophy that only the gross features of a distribution fW1ction 

are important in determining the values of the transport coefficients. 

Since the exact form of the distribution fWlction is not required, the solu

tion, or partial solution of the Boltzmanll Equation is greatiy facilitated. 

Briefly, in the moments balance method, the following procedure is adop

ted for the homogeneous steady state sItuation: a s~t of 'moment bal:Jnce 

equations' 2xe obtained by integrating some 'moment function' over the 

Bo1tzmann Equation (seeHl. 2 - 3). If the distribution flillction is then 

assL1med to have some fixed shape containing a number of adjustable para-' 

meters equal to the number of moment balan~e equations consider~d, ti)Cn 

the paramete:.'S may be determined through the condition or self-consistency 

of the equations. The Boltzmann Equation is then considered solved in 



2. 

sufficient detail. The moment balance equations considered 

generally incJude those corresponding to the conservation of elec

trons, momentum and energy. Since these represent physically the 

most important restraints to be imposed on the electron distribu

tion, the resultant distribution function, provided its assumed form 

is not totally absurd, will yield transport coefficients with some accu

racy. By the suitable choice of a general shape for the distribution 

function and of the moment balance equations, the essential features 

of a given physical sitr·ation can l'sually be accowlted for. Despite the 

arb;trariness inherent to some exter!t in this procedure, its application 
I 

has achieved some notable success (see ~ 1. 4). Because the general 

shape of the distribution,)unction is often assumed to be a displaced Max-

wellian, the !llOl.i.1cnts balance method is often known hy that name. 

The development of exact methods has largely displacf'd 

the usefulness of many of the approY.imate schemes in certain type:,; of 

calculations. Nevertheless the latter have still much to offer because 

of their simplicity in application and their ability to allow problems to 

be formulated and tmderstood in terms of physically Significant concE:pts, 

such as an electron temperature and its variati.on. In a later section 

(~ J .4) the relative merits and complementary roles of the exact and 

approximate methods will be discussed. First we shall describe in 

greater detail the moments balance method which will be shown to be a 
\ 

particularly convenient framework within vvhich time- and spatially .... 

dependent problems can be formulated. In the next section the moment 

balance equations are derived CI.Dd cast jnto a convenient form. A brief 

survey of its applications in the past will then be made to provide Et 

background for the later chapters in which a theory of electronic diffusion, 

and transport equations for the Gunn Effect will be developed. 

b J .2. The M oment Balance Equations 
.1 _" --

Let us consider a semiconductor having N types of non-

equivalent ,.TDlleys in the conduction b:md which we shall label with an 

integer i = 1., 2, ... N. The electron energy/wave-vector relations 

E1 (~) for each valley i arc typi.fied by effective-mass tensors -;'1 (ind 

ti1C clectrcns are otherwise I.reated as classical particles which a re 
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capable of both int1'avalley and intervalley transitions. When there is a 

constant electric field F, the distribution flmctions f (k;1', t) for the valleys _ 1 __ 

i = 1,2, .•. N r..re determined by the coupled Boltzmallll Equations: 
N 

: f (k;r,t)+v.V f (k;r,t)+r~F.VLf (k;r,t)=I[: fi(k;r,t)J (1.1) 
ut 1 -- - -1' 1 -- 1- -K 1 -- . ut -- J 

J 
d 0 0 d 0 0 

where i = 1,2, •.. N, 2r = (ox' oy' az) and:!. = ( ok '2Jk ' ok)' The wave-
x y z 

vector k in f (k;r, t) is measured from the centre of the valley i and v. the 
- 1-- .-_ -1 

velocity, is equal to m1. hk. Wc have adopted the convention in which the 

electron carries a positive charge. The right-hand side of (1.1) is the total 

rate of change of f (k;r, t) producc>d by scattering. As is indicated in (1.1), 
1-- , 

" 

it is conveniE::Jll" to separat~ in the present context this scattering te.::-m into 

J
s 

two parts. The first, [: ft(k;r, t) ~ is defined to be the rate of cbange of 
ut -- 1 

f (k;r, t) produced by all scattering evenLs for which the initial slale is hi. 
1. -_ . 

valley i, irrespective of the location of the fjnal state. Hence 

N 

[~( f1 Q5.;E: t)I = J f1 (!';E, t)A 11 ~', k) - f1 ~;E' t)[A u (k.'~') +~ B1 j (~, ~')J dk' 
j =Fi (1. 2a) 

in/ 
where A (k, k') is the intravalley tral:sition rate valley i and B (k, k') is the 

11-- 1.1--

intcnralley transition rate from valley i to valley j for an initial state ~ and a 

final state !5.'. The second pa rt of the right-hand side of (1. 1) is 

N JS )f ~ f,(k;r, t) ., which is defined to be the rate of change of f (k;r, t) produced 
, . ot • -- J 1 --
~L 

j*i . 
by any scattering events for which tIle initial state lies outside, and the final 

state inside valley i. Hence r .£. ..\JS _ r .. , , 
L at f1 (!:.'E, t, j - J f j (!'E, t)B j 1 (~ ,.!9 dJs.. (1.2b) 

where B j i (~k) is the intervg.lley transition rate from valJey j to valley i for an 

init.i:::l state k' and a final state k. The essential feature of this unusual sepa

ration of the scattering integrals is that (1. 2a) involves only the distribution 

fWlcOon in valley i while (1.2b) involves only [he d.i::;tlibution function in valley j. 

Before proceeding to derive the moments balance equations it is 

necessary to define SCIne tcrr!lS in tIns connection. The popub.tior~. in v<l1l'.:7 .i 

per unit volume of the semiconductor is given hy: 

n = r f 'k' r t) dk ( ... ' .3) 1 ,I 1'-'-' _ 



and the normalised function in valley i is defined as 
-1 

4. 

n i f lls.;.:.::, t). If :.p (~) is et homogeneous function of [he components of 5.-
then its avc:rage value in valley i is given by: 

We shall refer to cp .(5.) as a moment fun'ction and to CO 1 (2,~ t) as a moment 

of the normalised distribution in valley i, or simply a moment in valley i 

The moment balance equations are obtain:::j immediately .. -
f'_'om (1.1) by multiplication with cp (~) and integration over all 5.. Thus we 

obtain 

(1.5) 

(1. 6) 

Here and in the remainder of the text we leave the argumel1LS of the functions 

understond for the sake of brevity, Since! is ,a !lolIlogeneous, function Of the 

components of~, the terms <!cp >1 and <~kCP> 1 are also moments of vall~y i . 

The physical interpretation of Gl~(CP) is clear by inspection of (1.5) and (1.6): 

it is the generation rate of Ihe moment density n
1 

Cl' 1 in valley i due to all 

scattering events originating in valley J per electron therein. Conseqllenl"ly, 
-1 

G l' (cp) is a flllctional of the normalised distribution function n f in valley 
J . \, j j 

j; it may therefore be regarded as a function of all the moments in valley .i. 

and i~ completely independent of the moments in the other valley. The moment 

balance equations relate thus the moments in the variolls valleys without expli

cit Y2fercnce to the distribution functions. 

In dealing with diffuSion we consider the effeci: en the 

svstem of a spatial gradient in the total electron concentration n =: >n . It is 
] . , ~j 

us(:Jul therefore to jntroduce n explicitly into (1.5) by writing j 

n 1 ~ Ps n (1.7) 

where p 1 is the fractional population of valley i. The resulting eqmtion 
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involves both on/dt as welJ as V n. However, on/at may be elimin<lted with 
, -r 

the aid of the continuity equation 

on 
-gr= - 5L (n!) (1. 8) 

r 

which follows immediately from (1.5) on settingcp= 1. In (1.8), 

v = ') p v is the overall electron vp.locity. 13y proceeding in this manner 
- ':-' j j 

J .' 

we obtain thp. moment baJance equations in their final form: 

where 

and 

_1 
w= -n V n 

-r 

, \ 

which we refer to as the diffusion driving force. 

~ 1.3. The Homoge?..ous Steady State 

(1.9) 

(1 . 10) 

(l.ll) 

The moment !"'Ialance equations for the homogenous steady 

state arc obtained on setting all spatial and time derivatives to zero in (1.9), 

giving: 

)P~ G1j (cp)+ ip~!:· 
l_...J 

==0 (1.12) 

j 

When G~ / cp ) can be expressed as a function of rhe moments in '.rallcy .i, 

the steady state vo.lues of the frC1ctional population f\ and mornentstp 1 may 

be determined, in prjadple at 128st, by inserting all possible moment fLll1ct:'ans 
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into (1.12) [sce Appendix IJ. In practice, one adopts some opproximatIon 

scheme whc:::eby the infinite set of equations, starting from moment functions 

of the lowest order in~, is tnmcated after a conveniently small number of 

equations have been considered. One way of doing this is to assume that the 

distribution function has some fixed shape, a displaced Maxwellian, say, i.e. 

112(k - k i~ 
- -1 

f 1 (19 = exp ------
2m~'kB T1 (1. 13) 

where for Simplicity, we have ChOSE:.!} the case of a constant scdar effec[:ive 

mass m'~ . Then, because (1.13) contains five adjustable parameters in p , 
1 

the components of.~1 and T l' we need consic8r only five mOUl.3nt balance 

equations to determine the distributjon function. Starting from the lowest 

order in k, the first five equations are those for co =: 1, k , k , le and k2
, 

x y z 

corresponding respectively to the number, the average momentum in the 

"" A x-, y- and z- directions, and the energy of the electron distribution. The 

solutio!} of the truncated set of equations is usually straightforward. The 

moment generation functions G t j ( (P ) must be evaluated for the relevant scat·· 

tering mechanisms and for the assumed shape of the distribution function. 

For a displaced Maxwellian, G 1j (cp) forco :-::: 1, ~ and k
2 

are well-icnown for 

a large variety of scattering mechanisms (Bulcher & Fawcett [8 J) Some 

additional G (to) fo\:' other moments and distribution shapes are derived arid 
1J 

listed in Appendix II. 

~ 1.4. Applications and critique 

The moments balance method as outlined intI. 3 has been em

ployed to calculate the distribution flmct;.on in gallium 'arsenide by Butcher & 

Fawcett [9J and Heinle [IO} in n-type ~ilicon by Costato & Reggiani Pl] 

and in indiurn antimon.ide by Hillbrand & Kranzer [12 J. In the fj rst three 

works, displaced Max'v'.'ellians were used and ill the fourth, 8 hybrtd dispbcerl. 

MaxweIJian contai.ning two electron temperatures, normal and parallel to the 

electric field, \Vas used. (In addition to et = 1, k
x

> k
y

' k
z 

and k2
, the balance 

of the moment function Cl' = k 2 
, where k is the component of k parallel to u II _ 
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tile applied field, was included in the calculation). 

Although in all ca ses, reasonably good velocity charactel'

istics were predicted in comparison with experilllcnt, the accuracy of the 

calculations was by not means always proven as a result, since the material 

parameters used such as deformatioll potentials and ef£ectiv,~ masses were 

often uncertain, and a fortuitous choice of these may conceal thc inherent 

inaccuracy of a given calculation. Whether a calculation of thi s kind is 

accurate depends ultimately on how well the chosen form of the distributi)n 

func.tion approximates to the tTue cUstribution function, When electron

ele.:::tron scattering is the domjnant process governing the exchange of energy 

and momentmn of an electron then the displaced-Maxwellian is a good 

approximation to the true distribution fW1ction. For n-typc silicon, tlle 

approximation appears to bc good fOl electron. concentrations of the order 

1016cm-3 • The velocity characteristics predicted over a large .:::-ange of 

lattice temperatures (77°l( - 300
0

K) and electric fields (1 - 104V /cm), and 

for differcJll: oricntatiolls of the electric field, are in good agreement with 

experiment [11]-
For gallium arsenide a detailc(l Monte carlo calculation of ' 

. tlie distribution function has becll made [4 J and the disph.ced Maxwellian v/as 

shown to be an inadeq ua te a pproximali on to the true distributi on function. 

Fawcett [1 :jJ has discussed in some detail the errors contained in the app~ox

imate solutions of the Boltzmann Equation in comparison with the exact inethods. 

In general, the displaced Maxwellian tends to underestimate the number- of high 

energy electrons. In gallhun arsenide, this error is of crucial importance 

Slllce only electrons with energy above I'V. 36 eVC8D make tram:itions from the 

central to the satellite minima. Agreement with experiment in the displaced 

Maxwellian calculations was possible only as Cl result of a fortunate ci:loice of 

materia~. parameters. In silIcon and germanium, such a situation does not 

arise 8.lthollgh there arc energy thresholds for processes such as optical phonon 

emission. These, however, are usually of the o::::-der of ~mndrcdtl1s of an elcctro:l 

volt. Persky and Bartclink [14, 15J have developed a variation of the m0Im~nts 

balance metilod i.l1 which only thE:: S118.pC of the SplH~TicilJJy sy"1l11Ii.etric part of 

the distribution function is postulated, and the an5.sotropic l-\'lrt is completely 
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unspecified. For the former part they used a two-temperature Max

wellian j oinetl at the energy threshold ior opdcal pllonon emll:)::;iol1 (non

polar optical phonon for p-germanium and polar for indium antimonide). 

Corn parison with Monte Ca rlo results [7, 13] shows however, errors COIn

parable with straightforward displaced Maxwellian calculations for i'.ldium 

antimonide. 

Notwithstanding the .frequent inadequacies of the:n.')ments 

balance method, we shall proceed on the basis that a semi-analytical theory 

for spatially and time-d~pendent pr-6blems is still a worthwhile proposition, 

eyeu though it may not in. all caseR give quantitative results. As far as 

calculations for the homogenous steady state are concerned, several channels 

are still to be investigated fully, such as the use of other distribution fUD.C

tions than, and variations on, the displaced MaxweUian. In later CJ1<lpters 

some results in this direction of investigati::m will be disc.ussed (see ~ 2.6). 
tt> 

It is also possible f&r formul<lte time- and spatially-dependent problems 

withm the framework of the moments balance method, bui: use data for the 

homogenous steady state from results derived by exact calculations, an will 

be shown in the next chapter. 

In the problem of Gunn Domain Dynamics, where the 

electric field is strongly dependent on space and time, no exact solution of 

tbe BoJt7.mann Equation Rppears probable in the near future. U is there

fo:;:e necessary to ~ontinue with appl"oximate methods. In the work to date 

on this subject, one relies very heavily on physical concepts, such as energy 

and momentum relaxation, and the effects of a finite intervalley relaxation 

thne. These arise quite namrally out of the moments balance method, 

gE-11eralised to encompass time - and spatially-dependent effects. As a 

la st section to this chapter we shall describe the basic postulate.::; in the 

extension of the moments balance method to de,,1 With these situati0ns. 

i..:~:?..: --.!:£'~~E_lllaE~~~2nd spatial~~.-:~lependent problems 

The time- and 8patially-dependent behaviour of the 

moments cp " hence of the distribr.jon function f!(~;E.' t), is desc.ribed fully 
" 

by tIle infinite set of moments balance equations (1.9). As with the case 



of the homogeneous steady state, onc .1eeris a truncation scheme to reduce 

the set to a L"llan8.geable number. We may <Jgain adopt the approximation 

of assuming some fixed shape for the disl ributlon function; the adjustable 

parameters contained therein are now to be treated a s functions of time 

9. 

and position. However, even in the simple case when the distribution 

functions are assumed to be displaced MaxwelliJJlH, the tnmcated equations 

are not easily solvable for arbitrary variations of external parameters, such 

as the applied field, with respect to f;pace and time. (Butcher and Hea rll 

[lp] have considered the case of a lmiforrn field varying sinusoidoJJy with 

time, as an approximatIon of the 1. s. a. mode in gJIHum arsenide, asslllling 

displaced Maxwc=:Uians.) To make any progress one must either simplify 

further the truncated system of equations, as \vill be shown in the chapter 

concerning the Gunn effect, or restrict oneself to the case where the system 

is only slightly perturbed about its steady state, i.e. deal with the JineJrised 

equations. 

For the case of small perturbations about the steady 

state, it is convenient to start from the inEnite set of moments balJncc 

equations. Suppose the system is perturbed from the steady state by ilUClU- . 

ations in the electric field or electcon density; it will tend to relax bnck into 

a homogeneous steady state against the perturbing forcc. The perturbed 

distribution function can be represented hy mdependent perturhations on the 

fractional populationS' Pi and the moments CPi' i. e. P1-;) P 1 + ° P l' 

cp 1-)CPi + 0CP1 where lOPi! «Pi' !ClCPil«CP1' In general oP1 and 0ct'i are 

functions of time and position, and are related to the perturbing force. To 

derive the essential features of the relaxation mechanisms ",.re shall consider 

the simple case where the perturbing force is spatially homogeneous and 

'swixchec1-off' at some instant of time. The perturbatiolls are then functions 

of time only and after thc perturbing forc.c is Switched off, their behaviour is 

governcG by the set of equations derivec1 from (1.9) on linea rising in terms of the 

pcrturbations, :Jnd setting all the space deri-vcitives to zero, i. e. 



N N 
d \' I\""1 oG (lY' 
_. op =) G (1) 6p + / 1.1 
dt i L.J : .1 .1 -' -, 0 

j ,j 'l'j 

(1.148) 

d d 
~o =1- 1, Pi ill °Cl'1 + Cl'i dt oP1 = 

N N 
-1 \' \' \ 0G ( cp ) 

E'~«2 CP»+P1 L G~j(CP)(PiOP,1-P.l°P1)+LLPj_1_j __ 
k j~i 'l' j o'l'j 

subject to the conditions 

N N 
I oP" = 0, I P.1 = 1 

j j 

0'1' j 

10. 

(1. 14b) 

where in (14a) and 14h) 'l'" is a mornent of valley j and 'l' is summed over ,111 

moment functions. The coefficients cfthe perturbations are 1.IDderstood to 

have their steady state values and the steady state equations (1.12) have been 

used to simplify the coefficient of oP 1 on I.he right-hand side of (14b). 

The coefficients of (1. 11a) and (1. 14b) are all constants 

so the equations describe a multiple exponential relaxation back to the steady 

state. The relaxation process is controlled by the steady state values of the 

quantities G i j (CD ) and oG i,,< co )/o~r.l and we therefore refer to the infinite two

dimensional array of these quantities as the relaxation ma trix. It is clear that 
\ 

the reciprocals of the diagonal matrix elements G11 (1) and oG 11 ( cP )/(j'{' 1 have 

the dimensions of time; they are referred to as the principal relaxation times 

"" G (rn) is a f1.IDction of the parameters Cl' contained in the cUstribution 
1 j Y .1 

functlOn f
1

• In general CP.1 may be expressed as a function of the moments 

'l' j of the distribution function. The derivatives of G ~ .1 (cp ) w. r . t. 'l' j is then 

defined by: 

"or. ("') _) ~ i j ':'. 

, • ...J Cl 
'P.1 
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of 1\ and cP t respec.:tively in the remainder of the text. 

When (P (~.> :;.: ~. E(!9 where E(!0 is the energy of an 

electron with wave-vector ~ and is a homogeneous function of the components 

of 5., then aG I. ~ (cp)/o CP1 is respectively the principal momentum Clnd enerp,y 

relaxati on time. We observe that in general, the processes of relaxation of 

the frClcti0nal population, momentum and energy arc coupled with the relaxotion 

of all the other moments and we can speak of intervCilley, momentum and enelogy 

relaxation as independent processes only if the conditions 

dG i I. (cp) -» I~G 1j (cp) 

oCf'1 d'!'j 
(1.16) 

are valid for CO = 5.. E and for all j and,!, j' ('I' j 1= cP i) i. e. whell the off

ciagonal elenlCnts of the scattering matrix are negligible in compari:30n with 

the diagonal ones. Under these circumstances, the principal relaxation Umes 

for fractional population, momentum and energy reduce to what is o:rdinarily known 

as the intprvalley, momentum and energy relaxation times. 

The relaxation matrix as defined describes the transient 

response of the system after a perturbing force is switched-off _ When we 

examine the problem of diffusion we shall deal. with the response of the systt:m 

to Ci pertuxbing force which is the diffusion et-dving forcc y:!. as (k~fincd in. (1.11). 

To carry out a l1umeric,\l calculatlon the infinite set of equations such as (1.14), 

each member of which contains an infinite nmnber of terms from the summntion 

over'!', must be truncated suitably. By assuming that the distribution fWlction 

retains a constant shape, as with the case of the homogeneous steady state, both 

the number of the equations and of the terms contained therein become finite ~ 

The l[~tLer follows from the fact that the variations of a :finite number of parameters 

inthe distribution function f1 . can be represented eX2ctly by the dependence of 

the moment generation ftillction G 1 j (CO ) in an equal number of moments 'l' J' An 

alt:erna1"ive approach to truncation is described in the next chapter (y 2.2) whereby 

steady state distribution ftfictions derived from exact calculations may be adapted 

for use in conjunction with the relaxatic~J eqmot"ions. 

To complete the chapler, we reiterate the two principal 
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approxImations in the present: formulation of time- and spatially

dependent problems in the framework of the moments baiance method: 

1. The truncation of the infinite set of mements balance equations by 

assuming the distribution to have some fixed shape. 

II. Further simplification of the truncated equaU;ms such as through 

linea risation. 

The conscqucllces of I are partly discussed in 

relation to the homogcueous steady state. 13y insisting that tt1e dis

tribution function retain its assll~ned shape during time- and spalially

dependent perturbalions, we would incur no further error only if the 

time scale involved in the perturbations are much larger t.han the 

relaxation times'so that: the system is always in a quasi-'homogeneolls 

steady Slav.::' . This is autom:':l,ticalIy irnpl;t:d if linearisation of the 

equations is justified. The consequences of II are best discussed in 

the cont.ext of the physical situation to which the equalioufi are to be 

applied. 



Chapter 2 A theory of diffusion ;:tlld its app:i.ication to gallium 
arsen:i.cte 

9 2. 1 ,Introdu.ction 

In this chapter we shall develope a theory of 

diffusion for semiconductors with isotropic effective Ina ss along the 

lines indicated in chapter 1. The theory is essentially a linear 

response theory for the perturbations on the steady state rjistribll

tion function produced by an elect",:'on denSity gradient. The 

'diffusion equations' are derived in ~ 2.2 by l.incarising the moment 

balance equations (1.9). By adopting a trlUlcaUon scheme in which 

moments of order higher than the .sec')nd are neglected, some 

gene'~al results are derived for the 'diffusion coefficients', and in 

particular, the velOcity diffusion tensor. It is seen that diffusion 

effects can be attributed to thermal and multivalley origi.ns; and 

under the appropriate circumstances, the two contributions can be 

separated and reduced to simple forms. Thermal effects lead to the 

generalised Einstein relations (~ 2.3) and intervalley scattering 

effects to results that provide a continui.ty to a previously cstabli::;hed 

expression (9 2.4). 

The theory of diffusion it) applied lO gallium 

arsenide where the 'conduction band can be typified by two sets of 

equivalent minima of isotropic mass (~ 2.5). Calculations of the 

diffusion coefficients are made fvr various assumptions concerning the 

steady state. (9 2.6). The results are compared with the Monte 

Carlo calculation of Fawcettand Roes [17} Qualitative agreement is 

not expected because it has proved impossible lO find a simple parameter

ised distribution that would approximate the distribution fUHction in the 

central valley satisfaclOrily. However,the nehrwiour of the diffusiol1 

coefficients as derived by the Monte Carlo calC'ulation is qualitatively 

explicable In te~ms of the concepts develcpecl in the theory of diffusiGn. 

Comprison with experiment is l.imited by the scardty of experimental 

date. 

13 
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Q 2.2 The diffusion equations ~. trunca~ion te second order 
-r------------·---·----~·-

We shall consider an approximate solution to the 

infinite set of moments balance equations 

= LPJ G1/cp) + r\CP1.2."t'~+ P1I.I(CP).~ 
j 

(1. 9) 

when the total electron density n, which e~ters the equations through the 

diffusion driving force y:!. = -n -1. ~r 11, is a slowly-varying functinn of space 

add tiTue. If no appreciable ::;pace-ch~l"ge accumulation ur depleLion. 

occurs, then the electron field F may be assumed to be a C(H1SLant lJUOlwll-- ,) 
out. This lleglect of space-charge effects is necessary at the firs1; instance 

in oyrkr that pure I? diffusion effects may be analysed sysleIlwtically. For 

small electron density fluctuations, et simple correction for space-charge 

effects can be made subsequently as dl'~tailed in ~2. 7 . 

To obtain Cl zeroth order solution to the equations 

(1.9) we neglect all space and time derivatives and obtain in effect the 

steady state equations (1.12) in which n(E., t) does not appear. The zeroth 

order approximation to Pi and q:>1 are therefore just the steady st::tte values 

in the constant electric fidd.K, ~tnd are independent of both rand t. If 

we denote the first order perturbations to the steady state values by OPt and 

OCll
1

, \'111ere these are fWlctior..s of E. and t, then equations for tIle perlurba

tions are obtained by' linearising (1.9) in terms oi first ordt~r qlk1.ntities, 

namely, the perturbations themselves and the diffusion driving force ~. 

The derivatives of the perttcrbations are of an order smaller than the pcr

turbations theIll[]elves since all space and time variations are assumed to 

be small. Then because the steady state values are constants the resul-

tallt equations take the form, after Simplification with the help of (1.12), 

(2.la) 

'i' J 
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where I .ignifies the summation over the components of a vector 
er. 

in a Carte.lan coordinate .ystem. We observe that the equations 

(2.1a) and (2.lb) are a let of inhomogeneous linear algebraic e,uationl 

for the perturbation. in which the inhomogeneous term ia -Pi!i(.).~. 

We may therefore introduce three-component diffusion coefficienta 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

where the scalar produce notation has the Ulual interpretation 

in any Carte.ian coordinate .yatem, and obtain finally the diffuaion 

equation.: 

(2.3.) 

• rI 1. (2.3b) 



where every qlwntity, apart from th(~ di~Iusio!l coefficients, is 

understood to have its sleady state value. We see by inspection 

that the matrix which appears if, the diffusion'ecp .. wtions (2.3) is 

precisely the relaxation matrix which appears in the relaxation 

equations (1.14). Since") op = 0 by definition, we have from 
_J 1 

(2.2a) a useful result:Ir;(p~) = O. 
i-

To discuss further the evaluatjon of the 

diffusion coefficients from the equations (2. 3a) ailc.l(2. 3b) it is con-

v~nient at this stage to make explicit t11C truncation s(:herne \ve sh.all 

adopt to reduce the infinite set of equations to a closed form. Some 

useful general results can be obtained when moments of higher order 

than the second are ignored. Accordingly, we shRll &SSlUDP. t1l,H the 

dependence of the moment generating fWlctions G 1 .l (cp) on the TTloment 

\V is neglil~ible when \It i.s of an order hhrher than the second. In. 
1 ~ "> 1 ~ .. > 

the summation over '!'j in (2.3) we shall therefore set ~rj eqnal to the 

nine independent momcnts kO'J and <k(;.'kf}>j only, where the Greek 

subsc.dpts label the coordinate axes as before. The ten equaUons 

for the moment ftmctions cp = 1. k , k kJ:). for each of the N valIevs a Qi ~ J 

form then a closed set for the teil diffusion coefficients D (p), D (.K .) 
- 1 - 0'1 

and D «k kJ:). > ). where i = 1,2 ••• N • Since the equations and 
_ Q' ~ 1 

diffusion coefficients contain three COmp0D.Cnts each, v.re have thus 

30 x N equations for ~O x N uilknowns. Fortuna~dy, the numher of 

unknov.rns can usually bc reduced wh.2n the symmetry properties of 

the diffusion coefficients are taken ir:to aeCOllnt. This will be dis-

cussed in detail when the equations arc applied to specific situatioil.s 

in chapter 3 and for the case of iSOll'Opic valleys in ~ 2.3. 

TIH~ lnuH.:atioll scheme des("yj,bed alxlve is not 

exactly the same as tbat uutlined in the },revious clla pler (~ 1.5). 

So far; no restrictlon has been placed on the ste2dy state distribu-

tion fW1ction Lc'yund the implicit one thar 1.lie liE:IJCndence of G 1. ~ (cp) on 

the higher momcnts is negligible. To carry out Cl nUrI1C'ricaJ calcula

tion onc can therefore evaluate G II (er) and its derivatives \vlth :Iespcct: 

to the momenrs using steady state cHstribution fUllctions dcri\'cd by the 

15 



momentP balance method, or by one of the exact methods,' as long as 

a means of parc:meterising the distribution flIDction can be fOlIDd for 

the latter case, to give the derivatives of G 1 j (q;) an operational mean

ing (see footnote to equation (1.14). \Vhen the number of parameters 

for either case is less than 10, the number of equations contained in 

the truncation schen;~ to second order, then some of the equations 

reduce automatically to trivia.! Identities, leaving as many non-trivial 

equations as there are independent parameters, and consequnetly, 

independent moments and corresponding diffusion coefficients. In 

such a case, the truncation 'scl1eme becomes idelltica1 to the one in which 

one starts off with a fixed distribution flll1ctiol1 and considers as many 

diffusion equatIOns as there are parameters in the distribution function, 

as outlined in (0 1.5). In practice the number of parameters contained 
• 

in the steady state distribution functions are never greater than 10. 

The results of the remainder of the chapter will 

be independent of the procedure to obtain the steady state, and it is to be 

understood hereafter that the summation over the moments will be 

restricted ro those up to the second order. 

? 2.3 _Thermal Diffusion and the generalised Einstein Relations 

We see from the diffusion equations (2. 3a) and 
\ 

(2.3b) that the diffusion coefficients are closely related to the inhomo-

geneous term -p 1 ~ 1 (CD). The analysis of diffusion effects is greatly 

facilltaxed if one recognises that r. (CD) is composed of twO pari:s w!!ich 
-1 

N 
have distinct physical origins. - \' 

Since ~ = L P.l ~.l 

from the definition of £.1 (CD) (1. 10) that 

N 
th \' t., 

E.1 (cp) := It (CP) + L!:'t (CD) 
jT: 

.1 

...., 
and LP

j 
, j 

- 1 
-~ .L, we see 

(2.5) 

16 



wl-lere 

(2. 6~) 

and 
f. j 

r 1 (q) = C+l ,P /~.1 -~..,>. (2. 6b) 

th ij 
We slwJI refer to £.1 (cp) as the thermal part of .L (Cl' ) and.!:.1 (cp) as the 

interval1ey part arising from transfer of electrons to 3nd from valley j. 

This nom_enclature is obvi0US from the structure of (2.5) and (? _ 6). 

E.: 11 
(cp) clearly relates the conlrilmlion to l~ifJusion effects arising from 

the spread of the velocity dIstribution in valley i and is dependent on the 
1j . 

distribution in vall ey i only. I1 (Cl') OIl the ()ther hand, re]<ltes the con-

trihution of intervcllley scattering between valieys i and j to diffusion 

effects in valley i. The summation over j in (2.5) is Gmlogou3 to the 

averaging- in (2. 6a), so explicit intervn1.ley (HffuGion effects may b(~ seen 

to ari se from the spre8.d of the average velocities in the va rious valleys, -

just as thermal diffusion within a single valley is a result of the thermal 

spread of velocities within the single valley. We have qualified the 
1 j 

effects associated with r (C+l) as 'explicit' because the diffusion cocffi
-1 

cients in all t he valleys are coupied together through the presence of 

G ('P ) (for i r j) and its derivatives in the diffusion equations (2.3). 
ij -

These latter terms describe a multivaJley effect which is not I3xplicitly 

a diffusion effect; they merely express the interdependence of the per

turbations to the moments in aU the valleys through intervaIJ.ey scattel-

ing, whether or not the pcrturbatio.T1s are prodaced by a density gradient. 

We sh:111 return to a fuller discussion of these points in the next section. 

In the rernainder of this section some results will be derived for purely 

thermal diffusion. These apply to the cases of a single valley, or a set 

of equivalent valleys. In the former th~re can obviously be no multi

vall cy c.:ffccts, and in the latter, we se.:.; that the coupling of the valleys is 

broken in (2.3) when we set 12 (p j > =.!.?(p), !?('l!J) =.!.?('l!~)' and 

oG (tp)"/'o'v ==0Gj 1«1')/0"1., i.e. the equations are reducerl to a form in 
1.l' -j- • 

17 



each of which the diffusion cocffidents and moments of only one valley 

are referred to. Moreover r1 ~ (CO) is obvJ0uslV zero when v = v . 
-, .. -1 -.1 

Without solving the diffusion equations (:l. 3) 

certain useful results can be derived for the case when only thermal 

diffusion is important. . We proceed by comparing these equations for 

the diffusion coefficients with the corresponding equations for the 

coeHic i cnts :! (p 1) ana:! (r.p1) which determine the perturbations of Pi 

and rfit produced in a homogeneous syStem by a small constant incre

ment A!:. in the applied electric field. These ':field-gradients' are de

fined by equations analogous to (1.14), Le. 

18 

Th~ field-gradients have the. same symmetry properties as the corre~

ponding diffusio n coefficients and the equations from which they can be 

determined are obtained by linearising the moment balance equations 

(1.9) ilL terms of the perturbations and Os and setting all space and time 

derivatives to zero, giving: 

N oG
11

(1) N 

ILPj ()"~j-d(!)+IGij (l)~(p)=O (2.8a) 

'1' .1 ~ 

N N 
~ cG~) ~ . » p-":- d ('i' ) -:- P-1

1 ~ G j(1)rp
1
d(p )~p d(p ] -\ ~P1> FO(d«~» 

• ..J...J ~ 0'1' . - J 1. -. ~ .1- t 11...J _. ok 
'1' ~.1 J 0( 0( 

for r.p r 1 . (2.8b) 

We see by inspection that these equations differ from t!le diffusion equntions 

(2.3) only ill that the inhomogeneous term -1\[ 4(r1) in (2.3) is replaced lJy 

-p {eJ'f"I)<'"V' ~I'I"'" in (2.8). In table J we compare the components of i \ I 11 , • _k ... ~ 1 



tlJ 
< ~kCP >1 with those of 11£1 (cpl for all moments up to second order. The 

coordinate axes have been chosen to coincidc 'Nith the principal axes of 

the eff~ctive mass tensor. The third moments about the mean, c~~~ 
and c~2c¥ ; vanish if the steady state distributio"n is an even flmctioll of 

(kQ'-kcy)' They may be expect.ed to be small in any case and we sha11 

neglect them hereafter. We then see f:rom the· table that the (l'-com-
th 

poncnts of < \l ep> and -fir (,"') differ only by a common factor knT ) 
-k 1 -.1 '1" a1 

where kB is noltzmann's constant and TCl'1is the temperatur~ of valley 

i associCLtlxl wltll the (l'-axis, defilleJ as: 

(2.9) 

. t h 
For a single vaney where .!::i (cp) "'.: It (cp), the 

inho!IlC'gcncous terms of the Cl'-component8 of the diffusion and field 

gl.·adient equations differ therefore by a const.ant vector kn T . Since 
D Cl'1 

these equations form a closed set for the ex-components of the coeffi-

cicnts .Q. (r.p1) and ~ (CflJ,)' we have therefore the generalised Einstein 

reJaticllS; 

(2.10) 

(We have kept the valley subscript i simply to differentiate cP = (,r)(lc) 

and co = <cp>.) . 1 

We lecall that the Einstein formula for the velocity diffutlion constant D for 

electrons in thermal equilibrium 'Nith the lattice is D = ~~kBT le (18 ] 

where 11 is the mobility of the electrons and T their temperature. 

The interpretation of the generalised Einstein 

relations is strah'Ighl f(,TWa rrl when the effective mass is isotropic. In this 

case tbe moment Junctions cp(~) in valley i can be replaced by ~(v) since 

the cowlxment:s of v and k differ Ly the same confltant III Ih. MOreO"lCl', 
- - 1 

the system has cylindrical symmetry about the uirection of the applipd 

ele(:tric Held wh',ch we rC'label the z~axis. It therefore foilows that the 
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velocity diffusIon ten~;or, IS ,e>(v ), formed by the components Do.,(v ), is 
(l() -I , 81 

'r. 
invari(];lt under al.! proper Clnd improper rot8.o.on8 which leave the z-9xi8 

invariant" In order to comply with these transfoYlnaJion properties, the 

tensor m.u.sl: be diagonal, with components 

(2.11) 

where D.".(v ) =: Dx(v) .• ) etc. StmiJa:dy, the same transformation properties 
.i\.j~ -1 :..;:. 

whie;: JrLll)t C'.pply for the vector I2{Pl) and the third rank ten~,or DQI«vp"i\,>~) 

rC(F!i rC's thilt D(p ) h~J s only .one non-zero component 0z{p,) ; and of the 
- 1 I, 

other cliff:J:::;ion coefficients which constitute the third rank tensor 

D (<, V ~ v > ). there a re onl" seven non-zt''!ro r::omllonents of whi ch onlv er ' j.J Y I' J -

three a re j nde pell (lent: 

2 
Dz «"z>,), 

D;>; k 7; >1) :::; Dz( <v~ >1)' 

Ox «Vxv;>; >1) := Dx( <vzvx>~) = Dy( <vzVy>~) (2.12) 

It is worthy of note Owl the averal.;e energy of the electrons (equal to 

m 1 -< v2>/2) is unperturbed by a dellsity gradient transvcrt:le to the electric 

field. 

The symmetry prop8rties of the field h'Tadient (;0-

effic.icllt.S .Q (p) follow itlentkaJ1y those of the corresponding diffusion co

efficients .!2 . (cp). Moreover ,the longitudinal components Illay be expressed 

imrncJU1 l.c]y iT: terms of the d,=rivatives of the steady state momentswHh res

pC:!ct lu tb; lTWP!litudc of the electric field i. e. dz(vz ) is J'ust tht:; dlfferential 
\...) J " t' 

", 0' . cl ( ). h 'I 1 ( 2 )" 1 1 ( . 2 "cl 2 lllonuHy -t°-:; v7, Vi, J. C (z <:'vz>t CID( ( <,v x > )are t,Tlven by:;-:;-::(k T /m +v 0) and 
(,l,d z 1 . , dl,' B 1 i 1 Z 1 

* FoY a shu!,lc valley J),,(p,) must also be zero ,since D ::: 1. For equi-
... , L.. ~ - t 

V81en1 val!.cys [t7 {p ) is zero from Dz(p ) = Dz(p ) and (2.4), 
, ~ j' "~~ ~ , 
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d~(knT tJrn ~) respccti'.rely. The transverse compvnents of the field gradients 

can also be cxpr,~ssed in terms of the steady state characteristics when one 

exploits fully the isotropy of the system with respect to the field orientation. 

" ~ In appenchx In we show that dx (V
Xi

) and dx«vxvz> 1) are equal to" F~ and 

[ kn(T -T) 2] 
. 11 t i + V Z1 IF respectively. Henc(; in the case of a t~jngle isotropic 

m
1 

valley, we have the results 

DZZ(~i) = knTli 
e dF 

Dxx(v .) = kJ3 T t1 V Z 1 
--). -------

e F 

2 k T 
Dz«vz >1.)= n 11 

e 

d k T 
( n t1 +v2,\ 

Z1) 
dF m 

1 

(2.1.3) 

(2.14) 

(2.15a) 

{2.15b) 

(2.15c) 

The generallsed Ei 11stein relations take the sirnple 

form (2.13) -(2.15) for a single isotropic valley when the truncation scheme LG 

second order and the neglect of third moments are valid. They are therefure 

strictly valid for the case whBn the steady state distribution function is a displaced 

Maxwellian, and may be considered approximately true for the general casc, 

We note that the: express i.o11 for the transverse velo

city diffusion coefficient (2.14) is identical to Lhe Einstein relation for electrons 

in thermal equilibrium with the lattice. TIns result is not totaHy unexpecled since 

a denSity gradient transverse to the applied field does not produce any heating (If 

2 the electrons (Dx«v >1) = 0). When the denSity gradient is parallel to the applied 

field, the average electron energy is perturbed, so the expression for thermal 

equilibrium is no Ivager valid. Wha i: is perhaps surprising is the simple result 

(2.13). The Held g:ru.dients cOefficients dx(vx j) are respectively the chord and 
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differc~1tial mobilities precisely because the perturbc1.tion of produc(~s 

additional heating in the latter case but not in the former. It appean; t11at 

because of the structural similarity between the diffusion and Held-gradient 

equations, exactly the same correction is applicable to the diffusion 

coefficients. 

l-~M~IJtival1ey eHects 

When several non-equivalent valleys are populu:.:cd, 

the perturbatlon produced by a density gradient on the moment (P, where tJle 

averaging sign denotes an average over all the valleys, is given by: 

(2.1.6) 

The term containing.!? (p 1) expresses the direct contribution of intervaJ1(:;y 

scattering to the diffusion process involving c:p while. the other diffusion co

elIicient.!?(q» also contains contributions from intervall:;y scattering as a 

result of the coupling togetl1er of the diffusion coefficient D ("1' ) for ail 'l' and 
- j 

j, and the presence of the intervalley part of the inhomogenecus term £.·;1\:P), 

in the diffusiori e~uations (2.4). In general there is no way of isolating 

thermal and multivalley effects but for the case of isotropic valleys certain 

simpi.iflcA.tions can be achieved. 

Consider then isotropic valleys for eheh of whieh one 

can apply the symmetry a.rguments of the previous section. We note that D(p ) 
- 1 

lj 
and r 1 ~~p) are purely lon.gitudinal in this case. (The latter foHows from (7..6) 

when aF the average vel0cities ~j are parallel to the field for isotropic valleys.) 

For the longitudina.l direction one does not therefore expect the Einstein re-

lations (2.13 - 2. J 5) to hold because the inhomogeneous terms in the diHusiulJ allJ 

field gradient equations no longer differ by a constant factol·; lhe diffusion cqua·· 
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". 

1,l 
tions contain the inlervalley part .!::.1 (~ which has no counterp::;.rt in the field 

13 
grAdient equations, and moreover, even when r (rn) can be ignored, the con

-1 ¥ 

stant of proportionality for the inhomogeneous terms (kBT /e) is different for 

each valley i, and the equations for all the valleys are coupled together. 

For the transverse direction, the symmetry argu-

ments of thp previous section show that there are two non -zero components oE the diffu

sio1J. coeffidents, Dxx(~) and Dx(<Yxvz>J' for each valley i, and we may therefore 

form a close. set of equations for these :::omponents by taking the x-component of the 

ciiffusion zqnations for cp= vx, vxv z' (In fact all other choice ol' cp would lead lO 

the trivial identity 0 = 0,) In tl~ese equations the inhomogeneous term cOTltains 

the thermal part rth(,n) only, because r
1j

(cp} is purely longitudinal and moreover, 
_ 'I" -1 

the equations for the different valleys are decoupled !:>ecause G
i
, (CD) for id j is 

• ~ T I 

identical~y zero for all cp which are odd fWlctions of vx ' (This follows from (1" 6) 

and (1. 2b) Ivhen B (v', v) contained therein is an even function of Yx according to 
,l1 - -

table II in 9 2.5) The equations take therefore the same form as those of dis·· 

tinct single valleys. The same considerations must apply for the fjeld gradient 

equations al1 d we may evaluate Dxx(~) and Dx(<Yxvz >1) using the generalisr;d 

Einstein reJat ions (2.] 4 -15). Putting CO = Vx in (2.16) we have from (2.14) 

D 
t 

e 
(2.17) 

F 

Where Dt is the transverse volocity diffusion coefficient or the transverse 

diffusion constant in the usual nomenclature. It is simply the average of the 

diffusion coefficients in each vaIJey as given by the Einstein relation for thermal 

equilibrium at the respective elect.ron temperatures T . This result was anti-
t1 

cipated by Butcher, Fawcettand Ogg [19] completely intuitively. Their assump-

tion that this result holds also for the longitudinal dirzttion is of course erroneous. 

Some progress can be made with the evaluation of the longitudinal CGm

ponents only when very drastic approximations are made. We shall consider the 

case whcn interval1ey scanering effects are weak, in the sense that 



(i) G 1j (cp)« G ~ i (cp) 

for all cp except cp = 1 since G 11 (1) i oS purely il1tervalley, and 
1j th 

(ii) I 1. (QJ«£.1 (cp) 
th 

for all rn except rn = 1 because r (1) is zero. 
...... y -1 . 

When the conditions (i) and (ii) are valid, and we neglect G (rn) and r1.~ (ep) 
1~ ..... -1 

th . 
in comparison with G 11 (cp) and It (~respectively, the equations for cp r 1 

for each valley i are decoupled from the other valleys and all the diffusion 

coefficients except D (p ) can be evaluated usIng the generalised Einstein re-
- 1 

lations, (The equation for cp = 1 is a tr:'·rial identity for single valleys and 

does not form part of the close set of equa tions for 12 (C;? 1)') Since the 

generalised Einstein relations express purely thermal effects the sole 

effect of intervc::lley scattering in (2.] 6) is therefore contaillcd ill the lerm 

involving D(p ) in the present approximation. The equations for rn"'" 1 
- 1 ""1' 

allow the Q. (Pt) is to be determined, suLject la Lhe condition that 

I 12. (Pi,) = 0 (2.5). When only two valleys are populated we have from (2.3a), 

for i = 1: 

where the result p G (1) + 1\,G
1 

(1) = 0 from the steady state equations (1.12) 
1 11 ,., 2 

and (2.6) have been used. 'rhe second term on the right··hand side of (2.18) 

expresses the effect of the: perturoo tiOliS 6 'JI ~ on the int:ervalley transition 

rates G
11 

(1) and G
12

(1) and hence also the fractional population p ~ . Tbe first 

term arises from a finite intervalley relaxation time and the difference 'Jf 

average velocities in the valleys)and was referred to previously as tIle 

explicit intervaJley dUfusion effect. We sbaH concentrate on this first term 

and it,lllorc for the moment the rest of the right-h&nd side of (2.18). When 

Dz(p) is then substituted intu (2.16) for cp= vz ' we obtain the intervalley (':~m

tribl.ltion to velocity diffusi~n in the longitudinal direction which is cha racter

ised by an equivalent diffusion CO:1stant 

(2.19) 



Thr; expression (2.19) ha H been obtained previously by Shocklcy, Cope
-1 

land and James [20} and by Ohmi and HaE;uo [21]. We note that G
l2 

(1) 
-1 

and -G (1) are the principal intcrvalley relaxation times from valley 
lJ. 

2 to 1 and vice versa. The equivalent diffusion constant is therefore 

simply the product of the square of the velocity difference between the 

valleys and a measure of the transi.tion probability beLween them. This 

result is not difficult to reproduce from heuristic arguments. The impor

tant assumptions that haVe been made to obtain (2.19) are the neglect of 

fiu,tly, intervalley transfer in the balance of all the moments except 

electron number and secondly, the changes ia the il1tervalley relaxation 

times produced by the density gradient. 

We see therefore that in general, multivaUey 

effects are extremely complicated for the 10ngitucHnal orientaLion. The 

truncated diffusion equations will alwaYd yield analytical solutions for the 

diffusion coefficients but a simple interpretation of the terms contained 

therein is impossible because of their interdependence. In the next t!·lree 

sectjon~ we shall present the results of the complete solution of the trunca

ted equations for gallium arsenide where the conduction band may be 

approximated by two sets of non-equivalent, isotropic minima. 

_~f--_2_._5 __ A .... p~plication to g,,;JliUlD arsenide - band mo~eI and scattering 

mechanisms. 

The model of the conduction band of brallium arsenide 

which we 1:lhaIl adopt consi1:lts of two tyP(~S of mintma . The firi3t j s a 8ing1e 

isotropic valley of effective mass llll' situated at the centre of the Brillouin 

zone. The second is composed of three equivalent satellite valley~ situated 
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a t the edge of the Brilloui n zone along the (lOO) directions at an energy b. 

above the central minimum. Although the Xl symmetry of these minima 

requires the constant energy surfaces to be eilipsoidal in then neighbourhood, 

we shall assurr.e that they are isotropic \T;ith effective mass m
2

• This 

approximation is justified on the grollllds that data for the effective masses in 

these minima are uncertain and anisotropic effecLs are not expected lobe 

import,lllt because of the strong intervalley scattering between these valleys. 



(The relation be::i:ween intervalley scattering and anisotropic effects will. 

be:: discussed in full ~n the next chapter.) The minima situated at the X3 

Dnd Ll poinUJ of the Brillouin zone 3.re ignored in this band model. They 
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are situated at a higher energy above the central minima than the Xl valleys, 

and are w1likc1y to be populated to any extent in the range of electric fields 

wc shall consider since electrons in the Xl valleys are only slightly heated at 

these fi.'~ld strengths. A detailed discu3;"lon concerning the band structure 

of gollium arsenide and the approximations made here is given by FawceU, 

BO;HdI'1:ln 211d Swain [4Jin connection with their Monte Carlo calculation. 

T)1(; band lYlodcl as described is simila r to the 011e adopted in [4]-

The scattering mechanisms we shall include are 

pc)br optical phonon and acoustic pl1onol1 intervalley scattering, and 11011-

polu.;:" "pUcal phOll0.::l intervaUey scattering for central- satellite and 

. ~;D i(;;lljt(~ - s[ ... te llHc tn::msitiollt::i. J onised im purity scattering and electroLi . 

cl cctron collisions have been omitted throughout, i. e. wc shall concern· our-

selv..;::; wHit high purity samples of low electron concentration. Moreover, we 

note that elecu-on-electron scattering, which conserves electron momentum 

and encq',Y, plays no part in the balance of these lllomenls for the electron 

dh,trib'1lioIl as 8 whole. The rransition probabilities A 1 (k, k ') and B (k, k ') 
, 1 - - ij - -

as defined in, (1. 2) for intra valley and !.ntervalley scattering respectively are 

litilCd in Tal:le n, These results are obtained from first order time-d2pen

dCJ:t perturbaticJll theory for plane-wave electron wave-functions. 

The formula for polar optical phonon scattering, which 

is based on the Coulomb iuleD:lctivn between the elect rOll and electric field 

a ssoeiated with the polar phOnGIlS, was given by Ehrenreich [22] who stowed 

that t.his process is primarily responsible for limiting the low field mobHity 

of good quality n-lype crystals of Ill-V compOlmds at room-temperature. 

The material lXl.rameters cOlltained in the formula are Coo and € , the high 
. s 

frequency and static dielectric constants respectively of gallium arsenide, 

and I).J 0' the polar optical phonon frequency whicp. may be assumed to :Lcma~n 



COllstant in the range of pllOllon wavelengths relevaclt to intravalley 

transitions. The transition probabilities for acoustic and non -polar 

optical phonon scattering are derived from deformation potential 

sCDttering theory. For long wavelength Dcoustic phonons, the coupling 

be tween electrons and phonons is ch,uacterised by a deformation potentia] 

tensor ~hrough which t.he shift of the conduction band minimum is related 1.0 

st:.:-ains produced in the lattice by the phonons. In isotropic material, 

the tensor reduces to a scdar deforlllation potential Sand onl,.I the 
a -

longitudinal branch of the a~oustic phonons are cOtlpled to the electrons. 

From these considerations the formula given in Table Il results [23} in 

which p and s are respectively the density and longitudinal sOllnd velocity. 

In the case of intervaUey scattering, essentially the Sdme form1lla appli cs . 

. The wave-vector (~ - ~') of the phonon involved ill the transitions betwceh 

valleys i and j is however of an approxlmately fixed value equal to the 

separation of the centres of the valleys (.!s.1 - .!s.j)' We may therefore ignore 

the dependence of the phonon frequency v.: i 3' the occupation number N tj a11d 

hence the transition probability on ~ and ~' . To cbtain the find expression 
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for intervalley ·scattering, we introduce Dfter R,eik [24] as a matter of convention 

D ,the deformation potential field for the phonol1 associated with the IJlter-
ij 

valley transition, in place of Ea (~' - .!9, and w 1 j in place of(~' - ~) s, in the 

formnla for acoustic phonpn scattering. The vc.luc::s of these and other para

meters used in the c~lculatiohs for gallium arsenide.are given in Table Ill. 

A discussion of the choice of these V3JllCS is r,lven in [4 J and [32]. The 

calculations to be described dre carried out for a lattice temperature of 300
0

K. 

~_2. 6 The steady state distribution flUlctions 

As a first test of the theory of diffusion, we shall apply 

it to the case where the steudy state di stribution functions in the two tyP(~S of valleys 

are displaced Maxwellians, i. e .. 



A 

2 2 
-11 (k: - le) 

I ---:---=-~-l 2rn 1 kBT i (2.20) 

where ~1 ::: (0,0, kz 1)' z being the direction of the electric fidd, and the 

wave vector ~ is measured from the centre of valley L Although displaced 

Maxwellians <lre known to give a poor representation rJ the steady state, we 

shall proceed on the grounds that the rnathe:::natics is simple in th: s cas~ and 

that the theory of diffusion is strictly valid for cEsL-ribution functions of this 

form. For a given field £:" the parameters Pi' kZ1. and Tt ill (2.20) are 
. 2 2 
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determined by insertin g cp ::: 1, v z anc1 E, where y z ~ f1kz/m 1 anc1 E ::: i"t k /2n1
1 

for valley i, into the steady 8tate equations (1.12) and solving the resultc] Il.t 

equations which take the form: 

Y p G (1).:= -p /T + P /1' ::: 0 
~ j 1j 1 1 j' j 
1 . 

G (v,::: -Y /r::.. _eF 
11 Z' 1',1 P In 

I PjGtj(E)::: ··\Vi P 1 +UJPj ::: -CFVZ1 P 5. 
j 

where for clarity we hnve written 

- G 1 1 (1) ~ G. j 1 (1) ::: 1/1' 1 

G 11 (v z> :=.- Y Z /1" 1 \ 

Gu(E):::: - \Vi 

Gjt(E)==U i 

(2.21a) 

(2.21b) 

The terms on the right-hand side of(2. 2n~tlIe respectively the intervalley 

relaxation time'T' , the momentuIll relclx8tion t~mc 1" in vaUev i, the tOl'DI 
1 pi -

rat~ of energy loss in vaIJey i per electron W
t

, and the I'otal pte of energy 

gain 1'.\ in valley j by tr::m~ fer from v nlley i per c1.:::ctrofi tl1erei ll. These 

are all functions of kz ~ Cl.nd T ~ . We have already noted in ~ 2.4 thot G 1.1 (v:;::) 

is identically zero. The physical interpretation is that electrons cntcr.jn;~· 



valley i f:.. .. Olll valley j populate momcntum spaCE: in valley i complelely 

randomly so thGL generation rate for momentum is zero. 

The transverse diffus'ion coefficients are then 

given simply by (2.14 - 15) in l:erms of the steady state parameters. The 

transverse temperature T iB simply T in this case. 
. t 1 t 

When the distribution function is assumed to be Cl 

displaced Maxwellian, the number of indepf!ndent diffusion coeffi cients in 

I-he longitudinal direction is furtber reduced by virtue of the isotropy of 

the distribution function about the cbsplaced cen:re ~i' viz. 

2 2 
Dzkvz>i} = Dz«<vz - V Z1 ) » + 2vz1 Dz(vz ) 

= Dz«v~ » + 2vz1Dz(vZt) (2.22) 

Wc 8h<11'. rewrite the three remaiiliug independent diffusion coefficients as 

is the total averabre energy of the electrons in valley i and 

Dz(E 1> = ~n1 Dz k,(x
2 

>1) + II1tvZ1Dz(vZt) 
2 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

The purpose of putting the diffusion coefficients in this form is that to obtain 

2. dosed set of equations for them, one simply inserts into the diffusion 

equations (2.4) the same moment fWlctions (cp = 1, v z and E) as those 
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tnsertecl into (1.12) to determine th'" steady state. i. e. These equations take the 

form: 

-1 

6i2 

DZ(v1 ) + P2 oE 
. . '2 

for tp = 1 in valley 1 and so forth. 

(2.25) 



This procedure is not strictly necessa ry but it does allow the sarne moment 

generation functions G (tf'\) to be wied in bot!! parts of the calculation. The 
1.1 'i' . 

G.!. /cp) , s for the relevant scattering mechanis:rns a re listed in Appendix II. 

They are functionals of the normalised distribution flU1ction fj /nP
J 

and are 

therefore function s of k and T z . From (2.23) and Vz = fll-:: /m, the 
ZJ J 1 Z 1 ~ 

derivatives of G
1 

(rf'\) with respect to the moments V z and E are giver. by . J 'i' ~j j 

"G 1) (cr» 
ClV

Zj 

"G (C,'l' 1.\ ) ----
oE, 

~ 

m 
_ --l... 

11 

2 oG (~p) 
1,\ 

(2.26) 
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G! j ('() and its derivatives are evaluated numerically. Numerical difier(;;ntia

tiOll is straightforward since G 1 j(cp) varies smooth.ly with k J and T
j 

• 

We shall also consider the distribution ftmctioe.: 

2 2 2 2 
'rl k + k (k - k ) --. [x y + Z Z1 I 

exp - 1--- - '" J \ (2.2.7) 2m - le T k T. - , 
1 B tt B 11 

Wc refer to this distribution funclicri as a 'tv,ro-te:mperaturc dL,placed-

Maxwellian' where the parameters Tl 1 and Tu are respectively the electcon 

temperatures associated with the longitudinal and transverse dircctiG.l1s. As 

with the di:::;placed Maxwelliall, trwlcalion to s~colld oruer is sLI icdy valhl if 

the steady state distribution function is of the form giVOl by (2.27). To 

determine the values of the parameter~ for the steady state, we shall consider the 
. 2 2 

bal~nce of the moments cp = 1, v Z ' E c..nd E 'where E == 1i. k z/2m in valley i. 
Z z ~ 1 

The diffusion coefEcients in the transverse dIrection can be eVc}luated using 

(2. 1 4 - 1 5) c~s before. In the 10ngitud;nn.I direction, the indepcIld811 t diffusion 

coefficients are D (P.), Dz{v ), D (E ) and Dz{E ) where 
Z") ~ l. %.~. "' /31 

z 
E ;~ k T + J. k T + ,t III v 

~ H tl. 2 B li 2 t Z1 
(2.28a) 



(2.28b) 

(2.29a) 

(2.29b) 

and the close set of diffusi on equations are obtained for cp = 1, v z' E and 

EZ1 ' 

,), 

The two-temperature displaced Maxwellian is expected 

to be an improvement on the simple displaced Maxwellian in representing 

the steady state where the anisotropy between the longitudinal and transverse 

directions is inadequately described by just a drift in momentum space [5] . 

We note that if electron-electron collisions are included then they will con

tribute towards the balance of Ez although we have not included this type of 

scattering in the calculation. 

Finally we shall make use of the data obtai ned for 

the steady state by the Monte Carlo method [4, 5, 33], the essence of which 

is a 88IBtJlete simulation of the flight of an electron in momentum space. 

The value of the distribution function f(!9 at a point ~ is given by the total 

time spent by an electron in the neighbourhood of ~ expressed as a frac

tion of the time duration of a flight which includes a large number of scat

tering events, and averaged over many flights. The results of such a cal

culation are usually pres~nted in two ways. The first is to take a value of 

the electric field and display the profiles of f(k) in the directions perpendi

cular and parallel to the applied field; and by expanding f(!9 in terms of 

spherical harmonics, to obtain the energy dependence of the coefficients. 

The second is to obtain the fractional population p", the average velocities 

v t and the average energies El for each of the two-valleys and tabulate these 

as a function of the electric field, It is the second form of the results that 

we shall incorporate into our calculations. In [4] ' results have been ob

tained assuming that the central valley is paliabolic and also for the case when 

non-parabolicity is accounted for. We shall use the results for parabolic 



bands to be conc.,istcnt with our ba~1d model (~ 2. 5) and also with the cal~ 

culation of the diffusion constants .by a direct MOllte Carlo method by 

Fawcctt and Rees [1 ] 

An examination of the results of the Monte Carlo 

calculation shows that it is not a reali.sLic objective to obtain a p~J rarneter -

iscd distribution containing a small number of parameters that v"i11 approx

imate the central valley distribution function, as derived by the Monte Co r10 

method for the electric field range of 1-20 kV/cm. This c!istriL>ution function 

is higllly an.i::;olroplc as a rCI:;ult of i.he presence 01 a threshold energy Io!:" 

irll ervalley scattering (?4 J. However, the theory of diffusion we llave deve" 

l()ped does assume as one of its basic postulates that it is unnecessary to h.'lVC 

full knov.rledgc of the distribution functi.'}n.· More specHic.211y, we need to 

know only the dependence of the moment hreneration function G ~ J (cp) on the rno-

rncnts 'Y 1 f~r moment fW1CtiOllS up to second order. From the values of p 
i 

V and E (~·jven by the Monte Carlo calculation as fu.t1ctions of the electri c z 1 ~ (, , 

field, we shall estimate the values of G:!.l (1), G
l1 

(vz)' G
ll 

(E) and G
21 

(E) by 

assuming that they have the following functional dependence: 

-1 
G (1)::: T (1') 

:\,1 1 l' 

-1 

Gll (vz) == -VZ1'T"p (1'1) 
1 

G (E)::· -VI (T ) 
11 1 1 

G (E) :c::U (T ) 
21 l 1 

(2.30a) 

(2 .. 30b) 

(2.30c) 

(2.30d) 

where Tl. = 2/3 x thermal energy/k~ andT
l
. etc are defined in (2.21). Furthcr 

we shall assume that the distr.ibutIon :lunction in, tl!~ satellite valley is a dis-

pJaced MHxweJlian. For <1 o:ivcn field F, the mOTll~nt (.rell(~rAtjon functions in 
~ 0 

the satellite valley DWy then be evalGdted immediately hy putling the Monte 
2 

Carlo value for the avcrai!C velocity and terJDeraturc \'kBT =E ··m v .,/2) inV) 
... ) 1" ·2 2 2 z~ 

the displaced MD.xwellian. The mOlIlcnt generation functi.ons in the central 

v811ey at the tcrnpenHllrc 1'1' corrcspondlng to an f!ler:tric field F, is tben 

givcn by thc steady state equations (2.21a). 
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The relations (2.30) cannot be justified rigorously 

although one should expect the intervalley and momentum relaxation times. 

and the rates of energy loss through intravalley and intervalley processes to 

be strongly dependent on the thermal energy of the electrons. (The energy 
Cl 

associated with the average drift. mtv 1 /2. is at most only about one tenth 

of the thermal energy). The assumption of a displaced MaxwelUan for the 

distribution function in the satellite valley is a much better approximation .. 

Strong intervalley scattering between the satellite valleys and the absence of a 

threshold energy for intervalley processes imply that the anisotropy found in the 

central valley distribution function is not expected to be present in the satellite 

valleys. (This is confirmed by the Monte Carlo calcula.tion.) ~oreover. the 

. electron mobility calculated by assuming a displaced Maxwellian distribution 

function does not differ significantly from that calculated by the Monte Carlo 

method when the average velocity and temperature inserted into the displaced 

Maxwellian are equal to those calculated by the Monte Carlo method. 

The calculation of the diffusion co~fficients follows exactly that for dis

placed Maxwellians. By assuming the functlonal dependence of tl1e moment 

generation functions (2.30) one has effectively reduced the behaviour of the 

distribution to that of one which is isotropic about a drifted centre. i.e. only 

the average velocity and an isotropic second moment (the average energy) are 

important in determining the values of G 1 (cp). 
. 1 

In diagrams 2 .~-4 we show respectively the average 

velocity. the fractional population in the satellite valleys. the drift velocity 

and temperatures of the central and satellite valleys as calculated by assuming 

displaced-Maxwellian distribution functions (2.20) (dashed curves). two-tem-. 
perature displaced-Maxwellians (2.27) (broken curves). and by the Monte 

Carlo method of reference [4} (full curves). (In diagram 2.4 where the 

temperatures are displayed. the longitudinal and transverse temperatures from 

the two-temperature displaced-Maxwellian calculation are labelled respectively 
, , 

by T 1 and Tt; in the other two calculations such a distinction is of course un

necessary). As was pointed out in Table ITI, the values of the effective mass 



in the s8tellite valley m , and the deformation potenlial .fidd D . used 
2 12 

in the first two calculations a re different from those used in the third. 

This choice of parameters allows the velocity-field characteristics to 

agree (diag.2.1) hut the fractional population, velocity and temperature 

of the central valley are quite obviously different for the two types of 

calculations. This is a reflection of (he fact that the distribution function 
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in the central valley is poorly approximated by either of the Maxwellian 

distributions. The behav.;.our of the drift velocity in the central valley is in 

pa-[ticular of crUcial importance with reference to the diffusion calculatiolls 

as will be seen later. In the Monte Carlo calculation, one observes that 

when the electrons are sufficiently heated, at fields exceeding"" 4kV /cm, 

the drift velocity remains fairly constant, while for the C:lse of the Max

wellians, it continues to rise after a slight reduction in th8 rate of increC'se 

at about 4kV /cm. This disagreement ]3 reduced only slightly when Ill;;) 

and D .,are taken to be of the same value as in the Monte Carlo calculalion, - l~ _ 

but in this ca:::;e the fractional population curve for the Maxwellians would 

be shifted below that for the Monte Carlo calculation (diagram 2.2), with 

the result that the agreement in the velocity characteristic is lost. The 

saturation of the central valiey velocity is evidently a result of some 

abrupt change in the behaviour of the distribution function at the threshold 

energy for interv-alley scattering. One should not expect a distribution 
. \ 

function which takes no account of this threshold to reproduce the same 

effect. 

Th\~ results for d1splaeed-rv1nxwellian and two

temperature displaced Maxwellian distribution functions do not differ very 

significantly. Although in the latter case the longitudinal and transverse 

temperatures, Tl and Tt' and differ by as Jl1Uch as 20% in the central 
.2 1/3 

valley, the average (Tt T l ) , is nearly always equal to the temperatw~e in the 

displaced MaxweJ1ian •. In the satel1ite I/alleys, the l-e:-:;ults are so nearly' 

equal that the curves for the two cases ar.! tndistin:guishable. 

Before closing this section \ve include a brief 



comment on one further type of pararneterised distribuliun fur the central 

valley. The a0rupt change in the shape of the central valley distribution 

function a~ the threshold energy for intervalley scattering suggests that it 

.is 

is perhaps a good approximation to use Cl parameterised distribu1ion function 

containing two temperatures for the energy range above and beJow the threshold. 

An attempt has been made, unsuccessfully, to carry out such a calculation .. 

In the calculation, the distribution funci-ion was asstnnccl to be composed of 

two displaced-Maxwellian w.Uh indepennem temperatures for ene.r[~es above 

and belo',;T the threshold. From the requirement that the distribution 

fW1ction is contirl1JOUS at the threshold energy, only on3 of the cverage drifts 

in the displaced Maxwellians is independent; the other is a fun~tion of the 

first average drift and,the temperatures in the two encL"gy ranges. Thus in 

the central valley, the distribution function contains three adjustc:ble para

meters plus the fractional population theL~in. To obtain valuct; for these, 

and the avera ge drift and temperature jn the satellite valley f01' a given 

electric field, two types of calculation wen:; carried out. The first is to 

consider the balance of number, momentum and enerb'Y for each valley. Since 

there are only five equations, the equation for the balance of numbeJ.:' beiIlg the 

same equation for the two valleys, it is necessary to remove one of the unknowns. 

For strong intervalley scattering it was thought justifiable to cquate the 

temperature in the central valley above the threshold lo the sCltcJlite vallcy 
\ 

temperature, or, since the satellite val1~y is known to be only slightly 

heated, to assume that it remains fixed at the lattice temperature. JJ1 neither 

c aS8 as it happens, could the balance equation~ be satisfied above a field strength 

of about ·4kV fcm.· This failure is a result of the contraints pl&ced on th2-

intenralley number and energy transfer rates by the approximations. In the 

first ease th~ relative trallsfc.r belwe(;!n the two valleys is in cf.[ect fbwd 

since the electTons in the central valley that can w1dergo ir:tervalley scatteril1g 

are alway::; al lhe same temperature as thc'3e in the satellite valley; their 

average velocities being independent i~ of little consequence to the transfer 



rates. In the second case, the balance of number and energy in the 

satellite valley proves to be unn.chievable when the t(-mperature is 

fixed. 

In the second type of calculation, all addi-
2 

t~onal c,rwtion, that for the balance of kz in the central valley, was 

included awl all the independent para,:neter::; were allowed to vary frf'ely. 
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The inclusion of this equation requIres a large inequality between the moments 
2 2 

<vx> and < (VZ -V
Z1

) >, and ~he longitudinal and transverse temperatulTS 

of the tvvo-tcmperature MaxweeJian (2.27) do in fact differ by some 30% 

in order to satisfy this equation (see diagram 2.4). In the present case, 

it was found impossible to satisfy simultaneously all the balance equatiom; 

because such a large temperature anisotropy cannot be achieved within 

the allowed form of the distribution function. 

The approach adopted here to take aCCowlt of 

the thre~:;1}old is by no means unique. One might for instance seek the 

balance of electl~)ns) momentum and ener!,;y ill each of the two energy 

ranges al:x)Ve and JJelow the threshold in the central valley. However, 

such a line of attack would greatly increase the complexity of the calcula

tion and it was not thou~>"ht worthwhile to take what is after aU an approxi.

mate scheme to such elaborate ends. . \ 

~ 2.7 Results and Discussion .. 
The diffusion constnnt!'3 commonly referred to 

in transport theory are the diffusion coefficients of the components of the 

average velocity parallel and ~orrnal to the applied electric field. In the 

theory of diffusIon developed in this chapter these and othcr diffusion co-:, 

efficicnts have been evaluated by neglec'cing space-ch;lTge effects and Ly an 

approx i rn8te solution of the Boltzmann EqucHion in the regime of small and 

slowly-var~Ting density fluctuations. Accordingly, we shall present and 

discus~! the result~ of the calculations with reference firstly to the phy~sL:al 

regi on within which the theory is expected to Cl ppJ y, then to a Monte CiHl0 

calcu}ation by Fawcett and Rees [171 in wnich the diffusion constants are 



calculated i.n the absence of space-c]large effeCts by an eX3 ct t;oluLion of 

the Boltzra:llll1 Equation, and finally to experimental findings. 

To estimate the upper limits of the denslty 

fluctuations for which the theory of diffusion is valid, we shall consider 

the requircments (from ~ 2.1): 

(2.31a) 

C+>i C+>1 

-l. 
where w= - n V 11 and 

of 
_«1 (2.31b) 

F 

The first condition imposes no restrictian on the absolute magnitude of 

the density fluctuations but requires that they vary suffiCiently sloViTly. 
DI ) -7 

The result,; of the calculations show that in all cases "PI /q>! < 10 In 

-7 -1 ~5 -1 
so that (2.31a) is sath;iied if ~ «10 m Le., if w ,....10 III is suifi-

ciently small, then the electron desnity can vary by as much as 100% over Cl. 

distance of several microns without violating the condition (2. 31a). For 

1l1stance, a gaussian pulse several microns wide would satisfy this con

dition. The propagation properties of such a pulse is of spccial inl''!rest 

3'7 , , 

because both the MOllte Carlo calculation and the experimental mea.'suremcnl of 

the diffusion constants are based on the spread of a pulse with tiIne. 'I'll(' 

condition (2. 31b) does impose an upper limit in the absolute v::l1ue of the 

fluctuations. From Gauss's theorem, for a pulse of width 1, the difference 

in the electric field going from one side of the pulse to the. other in the 

direction of the field j s given by: 

(2.32) 

where n is the average density of the pulse. 
5 

If 1 r-I 51-l,IIl and 1:<' rv 5x 10 V/m 
5 

(the field 1-ang(; of interest in gallium arsenide being 1-20 X' 10 V jm) then 
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n must be less than 10 m if of IF is to be of the order of a percent. 

When this condition of low space-charge accumulation is attained, thcI1 

the sole effect of space"charge is to cause the pulse to spread in the 

direction of the field D s a direct cOllseq·~p.nce of the field difference, 

hence velocity difference, going: from one side of the pulse to the other. 

Under these circumstances we a re j ustifipd as we have done t.o neglect 

space-charge effects at the first instance i1"< the theory of diffusion, aLd to 

l'Jc1ude D correction for the velucity difference on either side of the pulse 

in the direction of th(~ field. 

The Mo'1te Carlo calculation by Fawcett and Rees 

[171 of the difJusion coefficients is based on a simulation of the spread of 

a pulse of electrons with time, neglecti~1g space-chargc cffects and 

assumi.ng that both the central and i:;atelli~e valleys have botropic, con

stant cffective masses. The results thus obtained should therefore be in 

agreement with results obtained from the theory of diffusion, using steady 

state vabes obtained by the J\1011te Carlo method based on the same bDnd 

model. [1J In the transverse direction, the EiIlstein's rdation is 

valid for each valley (7. .17) so tbat the difiusion CQefficients can be eVDlllated 

dircctly from the s~eody state charDctcrLsi.ics. In the longitudinal direction 

further manipulation of the steady state data was necessary in order to ob

tain the moment generation functions G t (cp) as functions of v and T (2. ;)0). 
. . \ 1 1 1 

The drastic: approximations made in this latter process imply that one should 

no longer expect quantitative agreement in the longitudinal direction but in 

the tranS\Terse direction fair agreement should be achieved. 

In diagram 2. 5a the tr~nsver3e vc)oc;ity diffusion 

coefficients obtained from the theory of diffusion using Monte Carlo data for 

the steady state (filiI curve), and by the direct Monte Carlo m.ethod (broken 

curve):nc displayed as fUflctions uf the electric field. The agreement between 

the curvc~] is g-ood and the general shape of the curve's can be interpreted as 

follows. The initial increase of the dHfLlsion coefficient can be attributed to 

the illCre~\8e in electron tempe:-ature in the central 'valley, and the decrcase 



at higher field..; to the transfer of electrons to the satellite valleys where 

both the electron mobility and temper-ature are considerably lower than the 

central valley. The curves derived from the theory of diffusion starting 

from displaced Maxwellians (2.20) and two-temperature dispJ:Jced Max

wellians (2,27) show that same qualitative hehaviour (di:~graDl 2.5h). The 

curve for the two-temperature displaced MaxweUic!fl lies below tllat for the 

displaced Maxwellian at low fielel mainly because Lhe transverse temperature 

Tt in (2.27) is lower than T in(2.20). At 11igh fields, this is compensated 

by the in.equality in the transkr from the central to satellite v~l11eys. 

(see cliabrrarns 2,2 tmd 2.4). Since t.he m:l.terial parameters used in these 

latter coIculations are not identical to those use(; in the Mi)llfe CarJo C81Cllla-
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tion, qualitative comparison between the cLlrves is not really meaningful. It is 

Vvorlhy of note that the pC8k in all tbe diHusi(ln curves occur a! ;]11 electric 

field of about 3.5 kV jcrn, close to the maximum in ti,e velocity-field 

chara cteri tic (diag. 2.1) and where the fractional populations in the two :3 818 of 

valleys Lecomc' comparable in magnitude. 

The curves for the diffusion coefficients in the 

longitudinal direction arc shov,1[, in (Eog-rams (2, 6a) anc1(2. 6b). The agreement 

between the curves calculated from the theory of diffusion using Monte Carlo 

steady stace data ar..d by the direct Monte Carlo method is poor (di;:tg. 2.68) in com· 

parison with that achieved ill the transverse direction. The lorgest disparity 

occurs in the field range 3 - 10 kV jcm and the diffusion constant calculated 
, 

by tllC theory of diffusion has a negaUvc value bet'Yeen 4 - 7 kV/cm! Hov{cver, 

there are subtle siInilarities between the CUlves that luerit comment, and 

the theory of diffusion secms able to provide Cl qualitative explanaUon for two 

important feCltures in the direct Mont-e Carlo results: firstl\', that D is Cl much 
. 1 

lower value tha.n D , and secondly, the peak in D occurs at a lower field. 
t 1 

To discuss in deta i.l the behaviour of D we 
1 

leier to equations (2.16) and (2.18) which C2n be written as 



Dt = P1 DZ,(vZl.) + P:aDz(vz:a) + (v1 - v2 )DZ(P1) (2.33) 

o-r -1 
:a 2 1 

and DZ(Pl) ='-2P1 (v1 - v2 ) - 'IaP1 

where we have used the re] ations (2.4), (2.21) and (2.30). Since the 

intervalley rc~laxation time 'i 2 is nenrly a consi:ant, the last two terms in 

the right-hand side of (2.34) are small and the sign and magnitude of 

DZ(P1) depends on the first two terms only. The first of these has been 

identified in 'l 2.5 and gives rise to an equivalent diffusion constant 

which is 2.lways positive. The second term on the other hand is 

always negative 6ince the intervalley sC8ttering rale increases all,rays with 

the central valley temperature as does the latter in the presence of the 

diffusion driving force As it turns out, DZ(P
1

) is always negative in the 

field range considered and has the largest absolute value in the range 
-1 

4 - 7 kV/clll. (At low fields DZ(P
l
'> is small bcc;~use both P2 31100'-1 /0'1.'1 

arc, small, and at high fields, P
1 

is small and the two contributions of 

opposite signs are nearly equal.) This behaviour of DZ(P
1

) is partly res·-

ponsible for the low (and negative) values of D1 in the intcrmediJ.le fields. 

,For a single valley, the Einstein relation (2.1,) 

is valid and DZ(vZ1 ) is proportional lO the differential mobility dv Zl /dF. 

In the many valley situ .. 'ltioD, this relationship it; no longer sLrici:ly .valid 

but the variations of the two quantities are stin conelated to sorae eX.tent 

especially at low field where intervalley scattering is relatively unimporc:::.nt. 

From this effect we again expect the longitudinal diffusion constant to br; 

smaller than the tr:lnsverse diffUSion constant. Moreover, the respective 

occurencc of a maximulll and a sudden change in ~)lope on the two curves at: 

about 3kV /crn may be attributed to the onset of velocity saturation in the 

central valley, causing Dz(vz ) to decrease rapIdly. (see also diag. 2. :3). 

-10 



Dz(v Zl) does not iii fact bec~)]jlc nCl-:i'at:ve at any particular field but it 

may take small cnou.?-;h values for the term containing DZ(Pl} to dominate 

the behaviour of D
1

• The dcp.arture of D (v ) from the Einstein rela-z Zl 

tion (2.13) when intervallcy sc;lttering beeolOcs important is reflected 

through a gradual illcrcasc of this quantity after the initial decrease in 

the onset of velocity SD.turation. At high ficldfJ when transport procc.sse::-; 

in the central valley become le::;!:.; importal1t, the curves are in good agree-

:I1ent. Thus qualitatively tli(:~ two curve::; exhibit some COllllll~n charactcr-

istic[;. The qunntitative clicugreClncilts may be attributed to the various 

a pproxIJlJa tions made in llle rec1uclion of the functional dependence of the 

mornent generation functions to (l1e form (2.30). SInce the various terms 

in (2.33) and (2.34) a re often of tile oppos:te sign and of nearly equal 

magnintc:e, the value of D j:3 VC,l'y sensitive lO any over- or underestin:o.-
. 1 

tion of tllci r val uu; . 

The curves calculated from tile theory of diffu

sion using the two types of dihrL~ced Max,vellians (diag. 2.6b) show again tIle 

initial decrease of DJ from tl'e c!Jange in sIop,= of the central valley velocity. 

Howevel another p~i1lc follows closely at slightly higher fields and brjng~ Dl 

to vallles exccedill!2' D. The se::colld pea~ and subsequent behaviour of D " t .. 1 

is a result of D (P.) being po;;j ~jvc L'.nd large. In these latter calculations z i 

t he strength of intcrvallcy f3CJUcring is dccn;<lsed by approximately a factor 
\ 

9 

41 

of fOLlr since the c1ef'onnation J'()l:Cntial field D
12

is decreased from 10 c'l/cm to 
8 

5 • 3 x 1 0 e V/cm. COilscqucDLly bot tl the in1.crvalley relaxation times'l:' and't'_ 
. 1 ~ 

are incrcaHcd fouriold. In ('2. ,-):1) then, tile first term on the right-hand side 

dominates tile behe! '/ iour of D,. (p, ) since flIe otller terms are unchanged by the 
" -

increase in the intcrvalley rcJ::xClli.on times. 

COJJi:j,_;dson of the tileory with experiment is hin

- dered by the scarcity oJ exrC'~I·.i I;:CilLll dOLl.. Only the longitudinal diffusion 

constant J-iaf::> been 1li(~;umyed ill ;;-,!l1iurn ar:-:eni.de (Ruch and Kino [31 ]). The 

results v/ere obW-incd hy Cl iiJ:l'i··of·,fligbt method designed principally to 

meaSU1:e th.::: velocj'Y of <l pul~,.,:: '.If electro];s 1ilrougli .semj··immlating Xllar~ria1. 

Electrori-hole pain; wn: crc8l l:';cl I1C;U the CLllhou;of a SDIl1plc of Gak; by a 



short burst from an electron-gw1. If the holes are swept out of the 

sample in a short time because of their close proximity to the cathode, 

the current induced in the external circuit may be entirely attributed 

to the .']ow of electrons through the sample, The duration of the current 

gives a di reet measure of the transit-time of the electrons, and the rise 

and fall times of the current: give a measure of the width of the electron 

pulse at tl;~ time of its creation and <'.S the electrons make their exit 

through the anode the spread of the pulse, providing then an estimate of 

the diffusion constant. .Although the experimental conditions seem to 

conform with those set out at the beginning of this section regarding space-

charge effects, the values obtained for Dl are approximately three times 

as high as tho&!obtained by the Monte Cal'!o calculation showing a peak of 
2 

...... 900crn /sec at ~.5kV/crn. 

Ohmi and Hasuo [211 have managed to obtain 

some limited agreement with experiment by adding to the transverse Ein

stein re18ti.on (2.17) the intervalley contribution (2.19). This procedure 

is clearly unjusHfiable on the basis of the theory of diffusion developed in 

this chapter. Fawcett and Rees [17] proposed that impurity scattering 

42 

would tend to reduce the anisotropy between the longitudinal and transverse 

directions, whereby the longitudinal diffusion constant would be decreased. 

However, even if this were the case, the 10ngitudinHI diffusion constant would 
, \ 

at most be equal to the transverse conslant, which is still too smalL 

There is, however, a possible source of error in 

the experiment that has not been given full consideration. In estimating 

the rh;c-time tR .of the 'electron current; the presence of the hole current 

has been neglected. We show schernJ.tically in dia gram.2. 8 how this can 

give 'rise to a considerable underestimation of IT{ even though the hole current 

is typicalJy only a twentieth the value of the electron current. In diagr::tm 

2.7 the curves (a) and (b) represent respectively the.:: variation of the eJectp.:~n 

and hole currents with time. Between the times t and t , electron-hoJe 
o 1 

pairs are being created Ileal' thC:! cathode. At the completion of this pror~es3 



th", electron current reaches its maxirflUIIl v::.lIue so the true rise-time 

corresponding- to the vridth of the electron pulse is given by (t1 - to)' 

In the meantime, as they are being created, the holes arc swept: out of 

the san pIe under the influence of the electric field. The maxim urn hole 

current occurs therefore at a time < t
1

• Since the low field mobUity of 
-> 

h')l(-;s in g-allium arsenide is approximately 400 cm~' /Vscc [34] whiJe that 

'" for electr~!1s is 9000 cm /VS2C [31 J the maxImum bole current is rough-

ly 5% that of the maximum electron current. The curve (c) giving the 

· ~ ~: ... ) 

total current is obtained simply by tlk~ addition of (a) and (b). TInts if the rise 
1 

timcof (c) (t:'. -to) is taken to be the rise time tRof the electron current, then 

it is seen from the diagram that tR will be underestimated consistently by 

anythip_g up to 257~ depending on the exact location of the maximum_ in the 

hole cur:..-ent. The diffusion constant: was eV3luated in reference [31 J using 

the expression 

where tR and tF are the rise- and fall-times of the electron current, v the 

electron velocity and 1 the sample length. If t
R

= 0.3 n sec (a reasonable es

timate from [31])<md6t
R

'·- + 0.06 n sec, thltS the diffusion conS;_ilnt U( 3.5 kV/cm 

is reduced from 900 cm2 /sec to about 260 cm2 /sec, \vhich is close to the 

value predicted by theory (diat;". 2.6a), 

We conclude tllat the behaviour of the diffusion 

constants in gallilUll arsenide is probably fairly accu rately predicted by the 

Monte Carlo calculation of FRwcett (lnc1 ]tees [1-7]. The theory of diffusion 

wc havc developed is able to obt:ctin quantHative agreement with the Monte 

Carlo results only in the direction trHJlSVen,;e to the clecllic field. In the 

longitudinal direct-ion, certain features of the curve can be explained in terms 

of contributions to diffusion from intervalley scatterillg and intICt"vally thermal 

processes. The inability to achieve q uantitaHve agTeement is a reRult of the 

pour repre~elltaliull of the steady stale distributiolL function in the central vaHey 

of gallium arsenide through parameteriscd distributions. 
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N Q9 = Occup£ltion r-:'.lmber of phonon Of type g and '.Nave-vector! 
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non-pOls'c cptical phonolls , 

E. (k) 
~ -- = energy of: electron in valley i with WClve-vector le measured from the centre of valley i. 

THE REHA.I::illSR OF THE SY!-fBOLS AZE DEFINED I:~ TI~E 7EXT. 
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CAPTION TO DIAGRI).MS 

2.1 The steady stntc velocity/field characterlstic for electrons in 

g:111iurn arsp.nic1e c:11culated by Ule Monte Carlo Method (full 

linc) ar.d by the Moment Balallce Method using displaced Max

wclli8ns (dJ shed line) and two telllperaturc displaced Maxwe:.l-

li8ns (broken line). 

7 .• 2 ThE' steady st8te fractional popu.lation in the satellite valleys 

(n2/n) calculated as above. 

2.3 The average ::oteady state electron velol:.!ties in the central and 

sa tellite valley s displayed as functions of field. In the satellite 

valley, the velocities calculated by the two types ef displaced 

M8xwell.ians <l re iI1distinguishn ble in the scale shown. Note 

velocity saturation in central valley in the Monte Carlo curve. 

2.4 The steady Gtate electron temperature::; in 1:11e central and 

satellite vall eys displayed as fWlctions of field. l' and l' 
1 t. 

denote respectively the temperature associated with the direction 

longitudinal and transverse to the electric Held. The Monte 

Carlo temperature is given by 2/3 x average thermal energy/k . 
\ B 

2.5 The transverse diffusion coefficient for electrons in GaAs cal-

culated from the theory of diffusion using steady state data dere

ved by the MOl1te Carlo Method (full line) and by an independent 

t-llonte Carlo calculAtion (hroken curve). 

2.5b The transverse diffusion coefficient cJ1culatcd f:Lom the theory of 

diffusion assumiag displaced Max'.Vellians (dashed line) and two 

femperature disp]aced Maxwcllians (fu.1lline). 

2.6a The longitudinal diffusion coefficient calculated as diag. 2. Sa. 

2.6b Tlw longttudinaJ coefficients calculated as rHa g. 2. 5b. 



2.7 Schematic diagram indicating that th<3 real rise time (t -t ) 
1 0 

of the electron current is much longer than the a ppa rent ri se 

time rt- t (of the total current) when the hole current is not 
1 0 

negligible. (The current rise corresponds to that: observed in 

an insulating sample of semiconductor when electron -, hole paLl'S 
+ ' 

are created near the p contact by an eJ ectron gun or by Cl la ser . ) 
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Chapter 3. Electronic Diffusion in Silicon 

.-i 3.1. Introduction 

In this chapter we apply the theory of diffusion 

to electrons in silicon when an external electric field is applied 

along the < 111> - crystal10graphic axis. This particular orienta

tion of the electric field has been chosen for two reasons. Firstly, 

all existing experirnenl2.l data are taken for this orientation, and 

secondly, the hi gh degn:e of symmetry allows the calcula Lion to 

be considerably simplified. 
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As before, we assume that the steady state dis

tribution function· is of a parameterised form which we require to 

satisfy the appropriate balance equations. Two types of distribution 

functions, the displaced Maxwellian and the two-temperature displaced 

Max\vellian have been used. Calculations of the velocity characteris

tic. using displaced Maxwellians have previously been carried out by 

several authors [11,55] but the anisotropy of long wavelength acous

tic phonon scattering has usually been neglected. In the present 

work, this feature of the electron-phonon interaction has been incorpor

ated fully into the calculation. Furniermore, in the calculation using 

th'= two-temperature displaced Maxwdlian, it is possible to include 
\ 

electron-electron scattering explicitly into the balance equations. We 

took the opportunity to investig8te the limit of high electron density 

when the two-temperature displaced Maxwellian is reduced to a simple 

dicplaced Maxwellian by electron -electron scattering. 

To exploit fully the symmetry of the electron system, 

we introduce in 9 3.2 the 'eqUivalent' coord;_nates. It can be shown 

l;:,tcr, in ~ 3.4, that the use of t:1ese coordinates enables the rnarry

valley steady state and diffusion equadons to be reduced to a form 



involving the 1l10ll1ents and diffusion cOefficients of a single valley 

only, so that the solution of these equations is greatly simplified. 

In ~ 3.2, the symmetry and transfonnation properties of the velocity 

dIffusion tensor and the other diffusion coeffi.cients are also di~~cusscd. 

Wc determine from these considerations the numberofindcpenucllL com

ponents that are contained in the diffusion coefficients and the relation of 

these quantities to the experirneIltally observed diffusion constants. 

In ~~ 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 we describe re:-,pectivdy the 

elt'ctron-phonon interactions in sIlicGD (together with Cl discussiOli en 

the choice of material paramcters), and the calculations using the two 

types of distribution functi.ons. In ~ 3.6 (he results of tile diffusion 

calculation are c1iscusced in relation to experiments and Monte Carlo 

calculations. 

2 3.2. The '~quivalent' coordinates and symmetry r.onside:L-atiol1s 

The conduction band of silicon consists of six minima 

centred at equivalent points along the < 100> - axes (see diagram 3.1). 

In the neighbourhood of these minima, the constant energy surfaces Hrc 

proJRte ellipsoids of ~:evolution about the respective < 100> - ax~s such 

46 

that the effective mass tensor for each minimum is diagonal and 

characterised by the principal effective masses mOlllT and moUl L' where 
\ 

TnT ~md mL are respectively the effective mass ratios in the dircctions 

normal and paraJle~ to the symmetry axis, and mo is the free electron 

mass. (Initially we shall aE;SUllie ~hat 111T and mL a~~e constants. In 

~, 3.4 we !:,..-eneralise the andysis to the case when 111T is energy c1epen -

dent [11 J.) Thus the pairs of valleys sharillg the same symmetry axis 

arc strictly equivalent for any orientation of the electric field; for the 

rem;:llnder of tillS chapter we shall refer to these equivalel1t pairs as a 

single valley lahelled by all integer i CoO ],2 ami 3.). The non -pa rallel 

valleys are on the other hand non-equjvalent despite the symmetrical 

orientation of t~lC electric fieid for two reasons: the C1\Tcrage drift 



velocities in the valleys are non--parallel in gener<1l, and the response 

of the electrons in each valley to an arbitrary density gradicnt is 

non-identical. 

When the electric field is in the <Ill> -direction, 

it is possible however, to choose for each valley i, a system of 

'equivalent' coordinates, denoted by tlll2 bracketed ;ndex (i), such 

'that the distribution fl.Ulction i1 ) (k) of valley i, as referred to in the 
1 -

equivalent coordinates (i), is identical for all L The choice of these 

sets of equivalent coordlllates is not 1.lllique. In diagram 3.1 we show 

one particular set which are related to a common coordinnte system, the 

crystal coordinates (c), by the rotational matrices 
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(001) 
'1\)= IJO , 

( 0 1 0 (010) (100) 
1'(2) = 0 0 1 and T(3 =. 0 1 0 100 ) 0011 

(3.1) 

such that the transformation 

(3.1a) 

applies for Cl vector qWllltity ~ for the change of coordinates from (c) to 

(i). It is evident that the distribution fUIlction £1 (1 )(,5) is the same for all 

i because in the equivalent coordinates (i), the field aud tile ~yIIllIletry 

axis of valley i are in th(,; same directions (in this case, the < III > and 

< 001 > directions) for all 1. Other sets of equivalent coordinates may be 

generated by applying further rotations identically to each of the set 

represented by (3.1). Unless otherwise specified, we shall however take 

equivalent coordinates to mean the set represented by (3,1) because these 

coincide with the principal axes of the e1Jlpsoidal valleys. 

Wh~n the distribution functi.on ;n equivalent coordinates is 

id,~ntical for all the valleys, the same must be true for all moments of the 

distribution, as well as the diffusion coeIfic:ients which depend on the stc8c1y 

state distribution f1.lllCtioll only. F .com the transformation properties of 

the coordimtcs given by equation (j.l) it is therefore possible tCJ express 



allmol11ents and diffusion coefficients in valley j by the moments 

and diffusion coefficients of valley i. In ~ 3.4 we shall use this 

information to simplify the steady state and diffusion equations. 

For the remainder of this section wc shall discuss the symmetry 

properties of the moments of the disl rilmtion function and their 

respective diffus Dn coefficients. 

0) The fractional population 

The fractional population p. in valley i in the 
1 

.";teady state must be the same for all the valleys since this is ob-

tained by integrating f 1 (i \!s), i. e. 

(3.2) 
'\' 

Since 2..!OP1 =- C, and D(1)(P1) is identical for all i, 
t 

we have for aTi arbitrary diffusion driving force'!!. : 

= 0 

which impl.ics that '\' D (1 )(p ) = O. Since the x- and y-components ef lJ 0\ 1 

et 

d1
)(P1) must be equal fro111 the symmetry of the x- and y-axes, we may 

therefore write: 

(3.3) 

(1) 
so that Q '(Pi) has only one independent componem D

p
' 

(ii) The Dverage velocity_~nd diffusion._~~:,oL· 

In equivalent coordinates, the average velocity 

i may be written in the most general form as: 

v (1)_ (v v V \ 
":"'1 - T' T' J../ (3.4) 
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where the cOlnponents v
T 

and "L in the light and heavy mass directions Jcspec

tively (i. e. the transverse and longitudinal directions w. I' • t. the symmetry axi.s 

of the ellipsoidal constant energy surfaces) are to be treated as independellt 

moments of the distribution function when the scattering of electrons is aniso

tropic. Note that for isotropic scattering the average momentum of the elec

trons is pen-aUel to F (see 9 3.5) so that v'f and v are in the ratio III /m 
- L L T 

and are not independent of each other. 

In general therefore, the velocities of the,different 
I 

valleys are non -parallel. Using (3. J) it can be shovm that they have components 

of equal magnitude in the < III > -direction and components normal to tlle < Ill> -

direction that are also eqml in magnitude but are orientated along the ! 112l -

directions re::;pectively. Since the fractional populations of the valleys arc equal, 

the average velocity of the entire electron system ~ is parallel to the electric 

field.!, which must be thc case 'vVhcn .!:' is Hpplicd in the < III > - direct ion for a 

cubic system. The total average velocity ~ and the components s.. in each valley 

normal to the field are given respectively by: 

~ = (vL + 2vT ) (1, 1, 1)/3 

1 

and :l.. = 3- 2
(V

T 
- v

L
) jlI 2l (3.5b). 

Although the component '.J.. is unobservablc experimentally from measureU1.ents ef 

the average ydodly, it io an important quantity in relation to intervalley dif:~llsion 
1 

effects since the difference ib average velocity between any two valleys is 22VJ.: 

The diffusion tensore for the average velocity v 
-1 

can be written in the most general way as 

(3.6) 

where we have made use of the symmetry between the x- and y-axcs to reduce 

the numLer of independent components to five. The oft-diagDnal elements 'Jf the 

are non-zero because in the presence of t!le electric field, the positive and 

negative direction" along each of the coordinate ax~s are asymmctric31. For 
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instance, the velocity induced in the z-direction by a density gradi.:::nt in 

the x-direction is given by 

Ov == D w . 
1- 2;; 

If the positive and negative directions along the x-axis were symmetrical, 

, then changing 1:he ,-;lgn of Wx should leave 6V z W1altcred which is poi:>sible 

only i.f D:a is zero. Similarly if the z-axis were symmetrical in the same 

sense then D:a must again be zero because for a given Wx there is no 

preferred direction for &v. It does not follow however, that the 'JUiusion 
z - -

tensor 12 (:.:) for the total average velocity:.: is nOll-diD gonal. By definition 

= D(~ x ~ 

If wc choose a coordinate svstem in which the z-axis is parallel to F, then 
" -

using (3.1) - (3.6), it can be shown that 

(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

and (3.7c) 

i. e. the diffusi.on tensor for the enti re electron system is dia!-J.>nnl and 

D.l. ~nd 011. are the diffusion constants in the directions normal and pa raJleJ 

to the electric field. (To avoid confusion the symbols..land ~ t will be used 

to denote the directions normal and puralld to the eleci:l'ic field while T 

and L wi.ll conti.nue to signify the respective orienw.tiotls w. r. L the sym

metry axis of tl1e constant energy surfr.ces.) Thts rei:mlt is again to be 

expected from the cubic symmetlY of the crystal and thl:' orient2ti0l1 of r· 
Thro~lgh equations (3.7b) and (3. 7c), the experimeJJtalJy observcc1clHfus.iuIl 

const<1nts D,J.., and D 1\ arc related to the components of the diffusion co·· 

elficients of the moments of tht:~ distribution function f (le), which Cl re (he 
i -
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quantities to be computed directly from the diffusion: equations. 

The results (3.2 - 3.7) are derived from the 

transformation prvpertics of the equivalent coordinates and the symmetry 

between the x- and y-axes in these coordinates. They are therefore 

independent of the approximations we make with respect to the shape of 

the distribution function. The results concerning the diffusion ten'sor for 

velcv:ity ~1 apply moreover to the diffusion tensor of the wave-ve~tor k1 

since ~l. and.!s.1 are related by the transformation 'nkQ'1 = v 0'1 /(momQ') 

which preserves the symmetry between the x- and y- axe::; (mx= n\r :.= rET)' 

(Hi) The second order moments 

When the distribution flIDction is assumed to be a 

displaced Maxwellian, the steady state is determined completely by the 

balance of one of the second order moments only, namely the avera!:,Y'C 

energy E 1. Consequently, in the diffusion equations, only the diffusion 

coefficient of E 1 is involved. From the symmetry of the x- and y-axis 

in thp. equivalent coordinate system, we have 

(3.S) 

For the two-temperature displctced Maxwellian calculation, 

two second order moments are involved. The most convenient pair of 

moments Cl re E~ and Ell 11 ' the latter being the energy associated with 
. 2 2 

the motion jn the direction of the field, and is equal to <11 k I1 /2rn m > 
-1 -1 -1 -1 0 C 1 

where m c = (m L +2mT ) is the reciprocal of the conductivity effective 

mass ratio, The diffusion coeffi.cient of Ell l can again be wlitten in the 

form: 

D (1)(E' ) = D (l)(E' ) ID (1)(1" ) 
I' 1 11 1:;::' ~ 11 • x I Y I Z • 

(3.9) 

1- :3, 3, The scattering mechanisms 

The electron-phonon interactions of importance in silicon 



are known to be acoustic intrAvalley scatte:ring, and intervalley seD t'.t:r

ing between perpendicular valleys (f-tfpe), which involves a mixture of 

two phonons from the LA and TO branches, and between parallel vaHcyti 

(g-type) which involves a single LA phol1on. [35,36,37]. In a cuhic 

materia] such as siEcon, the transition rrobabilities for these e1ectron-
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phonon interactions are in gene] al ani8o::ropic because t]1e electron effective.: 

mass tensor, and the elastic constants arc anisotropic [38]. In the 

present calculation we shall examine In some detail the effects of this 

anisotropy since they have been ignored in previous calculations of the 

velocity characteristic [11, 55] and we are uncertain 8 priOri if the values 

of the diffusion constants are sensitive to !:hese effects. 

For inter/alley scattering we shall again adopt tht:.-' 

deformation f,otential approach outlined in ~ 2.5. In the present cont.ext, 

the important approximation made in this treatment is thot the pllol1ol1 

involved is asslUllcd to be of a fixed wave-vector equal to the centrc-to

centrc separation of the relevant valley::>. (This is valid because tile 

wave-vector difference within a valley is usual1J1 small in (;oIT,parisc)ll will! 

the separation of the valleys.) As a result, however, the transition pro

babili ty for intervalley scattering (see Table II of clla pter 2) is isotropic. 

This is because the intfTV2 Jle)' phonon wave vector is independent l)f the initi;l1 

and final states or the eleGtron in the respective valleys so the detail slcape of 

the valleys can in no way influence thE:; t:1:ansition probability. tv10reover, the 

anisotropy of the clastic constants is irrelevant in this case because essen-

tiaJIy tile same phonon is involved in all the transitions. 

The energies and deformation potenLial fields of the phonons 

involved in illtervalley scattering that wc shall use are given by Co:,;LaJO and 

Reggiani [11 ] vvho h.ave shown that their values of the parameters Ic;]cl to 

good th20rctical estimates oJ the velOcity characteristic in silj con j or '1 

large range of l,lttice temp(~.catures and electric fields, and for various 



orientations of the field. These values are further support-ed by 

experimental evidence deduced reom photoconductivity [39J and radio

active recombination measurements [40,41]. In table I where the 

numerical constants for n-silicon are listed, D
f 

and Dare respec-
, g 

tivc1y the deformation potential fields for f-type and g-type scattering; 

< T lLA), TiTO) and T g(LA) are the energies of the phonons involved 

exp~-essed in units of a temperature. Since the parallel valleys are 

stricLly equivalent, g-type scattering may be treated as a special case 

of 'optical' intravalley scattering. 
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For ac.oustic intravalley scattering we shall follow the 

formalism of Herring and Vogt [38]. When the constant energy surfaces 

are eHipsoidal shear strains as wr;lJ as dilations of the lattice can pro

duce a shift in the conduction band edge. Herring [42J has shown that 

when the valleys are centred on the < 100 > or < III > axes in the Brillouin 

zone then it is possible by symmetry conslderations to relate the band 

edge shift to the strains in the la'ttice through two independent deformation 

pot2ntials S d anclSu, which are defined by: 

,~ ~~ 

oE :..:.:fd(e + e + e ) +.:. e 
1 xx yy zz u zz 

(3.10) 

whpre e are the cc:mponents of the strain tensor and oR 1 is the shift of 
O'~ 

the band edge in valley i. When the phonon wave-vector IS parallel to 

the symmetry directions of the cubic crystal, two of the accu~tic mode:::; 

are purely transverse and the third purely longitudinal so (3.10) may be 

used without ambiguity to evaluate the transition probability for acoustic 

phonon scattering. Dy interpolating between the results for the sYlllmet:ry 

directions, Herring and V(~gt [38 J were able to obtain a general formuJa 

for the transition probability which is applicable for all orientalions of 

the phonon wave vector. Following Con.wcll [43 J. we omit further 

some smaJ1 te:rms in this formula and obtain the intravalley transition pro-

bability (from state ~ to k' ) due to acoustic phonoD scattering: 



2 
(3 cose sine) j 1 

S
u 2 lk-k' \ F'fA (k, k') 

TT pST - - --
(.3.1] ) 

where e is the angle between the phonon-wave-vect:or (~-~) and the 

'z-axis, BLand SCire respectively the 10ngitudIBnl and tnlJ1svcrsc wave 
T 11 

velocities, and F LA (~, .~') and FTA (~, ~') are defined in table II of 

cJ-wptcr 2. The two contribc;tions to the right-hand side of (3.11) come 

respectively from the'longitudInal' and'transvers8' modes. Wc sce tll<lt 

they can be obtained from the formula for isotropic v8lieys(t3ble Il, 

chapter 2)by replacing the sC81ar deformation potential':-~ with 
~ a 

(Sd +2: cos"'e) and::: cosesil1(J respectively, and substituting for s 
u, u 

the appropriate wave velocity. The t':"ansition probability according to 

(3 .H) j s clearly a nisolropic thnJUgh tLe e dependence. 

S4 

The average rates of change of rnOl1l,entum and CllCl'gy 

by an electron of wave-vector ~ due to acoustic phonon F;cattering arc 

given by 

and 

elP 

dt 

dE 
dt 

k 

(3.120) 
k 

(3.1Zb) 

In order to evaluate the moment generation flUlctions G u(rp) for acow;tic 

phonon scattering and for cp= k ,E, one simply multiplies (3 .12a) and 
0: 

(3.12b) by the distribution function f
t
(.!0 in valley i and integrates OVCl 

all k. Because of the complex btructure of (3.Jl),it is usual to ca)·' 

culate dK/cll: k "ll1d dE/dl k for the cases when ~ is parallel and normal 

to the z-axis only, so that they reduce to fWlctions that depend only 0:1 

the electron energy. and use an average value of these energy-dependent 

rates to evaluate G (q)! [43J. In Appendix II we show til<::l.t it is possible to 
1 ! _ 
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evaluate the expressions (3.] 2) for all orientations of .~. In particlllar 

the rate of momentum loss may be 'Nritten in the form: 

. dE I = 
dtl k 

A A 

(p X + P y) 
x Y (3.13) 

where ,- and 'r; ..' 
. ' L Tare relaxatlOn tnnes thelt depend on the energy of the 

electron, and the orientation of the wave-vector with respect to the 

z-axis. Thus the rates of momentum loss in the heavy and light ma::;s 

directions are not simply unequal, but depend on the orientation of the 

electron wave-vector as well as the electron energy. The results 

derived i.n Appendix II have not been reported in the literature previously . 
.- r-. 

The deformation potentials ,";. .and ~'d have been 
1.1 . 

determined from electron cyclotron resonance experiments [44, 45, 46j. 

The values of ~-.:~ obtained by t:lC various ~ uthors dppear to be consistent 
u 

within the limHs of experimental error at 8.5 (!:. 0.4) eV at room tel!lpera-

ture. This value ofS is confirmed by observations involving piezo-
u 

electric [47 J. acoustoelectric [48] and spectroscopic effects [49 J. The 

values of Sd on the other hand, vary between -2.0 and -6.0eValthough the 

higher values are obta.i.ned near room-temperature and the lower oncs near 
I"'" 

helium temperatures. In view of this uncertainty we shall v.se ~ d as an 

adjustable parameter in uur calculations, bearing in mii1d that at room 

temperature, the higher iValues are probably the more accurate. 

Impurity sCDttering has been omitted throughout:. 

When displaced Maxwellian di stribution functions are assumed and the 

balance of mOll1entum and ereq,'Y are considered, electron-electron collisions 

can make no explicit contribution. :rur the two-temperature displaced

Maxv/el1ian, electron-electron intc::::acticn enters explicitly into the balance 

of one of the moments. This rv-ill be considered in dctu.il in ~ 3.5. The 

calculations are carried out at a lattIce temperature of 300
0

K. In table 

I we give the VI'! lues of the ma tC'ria.l pa rameters used. 



_2-J3..:.1.:.-2 i spl<: ~,:~cl Maxw!::lJ ~~!2_ Ca~cula ti.on - 8J1i3()~ro12i c. s.c~inlL 
To evaluate the velocity cbaracteric and dtffuslol' 

constant~:l for electrons in silicon we shall assume tlwl' the distributIon 

functions in the steady state Cl re displaced Maxwellians in the transformed 

space(denoted by an asterisk) in which (he constant energy surfaces are 

spherical, i. e. for vp.lley i, in equivalent coordinates where the co

ordinate axes coillcide with the plincipaJ .lxes of the ellipsoidal constant 

energy sllrfaces. we have: 

f (1 )(k'\ = 1 _ . ______ __ 

3'2 1/2 
(2TTm kBT ) , m,,J;I1 

o 1 1 L 

where -1/2 
k* = k rn 

et O! et 

Z :3 2 n 

such that E=I t1 k t1 k~' 
0' ----

2m m 2m 
et IY et 0 

,. 

{

11 (k';'-k ':') } 
- -1 

eX[J ------
2m le T 

o B 1 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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The transfonnatioIl (3.15) is a well-known proce<.!ure to simplify calculations 

involving ellipsoidal bands; the distribution fWlction is chosen to be a 

displaced MaxwclHan in the transformed. coordinates partly for the mathe-

TU atical reason lhat cornputal'ion::d manipulAtions an~ much simpler when 

carried out in these coordinates. Physically, this choice is also the lllilmbi-. \ 

gLIOlTS onc: if the distribution fWICtio::J were written as a displaced Maxwelliall in 

.!s_ -space, then the dHficulty would arise as to which is the correct effective 

ma ss to he inse rted into the exponential part of the Maxwellian. Th,,= usual 

choice is the conductivity mass [11 ] but this can at best be considered a good 

int uitive average. 

For a given field strength p, the parameters D ,le':' and 
, . i . 0'1 

T1 in (3.14) are determined by solving the steady state equations (1.12) Ior tlle 

moment iUllctjons tp == 1, k a11<l E. It is convenient to transform all the vector 
et 

qunntif:ies into the starred coordinates according to (3.15) so that the equations 

take Cle form: 



(3.l7a) 

1 

-m- 2G (k )=k* IT =eF* lIT 
Ci 11. Ci Ci i PO' Ci 

(3. 1'7 b) 

(3.17c) 

Except for the anisotropy of the mom2ntUl1l relaxation time 

(T = 'f .f:. 'f ) the equathms (3.17) are identical to the equations for 
px pyr pz 

isotropic valleys (2.21) if k*, F~ and In were replaced by v, F and 
" - - 0 - -

m*resp.;ctively. [N.B. if the lllOmentum relaxation time were isotro-

cic thcn k* is parallel to F'~ or k 11 F. 1 
- - - - __ I 
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Equations (3.17) as thCy stand involve the dis-

tributioll function of valley i as w"ell as that of valley j through the terms 

G (1) and G (E). However, since the distribution flmctions with 
1 J 1 .I 

respect to equivalent coordinates, f;j)(.!s.), arc identical for all the 

vaIleys, we must have 

G 1 .l(1) ~Gjt(l) 

G'j(E) := G.l 1(E) 

(3.1Sa) 

(3.1Sb) 

Using (3.1S) then, the equations (3.17) can be written in a form which 

involves f (i)(k) only and the par,:llneter;:; contained therein may be de-
l .-

termincd from the cohdition of self-consistency of the equations. [The 

equation (3.17a) is trivially satisfied because from symmetry (cf9 3.2) 

wt: have Pi = P.l := 1/3 and 

\' G (1) = Y G 1I) = -G ,'1) L 1.1-' j1 \ 11 \ 

jl i hli 
(3.1SC) 

is automatically satisfied since the rate of loss of electrons from valley 

i is always equal to the rate of brain of electrons in the other valleys 

due to transfer from valley i. J Having determined k>~ ,the velocity 
0'1 

in v:111cy i is obla.incd by the tl'ant:formation: 

v ~3.J9) 
, 0!1 



:rom Whie!l the average v210city over all the valleys inay be 

evalunted according to equation (3.4). 

The diffusion equaUom (2.3) for cp::' J, k 
Cl! 

and E are (in equivalent coordinates): 

(i) \' Ij) (i) o (\If \ + / G (1) D\ (.) ) :::.: -I) 1-' ' (1) _ I.1I • ..J 1.1 ._ t J 1_1 

.i 
/' 

'_.J 

\' \' oG i (E) C) . -~ . (;) C) 
) / p .-j--.D 1 ('\' ) -:- p . G j (E)[p D" (p )+ P D 1'(P.}",1 
:-':....J .1 o'i' - j . 1 1- ,1 " - l_ 

J '¥ j ~ J 

dip i \' ,. J 
+--- ,> F 0 (k ) m . 

lllO , .. ..J (){- (){t et 
(3 ,) ')\ ...... , .I 

where,¥ == k and E • 
.1 (Xi 

These agnin involve tlle dUfusion cc,(:'[ficier.i;'; or 

the momellts '!' 1 of valley .i as well as those of valley i. To reduce lJ1C 

equations to a form involving the coefficients in valley i only, tllC fol>;\\!ing 

substitutions are available (for cp ,~ 1, E): 

and 
f") "" (.) ~,.J (') 

\ 1)) I } == ~l .. , ...... .1 (" ) .::: "1.' 0 1 ('I ) ('I ')]1) - \ '¥ .1 J i ~ \ '\ j .1 1 - ¥ i ;) " ,- ..• ) 

where T t is the transformation matrix from valley j to i. ECll!ati.()l 
.1 /;) 

(3.21a) follows from (3. 18),anci (3.21b) from the fDct that It ('l't) is 

identical for all i. Using(3.21) ancl(3.J8), and tlle equatioui> (.3.5) eJr.(i 

(3.1) for D (Pi) and the transfornlJtion matrices T (puttins:; i ::.: :i f1)1 
- .1 1 ' 

convenience) respectively, the equations (3.2.0) m:::.y be rcwT.i:tCll in 

terms of quantities in vdley i only 2S: 

\,OC;1i(l) 
1_
'-, 

O'¥1 
¥ 
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(3.22a) 

(3.22b) 

The unknown:, contained in the diffusion coefficients have been deduced 

in ? 3.2 by E'ymrnctry arguments co these cc::.n be determined from (3.22) 

by solving the line;u algebraic equations. Note tbat although equations 

(3,2:2) contain the diffusion coefficients of a single valley only, they 'He 

different in form to the single valley equations because of tbe effective mass 

anisutropy and anisotropic scattering. Furthermore, intervalley tra.:lsfer 
1 j 

gives rise to r 011 the right-hanc side and the non-diagonal matrix on the 

lcf1.·~hand si.de. 

Finally to obtain the velocity diffuslOn t;oefflcients 

wc: 11iJve frolll cquotion (3.19) 

(3.23) 

From the components of D (v ) the experimentally 
QI~ 

ob:3c(vcd dUjuE'lon constants 11, and DU in the directions normal and 

F 1rrllJel to the electric field In ay be evnt'!ated according to equations 

( 3 J.) ." n d (:3. 7) . 

11 order to obtain saluratioll uf tlw clrift velocit~T 

:1( ;;[,<h Jielcls, Co;"t:lto and Reggiani rsOlhave sbown that it is necessary 
'- -' 

tu LLc into :'CC()1mt' the i)lcre;lsc of th(" transversE' effective lnHSS ratio 

This effect hets b(~E'n observed experimentally 

by;;;, ·'Lc11 i r';; :.' lid Zlll'kO\T tHJ. Assuming an energy /\'I'(}ve-vector dis

P':~.!.;()11 relatjun of the form [51J: 



:3 a 
h k 

z 
E(~ = - Ll + 2-m-

1
-n-l 
-' 0 

:3:3 -2 

r h (k + k ) l! 
+11+. x y 

1:::.:- 2nL m \ J 
TO 0' 

where m and m are the lonaitudinal and transverse effective mass L To /:>' 

ratios respectively at ;he bottom of the conduction band and 21:::. is the 

direct energy-gap between the < lOG> - minima of t11e conduction band 

amI the valence band, a temperature-dependent average transverse 

effective mass ratio can be obtaine(~ having the form: 

(3.24) 

wbich is accurate to first order in kill/I:::.- The expression (3 _ 24) is 

consistent with the expression £01' the conductivity effective matiS 
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derived by Cardona et a1 [51] for classical statistics but differs from that 

of Costato and Reggiani L5D] which ccntains an extra factor of 2 in the 

term kB T /6, The value of 26 (the X4 ';\:1 energy gap in silicon) obtained 

from Bru~t [52J.is 4.30eV so (3.24) is good for values ofT up to " .. ,SOOOoK. 

(Costato and Rcggiani [SOJ have taken 26 to be 3. 6eV which corresponds 

to the indirect band 1--,J<l p .) 

The inclusion of the temperature dppendcace of m
T 

into the calculcHion requires seve~r:al modifications to the equations apart 

from substituting m by the expression (3.24) throui?:llout. T11e left-. T' " 

hand side of (3 _ 22c) 9~ould now cOlltain an extra term: 

en (\' ,~ 1 dm '\ 
•. ----., /. F k -:a- ___ -1L )D (k 'P (3.22(1) 
m ,-' m elk T ./ - 13" o et ex Q'i ex B 

and equation (3.23) should be modified to 

(3.23a) 



2 ') :cl a 
where in (3.22d) and (3.23a), iro11'. kl~::;-3 (E I - ::.)1 k (2mom ), 

. . O!. O! 
~. a :3 

2 [ \' t ~\ l ( 2 dInT \' 11 k . 
D(k T) = - D(E ) -! 1 a1 D(k ) !\J ______ .. ! a 1 

- B i 3 - 1 _J - O!~. 3 m dk T -./. 2m rn 
a IIlom oi 1 . T Bat'/, 0 T 

) 

(3.24) 

In eval~lating the derivatives OG.\1 (et» /011 the temperature dependence 

of m must of course be fully accounted for. 

In diagram (32) we ~~llOW the velocity characteristics 

[curves (a)J calculated for3
d 

= -6.0, -3.4 and -2.0eV which cover the 

probable range for:3 d' -3.4 eV being the best experimental value at 

room-temperature [44]. The eHect ~)f changIng this deformation 

potertial is apparent only at high fields when the energy loss to long 

\vave1engch acoustic phonons becomes significant. Comparison with tile 

experimental pOints of Sigmon and Gibbons [53] at 300
0

K indicates that 

th~ value of 3
d 

is close to the experimental value of -3.4eV. 

The curves (b) in diagram 3.2 show the magnitude of 

the cumponent of velocity normal to the field in a given valley. TI1is 

component of velocity is unobservablc experimentally because the 

average over all the valleys is zero from equation (3.5b). We show 

these curves in order to give a further measure of the effect of ani80-
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tropic scattering. Although the dependence of these curves inw
d 

is more 

pronounced than that of the velocity characteristic, they do not in fact 

differ by a marked extent. We have 11 oted earlier that the effect of ani-

* * sotropic scattering is to render k non-parallel to P. la diagram 3.3 
-1 -

we plot the ratio (cose/'- cosep~J / cosey :, against field for the 

various values of 3
d 

where (ht" and 9 p ,:,are the angles made by ~:~ i 
A . 

and F" with the z-axis. (~"( and y~ both lie in the (1l0) - plane from 

~ 3.2, eF"iS not a constant because 0.[ the increase of the effective 



mass ratio m
T

). We sce that the effect of anisotropic scattering 

is alvlilys small. This is because momentum relaxation is dominated 

i:.y intervalley scattering which is isotropic in the present treatment. 

Increasin(~::~l from -n.O to -2.0eV causesG , to increase from a value 
~ ( k· 

<Gp'" to onc >er:"'" For S' }- -3 AeV, 9 "is nearly always equal toO.~., 
" 1.' .,' ( k ',. l' ,. 

as if acoustic phonon scattering too weye isotropic. We conclude that 

the neglect: of the anisotropy of long 'wavelength acoustic pbonon by 

previous authors is justified for the purpose of evaluating the velocity 

characteristic. 
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The calculated diffusion constants are shown in diagram 

3.4 and the electron t(~mperature in dia.gram 3.5. Experimental points 

for the longitudinal diffusion constant by Sigml)ll and Gibbons [53J and 

the transverse diffusion constant by Persky and Bartelink [54] are in

cluded for comparison. The error bars assG.:.:iatcd with the experimeli.tal 

points are Cl s quoted by the authors (in the former case, an- error of about 

30% is given for all the paints). The agreement between theory and 

experiment is poor for both the constants: the theoretical estimate appL:2.rs 

to be too high for the transverse constant and too low for the longitudinal 

one. We sball defer the discus~3ion of these results to a later se('.tion when 

the results fOT the two-temperature dIsplaced Maxwellian calculation are 

D.1S0 aVD.ilablc for compnrison. 

~. 5 ''I..~o-tcmperatUl:et calculatjo~l - 'effects of electron-electron 

scatteril1£. 

The two-temperature calculation can be simplified 

com:iderably if the anisotropy of the acoustic phonon scattering rate wcre 

i1cglected. We shall Justify the approximation on the grounds that ~':' is 

nearly always parallel to .!::,:, , especially when the most probable values 

of the deformation pOlentials are used. Accordingly we shall replace 

the transition probability for acoustic phonon scattering (3.11) by the 

expression given in table II of Chapter 2~ The single deformation 

potential::-~ contained therein is to l)e givcn a value tha t would ICR.d to a 
> ,,1 

close fit between the calculated velocity characteristic and experimental 
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data. (The optimum value of Ba turns out in fact to be 7.0eV which 

is close to the value quoted in the literature [55].) NeglE:cting thE: 

anisotropy of the scattering would obviously introduce some uncert& inty into 

the calculated diffusion constants. This uncertainty should not however, 
.. ., 

e)lceed the variiJl1ce of the results f01 the various values of i:J d used for the 

case whell the anisotropy is accounted for fully. From diagram 3.4 we 

see that this corresponds to an 'lIlcertainty of about 10%. 

The distrihution flmctjG~l assumed to be of the form: 
222 

f~i) (~) == A exp -2~~ {(k* ~~; -k~ !) _. + k~} 
o kJ3I.1\ knTJ.. 

(3.2') 

where k*\1 and ~L are respectively the components of ~* parallel and 

normal to F'~. We have again written the distribution flmction in the 

starred-coordinates so that there is no ambiguity concerning the eHective 

mass to be inserted into (3.25). 

The distribution fW1ction (3.25) is of a simple form (where 

the orthog()nal components of the wave-vector are not mi.xed) only if it i3 
"-

written in the starred coordinates with tile z-axis running parallel to ~~ . 

Accordingly it is convenient to rewrite the steady state and diffusion equa

ti onr::: in this sy stem of cooJ"dinat(~s. This is effected by transform ing 

all the components of vector quantities in the equations according to (3.15) 
- I 

and then rotating the z··axis in the (IlO)-plalle through an angle tan~1(2r~/mL)'<' 
(The rotation aJigns the,z-axis in the direction of ~~ and preserves more-

over the symmetry between the x- and y-axis so that the form of the diffusion 

coefflcIents deduced in ~ .3.2 arc still valid.) The calculation is then 

an.::-llob'DUS to that for a displaced Maxwellian. We consider that the steady 

state and diffusion equations for the moments cp = I, k~', E and E , whcre 
8 .., et Z 

E = tl' k'~ ~ / 2m , from which the steady state values of k~~, TI\ and T. , 
Z Z 0 r_1 .... 

and the difiusion ~ocfticients !t'(r.pi) may be determined. When thcs~ quan-

tities llctve been tram,formed back into .!s:.-space in equivalent coordinates, the 

velocity and velocity diffusion coefficients can be obtained as hp[o)"f', 

It is to be appreciated that if isotropic scattering wore nC)l: 

ass:.tmed then the procedure described aJ:.ovc wouJd be made much more 



complicated for 1"he following reasons. Firstly since F*and k';' _ -1 

are not parallel, the distribution will be of a more complex form 

than (3.25), when F~"is taken to the symmetry axis for the tempera

ture anisotropy. Secondly, in the rotated coordinates, the transi" 

tion probability for acoustic p11onon sCClttering will involve the azi

muthal angle <p in addition to the polar angle e of the phonon wave

vector. Both these factors imply the evalllation of triple integrals 

where double integrals v,,-QuId otherwise occur in obtaining the 

lI10ment generation functions. 

In the balance eClUatiol15 for the moment E , . z 
electron -electron collisions make an explicit contribution. (Unlike 

momentum and energy, the moment E is not conserved for electron-. z 
electron collisions.) We have therefore indmkd this scattering 

mechanism in the calculation, in order to obtain an approximale value 

for the concentration of electron that is required to reduce the dis

tribution function to a displaced Maxwellian, in the particular CClBe 

when the departure from this shape takes the form of two Ullcqt181 

temperatures f!ormal and parallel to the electric Held. Previous 
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estimates of thi s critical concentration a re ba sed on criteria regarding 

the relative frequency of clectron-phol1on and elect-ron·-elcctron collisions 

[ 55, 56] or the relative rates of energj excllange for a given electron by , . 
the two types of collisions [57]. In none of these calculations was it 

possible however, to examine the actu31 effect on the distribution produced 

by electron -electron collisioIIS. 

The transition probability for electron-electron 

sC:lttering is calculated from first order time-dependent perturbation 

theory based on plane waves and a screened COUlomb potential of 

rarlgc 'J... -1 v/here 'J... -lis to be identified with the Debye screening length. 

Collective energy losses and inter-ca :lrier UJllkIapp processes [) l':; 

neglected. The resultant formula for the transition probability per lmit 

time for an electron in state s to a ,ta te s' is [57]: 



P(s, S'):.-; 
Licn 

2 2 

(4n: eJ J f(~) n 

k 1== k + k - k I 
-q --8 -q -S 
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6(E + E -E ,-E I)dk s q s q -q 

(3.26) 

where c is a numerical factor which lies between 1 and 2 according to the 

likelihood of collisions between electrons of like spin (c == 1 where screening 

is sufEckntly stron so that collisions be:ween electrons of like spiI.' is 

ncglif,rible), ::: is a suitable di.dectric constant for the crystal, and f(~) is 

the distribution function of the elec:trons that are available lO collide 

with the electron in state s. If electron-eJectron collisions are restricted 

to carriers in the same valley, then the moment generation function for 

the moment E for this process is given b-y: z . 

e-e rr G;1 rE ) = uJfi(k ) P(s, s') (E I" E ) dk elk I 
, Z -s zs ZE> -s s (3.27) 

where in (3.26) and (3.27) the electron distribution function is that of 

carriers in the valley i. The explicit expression for G~~e(Ez) is given 

in appendix II. 

Impurity scattering has been neglected throughout. 

Our purpose in induding electron-electron scattering is to determine the 

behaviour of the c1epB.rture of the distribution function from a displaced 

Maxwellian Witll respect to electron density. If the electron density 

change is accornpanied by a corresponding change in impurity concentra

tion, .then the effect we wish to investi gate would be obscured. Experi

mentally, the condition we have specified may be fulfilled by exciting elec

trons of varying concentration into a high purity sample. 

The re<;;ults with no electron-electron scattering will be 

discussed first. The velocity characteristic for the optimised value·of 
,.., 
i::J (=7, OeV) j.e; nearly identical to that calculated in the previous section 

a 
so this will ilot be shown. In diagram 3.5 we show the temperatures T.L 

and T as n function of the electric field, together with the sill(?,le tem1)enlture 1I ,- (t 

obtaine.d .from the disp18cc.:d Maxwellian calculation obtained from the dis-
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placed I\,18xwellicln calculation for ,:.1 ::-: -3. 4eV. (The clecL:on . d 

tempera:.nrcc calculated for the various values of Z differ J c~;s 
d 

than 5% throughout.) We see that the differellC(~ between the Jongi-

tudinal and transverse temperatures is very liInaJJ ( .... , 7% at. vl0rse) 

and the departure of the distribution function from the dL.: p] :lCC d Ma;;-

. wc1Jian is barely noticeable. The diffusion COIlSt.'d)[~~ (cjj;:1gram ~). G) 

are nevertheless changed by a ma rked extent from the re~; il; I f3 of the 

displaced MaxwelIian c!llculation. There is no',V a fair 2grcr~)J1ent 

between the cc::.lculated longitudinal constc::.nt cll1d tile expc~rL;.icD:JJ 

results of Sigmon and Gibbons [53} although the disparit.v V:twcen 

theory and experiment for the transverse diffusion const,tn:. :ceJl1aim; 

very much wlaltered. We shaH discuss U1C results of the cllffusion 

calculation in detail in the next section. 

When electron-eJectron scatterIng is includecl nr; 

noticeable effect is observabl e until the electrcn concentra Uo;) is in"" 
l. 9 -3 

creased to la cm when the difference betv[ccn the longil"udu:al ond 

transverse temperatures is reduced by a few degrees e. g. "Lt abou~. 
-1 0 0 

10kV cm the temperatures of roughly 900K and 960 K for the Lull 

of zero electron concentration aloe modified to 902
0

K and 0:-;/\: for all 

1 G ~3 

electron concentration of la cm. Incrca sing the elcctro;) concen-
19 _8 

tration beyond 10 tIll does not r-edu(;e' the tcmperature ani ~,;ot ropy 

Sib'11ificantl)T further because the increase in the screenin[;· rcduce~:l tb: 

effectiveness of the scattering potential. (In any case, tbe formula for 

electron -electron scanering .j s inv<llid for higher concentratLons beca'lsc 

of the onset of degeneracy.) For tllC ~stven [ol:m of the c1cctron-elccLrol1 

interacti on, there i8 therefore a residual 81liSOl ropy of ;;i. L.'w percent Oll 

which elec1.ron·-electron 8eattering can make no jrnl~res~in!l, Tbe eHc:ct. of 

elcctron-·elcctron scatte.l'ing on the di!'fusion constants is ;:11 :-;0 J1cgligilllc. 

The relative unimport:mce of elcctrcm-elccLron sC8tterjn:~ C~l.ll b8 explaillccJ 

by the fact Lhat the departuxe of the di::;LlibuUol1 function fHJlJl a disp:c",('cd 

MaxwcHian Is not large even in t\1:::: ,absence of c1cctron··clcctrnn SC01~;::r~.;ig. 



The effect of electron-electron scattering is to reduce the dIstriblltion 

function to a displaced Maxwellian so that the moment generation 

functions for electron-electron scattering is zero whatever the moment, 

if the distribution flUlction is a displaced M:1Xwellian. (See Appenuix n, 

under electron -electron scattering.) When the departure from a 

displaced Maxwellian is small, the moment generation functions for 

electron -electron scattering (in the preEt:nt case, for the moment E ) are 
z 

also small so the contribution of electron-electron scattering to the 

balance equations is small. 

We conclude t11o.t the departure of the distribution 

function from a displaced Maxwellian in the foml of a temperature 

anisotropy it:) small .fur sIlicon, and the eHect 01 electron-electron 

scattering on this anisotropy is negli.grJle. This does not imply 

howc'. er,! that the distribution funct:ion is in fact a displaced Maxweiiian, 

nor what the effect of electJ~on-c1ectron scattering will be on departures 

from this asymptotic foml of the distribution flIDction other than the 

case of a temperature anisotropy. 

b 6 Discussion 

Before proceeding to discuss the results of the 

diffusion calculation in relation to experiements and Monte Carlo 
\ . 

calculations, we shall outline and attempt at some interpretation of the 

salient fea tures of the present theory. 

The curves obtained for the two types of distribution 

functions show essentially the same qualitative behavi.our. At low fields, 

the transverse and Jongitudinal constants are equal, and as the field is 

increased the transverse constant 0..L begins to rise monotonically 

while the longitudinal constant 01\ ' after an initial ctecrease, begins to 

increa r3C very slowly at about 40kV /cm. There is however no tenllency 
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-l 
for the curves to coalesce up to the highest field conSidered ("'" 1 OOkV cm .) 



From equations (3. 7b) and (3.7 c) we :sce that the 

difference between the longitudinal and transverse constants is equal to 

the sum of the off-diabl'(lDal elements (D + Dz + D ) in the diffusion 
1 3 

tensor in equivalent coordinates, as given by equation (3.6). (The 

transverse constant contains a contribution from intervalley sea tteTing 
2 -1 

which in fact turns out to be small: IV 2 cm s ) bec8.use the velocity 
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difference between the valleys is small compared to the thermal spread 

of velocity). As was explained in '1 3.2, the off-diagonal elcn!ents occur 

2.S a consequence of the assymetry introduced by the electric fielJ along 

the positive and negative directions of the coordin8te axes. Thus Rt 

zero field, the off-diagonal elements are zero and the diffusion constanU; 

DJ. and On are eq~aL A1: hIgher fields the constf'nt:::; Rre generally 

unequal, and in the limit of extremely high fields, there is no reason 

to believe that the curves should coal~"sce. 
( 

The result D,.L> DU' corresponding to 

Dl + Dz + Ds < 0, can be best understood if wc refer to the ::;pecial case 

of the two-temperature displaced Maxwellian calculation ill which we have 

transformed the diffusion equations to .!s.~-space and rotated the coordin::>~(;s 

so that the z-axis is parn lIel to the electric field. Through these tran~

formations wc have reproduced a 'pseut1o-isotropic-single-valley' system 

since the constant energy surfaces ill .~':'- space are sphericnl, tbe equa

tions involve the coeffi'cients of a single valley only and the HcaLtcring hus 

been assumed to be isotropic. The diffusion tensor is thus expected to 

resemble that for the real isotropic single valley, Le. the tensor is dia

gonal with elements given by the Einstein relAtions (2.13) Hnc1 (2.14). 

One 'muIUvalley-anisotropic' effect remains however, de~:;pitc the trans

formations: the average drift in ~'~-sPQcein the various valleys are non·, 

identical (a multivalley effect) and the cilfference in the avcra ge drift is flel1-
~:~ 

parallel to the field (a cOlisequencc of anisotropic band). The effect of 

the residual l11ultivalley-anisotropk tenns in the diffusion equations is to 

introduce two non-diagoHai terms in the diffusion tensor, which [:h(~n takCi, 

the form: 

* For isotropic scattering, the average drift ~1 in the variow) valley::; urc 

parallel but the ~\ 's are not because the transformation (3.15) is non

identical for all L 
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ClO 0 

.12" (E') ::: o D* 0 (3.28) 
J.. 

S S D" 
1\ 

where Dl is given exactly by the Einstein relation D1 ::: (k';' /eF'~)kBT 

Since the difference in the average drift k* betweer~ the valleys is 
- j 

small compared to the therrnal spreod of le':', S is small compared to the 

diagonal terms and D,', is given 8ppro~imately by the Einstein rel8tion 

D'i'I ::: (dk'\/clF;'j 1'13 T 11 le. "Vhen (3.28) is transformed back illto ~-space 

and equivalent coordinates, wc find that the off-diagonal terms sum to: 

'·(DJ.. - D':h )1'( rt 1)+ ;(2r + 1)(1' - 1) (3.29) 
1 

where r::: (m t/I~y2 . The sign of (3.29) is dominated by the first tcrn~ 

vvhich is negative since D1 > D'~!1 from the Einbtein relations. 

When anisotropic scattering is included in the calculatiol1, 

further small terms appear in the off-cliagonal positions in (3.28) because 

~:' and E'~are non-pc'1rallel. These terms are small because the aniso

tropy of the scattering is small and the value of the off-diagonal terms in [:]w 

diffusion tensor of ~ in equivalent· coordinates is still domina ted by the 

behaviour of D1. and Di\ which are given approximately by the Einstein 

relations. Thus we SeC that the result 0.1.> D" is cl consequcHce of the 

Ein[~tein relations being approximately valid for Hle tensor D':' (.!::,") - the 

physical interpretation for which is that a density gradient in the di rectioll 

of the field produces heating of the electron system, as was explained in chapter 

2. 

One last obsf!rv2tion that requires some comment is the 

f~lct that the value of the d.iffusion const.'lIlts depends liot only on the form of the 

steady sta te distributi on function, but aJ so on the degrees of f reedOIIl by whi.ch 

the latter is allowed to be perturbed by density gradients. This is illus-· 

trated quite clearly by the results for the displat::ed M2xwel1irrJ and .thetwo= 

temperature displaced Maxwellian CAlculations. Although the steady st;:~te 

distributions :l re very nearly equal jn the two cases, a SizC'clble change is 



observed in the values of the distributioa constants calculated hecall~;c 

in the latter case the freedom for the temperatures in the. directions 

normal and parallel to the field to vary indepcmdently is included. It 

is therefore incorrect when evaluating the dHfusion constant by any 

method, to ignore the influence of the density gradient on the distri

bution function itself. In a calculation of the diffusion constar:t8 for 

boles in germanium by Persky and I3af.telink [15J the diffusion conSlanL~; 

are evaluated according to: 

-0 

= ~ J ,. E3/2[ n +(l± 3) n l dE 
3 . 0 10 2-' o 
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where no (E) and i12 (E) are the encr~:I)' dependent coefficients of the 

zerot!l C:lllc1 second order terms in a Legendre. poly.'Jornhl expansion 01' tJJe 
-1 

distribution function, T(E) the collision frequency, alld m the effective 

mass. The results are invalid for the reason that the effectfl of a den-

sity gradient on the distribution 11llction arc ignored. One of the most 

notable consequences of this error is that DU is always larger than I}., 

since ordinarily, n8 is positive (corresponding to T,,> T.L in a lWO

temperature displaced Maxwellian.) Moreover, the constants become 

nearly eqilll at high fields hecausi; the distribution fu.nction is nearly 

isotropic then. 

We shall now consider the failure to obtain agreement 

between theory and experiment. The features of the theoretical curves 

outlined in the preceding paragraphs are re~;ults of fairly general 

deJuctions and although some error is to be expected from the theory 

because it assumes very si mplc stcncly state distribution functions, 

one should be surprised to expect thcsr: broG.d qw.1itative features of the 

curves to be seriously affected. A Monte Carlo calculation by Pel'sky 

and Ba rteUnk [54] does indicate that DJ.:> nil as the present theory DIso 

predicts, so one Sl1spects that either or both of the two sets of experi-
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mental results are in error in giving tll(~ reversed. m>gativc magnitude. 

Our calculation for the two-temperature displaced 

Maxwellian is in agreement wi~h the results of Sigmon and Gibbons [53]. 

while the Monte Carlo calculation and experiment of Persky and Barte

link [54J seem also to achieve agreement between each other. The 

.. Monte CarJo calculation, however, is b.::.sed on a 5lmplistic band structure 

in which the energy minima are ass L1llleO to be isotropic; and what is 

mOIe disturbing is that the isotropic effecHve rna[;s is given a value of 

0.61111 which i:; inconsistent if the 'VeIl-established values of the 
o 

conductivity effective mass, 

temperature is allowed for. 

even when the increase of n~witjl electron 

(At 5000°l(, m increases from 0.1905 
'T 

to 0.24 approxlm~tely according to (3.24), giving a value of O. 33m
o 

for the conductivity effective mass.) The correct velocity characteristic 

is obtained in spite of the high effective mass value used because the 

electron-phonon interactions are lIOt treated correctly either. F0I 

example, only one intervalley phoDon (of high ervC!rgy) is considered when 
o 

three phonons, one of which being of comparatively low energy (= 307 K), 

arc involved. Ener6'Y loss to long wavelength acoustic phonons are alBo 

neglected. The net effect of tk~cc inconsistencies is to make calculated 

average energies become much lower than in reality for a given electric 

field so that the values of the diffusion constants are also lower. The 

agreement between tlreory and experiment may Lherefore be purely 

accidental. 

We conclude tha;: the dis(:r~paney hetween theory and 

experiment is not irresolvable. Further experimental work and a care

ful Monte Carlo calculation are ncectec1. From the point of view of thE: 

i nterpretatinl1 of numerical results, tIle present theory has been able to 

give a macroscopic description which Nould usejully supplement the 

micrr)scopic explRnAtions obtainable from. the l'-.1ontc Cculo calculatlOl1. 
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CAPTION TO DIAGRAMS 

3.1 The conduction band of silicon and the'equivalent' 

coordinates (i) in which the distrjbuUon fill1.ction f 1 (1) 

is identical for all i which the electric field;.s in the 

< III > -direction. 

3.2 The velocity cha:c'acteri~:;tic of silicon for .£ 11 < Ill> 

and anisotropic long \V[lvelen~rth acoustic phonon scattering, 

assuming displaced Maxwellians jn t* -space, and Tlarious 

valueG of the deformation potential 3
d 

[cUIves (a)]. Curves 

(b) sl1cJw the component of velocity in a given valley norIIlal 

to the electric field. 

3.3 The anisotropy ratio, (cos8
k
* - coseF'~)/cos 8

F
", where 

\ 

e ~ and el~* are the angles subtended between the heavy mass k ~ ., 

axis, and the vectors ~* and .!:'~·respectively, is plotted for 

vari.olls values of ;:, d • For isolropic scattering e ~. = e 
. k ,. F'~ 

so the ratio is zero. Thus scattering is neD rly isotropic for 

2. = -3 4 eV d • • 

3.4 The longitudinal and transverse diJfusion coeHicients for 

electrons in siHcon asslLTIling displaced HaxweIlians in 

~* -space and anisotropic scatte:dng. Experimental points 

for the transverse coefiiciel1t by pcrsky and Bartc1ink [54] 

and for the longitudinal constrmt by Sigmon and Gibbons [53 ] 

arc shovV'l1 for comparison. The relative magnitude of the 

coefficients from theory and experiment are reversed. 

3.5 Electron temperawre in silicon calculated by assuming dis

placed Maxwellimls in .!s.'~-spacc (fun curve) and two-tempera

ture (Usplaced Maxwelli.am; (8 £~nd 0 denote respectively Tt 3wI. 

1'1 ). 



3.6 Diffusion coefficients for e1ect:Lons in silicon with 

E 11 < 111 > calculated by assuming two-temperature 

displaced M<:1xwellians and isotropic eIectron-phollon 

scattering. Fair agreement is achieved between theory 

and the measurements of Sig;:non and Gibbons for the 

longitudina.l coefficient. 
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~ 4. 1_ Introduction ~ .. 1d:c Gllln Effect 

In 1953, Gllln [58] was first to observe microwave 

Cllrrent ot)cillotions in homogeneous samples of gallium arsenide and 

ind.imD phosphide, when these were subjected to high electric fields. 

This effect, which is now named aftet' its discoverer, was soon 

understood to be the result of the periodic recirr.uhtion of a narrow 

rl~gion of high Held, the high Held domain, through the samples [St:}. 60]

The high Held domains are the resultant form of an eI..cctron instability 

that owes its origin to the existence of a negative slope in the vclccity

field chaD1(.:tcritic over a range of vnlues of the electric field. In chapter 

2 we have descrHJed in some detail Jor the case of gallium arsenide how 

thi.s neg<ltive slope arises from the trnl1sfer of electrons from the <.':entra1 

valley of low effective mass to the sntellite valley of high effective mass. 

Even before the discovery of the GllllP Effect, Ridley and W<ltkins [61 ] 

and Hilsllm l62 J have independently put forward the .idea tllat this 

rn echanism would lead to a negative differential conductivity-. TI1(: 

experiments of l-lutson et al [63] later confirmed thnt intervall(~y trans

fer was indeed the relcvanL physicaJ erfed in producing the negal"ive 

dHferelltioJ conductivity In the Gunn Effect. 

The propagation properties of Gllln domains, i. e. 

their nucleatJon, the final shape ancl velocity, have been studied theoreti

c<ll1y by many authors. The approach that is generally adopted is a 

phenomenological ODf! jn which the ,siJatinlJy- and time-dependent electric 

field <lnd Sp<lcf!-charge clensHy are assumed to be governed by a set of 

dHfcrentiol equations referred to as the basic or constituitive equati.olls, 

and no aUcIJ.lpt is made to evaluate the tJrne- and spatially-dependent 

electron dislribution, (In chapt-er 2 we have given some .idea of how 
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complicated this task is even when a homogeneous steady statc is 

prevalent). By making various assurnptions concerning the relaxation 

mechanisIns that control the behaviour of the distribution fWlction, the 

<:tpproximate interacUon of the electrons with the spatially- and tirne

depc~ndcnt electric field Is obtained in terms of tIle basic equations. 

(In the 'diffusion t model [64 '] for instance, the electron distrilhtion func':ion is 

assumed to relax very much faster than the rate of change of the local 

instantaneous ficld, and the vclocity of the electrons is conscquently 

given by the steady statt~ vclocity field characteristic for a valuc of the 

field corresponding to the local instnntaneous field. The basic cqtk1.tions . 

then reduce essentially to Poissonts equation and the equation of continu'· 

ity of total current.) In ~ 4.2 'Ne sha n give a brief description of the 

tlnce formulations of Gunn domain dYI:amics that have been ~tu(1ied to 

date. They are the diffusion model [64], the energy transport model 

of McCurnber and Chynoweth [65]. and the inteTvalley modeJ of Szekely 

and Tarnay [66 J. 
Given a set of DC! sic equations, an analysis in the 

small signaJ reb~me may be made to establish some criteria fen: jnstability 

[64.65 J. TIle rolc of the dynamic cUfIerential conductivity in the formatJon 

of an instability is immediately appa:cent from the small signaJ analysis. 

In general, the time dependence of a small sp<lce-charp;e disturbance to the 
. \ 

steady state is found to be controlled by a differential dielectric relaxation 

time TD = €t: jen (elv/ciF) where e 1S tl:.e dielectric constant, 11 the dopillg 
o 0 0 

density and v == v(F) is the steady state velocity characteristic [64]. 

When TD < 0 , as is the case when 1:he steady state electric field is biased 

into the regIon of negative differenti81 conductivity, then the di sturbance 

will grow ,vith the characteristic tillle TD in the absence of dlffusioll or 

relaxation mechanisms which pre,; ertl: the electron system from follo'Ning 

the steady state velocity characteristic and modify the value of the 

cl1a ractcristic time. 



Finally, the instability criterion is expreased in terms of a criti

cal value for the product 11 1, where 1 is the lenhrth of the sample, 
o 

which must be greatly exceeded if domains are to nucleate. 

Theoretical estimates of the critical product (,..., 5 x IOu Clll-
2 

[64 J) 
have been confirmed by experiment [67, 68]. To obtain the ulti

mate (large signal) form of the instability, the bHSic equa lions will 

generally need to be solved numerically. Kroemer [6'7 J showed 

by a compuwr simulation method that it is necessary to include 

microscopic doping inhomogeneities for domains to nucleate. The 
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fully formed domains are found to travel with constant sbape and 

velocity in agreement with experiments .. [59, 60J 

The existing models have been successful in pre

dicting·the general features of domain propagation but the fonnulatkn 

can be criticised on several counts which we shall describe in detail 

in ~ 4.2. The three models we have cited have been formulated very 

much on an ad hoc basis and are not in all cases consistent wi th the 

Bo1t:zmann eqnation. We wish to show that the moment balance equations 

we have described ~n chapter 1 may be u$ed, after some modiHcalion, 

as basic equations for ti1e GU'111 Effect. The effects of (liffuslon, inler

valley scattering and energy tram;port can th~n be studied systematically 

and consistent~y. In ~ 4.3 we shall describe Lhe reformulation of the 

intervalIey and energy transport models from the moment balance equa-

tions. These equations are solved by a simulation teclmique whicil we 

shall describe in ~4. 4. We are concerned primarily with the ultirr,fl.te 

form of the domains and the discussion will be confined to gallium 

arsenide in which ·the transport processes are the best understood. 



~ 4. £ Modcl~ for Gl2~1J1 Doma2~1 Dyrunnics 

The diffusion model which is the most successfui 

formulation of Gunn domain dynamics to dale has been analysed very 

fully by several authors [70. 71, 72, 73, 19]. T11e results are 

described in a review a rticle by Butcher [64 J so "'le shall tlwrefore giv(' 

'onlya bdef account of the model heT8. In this formulation the relaxa~· 
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tion mechanisms governing the behavio ll r of the distribution flJncti·')t) are 

a.ssruned to be sufficiently fa~3t for the average electron velocity to fullow 

the steady state velocity characteristic as the fid.cl varies. The spatidl 

,dependence of the electrOl~ density is allowed for by including a di.ffusion 

term with an average field-dependent diffl,lsion coeffici ent in the current 

density. In tl"jis way, the Pl"OPCrt ks of the insta.bility are determined 

entirely by the steady state velocity c'1aracteristlc and the field dependent 

diffu:.;ion coefficient. (Hence the diHu~~ion model.) The baf;ic equations 

(;onsist then of Poisson's e;quation and the equation of conservation of 

electrons. It is convenient to rew,'ite the latter as the continuity equ:J.tiun 

for total current so vIe have: 

of e 
- = -.- (n - n ) 
OX €€ 0 o 

( 4.1) 

I(t) = env(F) - elL [DU"') nJ + € e of 
. 0'X 0 at (4.2) 

where the electron density n and the field F are functions of x and t, n 
o 

is the eloping density which is a cOl1f"tant, and the total curred I is 

independent of x. \Ve hayc adopted the ro nvention that the electron car ~, 

ries a positive charge. 

To calculate the ultimate form attained by an instabiIily, 

one assumes a priori the existence of a uniformly propagating solution to 

equat:lof1.s (,t. 1) and (4.2) which depends on the single vD.r!obIc y :-; x - v t 
D 
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To caJcuL-lLC the ultimate form attained by an 

im:ltabUily, om; aSSl1'_I1e::.; a pyiori the existence of a uniformly pro-

pagatilig 1'01 uliol1 to ('Cl U::l tions (4. l) and (4.2) which depends on the 

single \'iuiJb1e y =: X - vDt only, where vD is the velocity of propa

g8.t.iOl1 of the domain. Moreover, the shape of the domain is to be 

such th8t t118 field FR out3ide the domain is a constant so tb3l: the 

t(.~a] Cl1!n-nl density is Lt constant given bu I = en v , where 
. ) 0 R 

v]':';: v(Fr,). From (4.1) and (4.2) it is possible thcn to obtain a 
\. \. 

single onlim: ry ~jffeJ~C;ltiD.l equaLoll in F and y: 

~!... [nD(F)] = nrv(F) - v ]- - n (v _ -v) (4.3) 
dy - L D 0 R D 

·.vhere (4.38.) 

EquaUoil C~.:-3) may be solved by nllmerical integration to obtain the 

domain pL(>i.iJe. For a given F however, only a single value of v 
R D 

(to be dC~2r,)ib(cd by successive Clppi'oximation) will yield a solution 

of the clc,(;i;-(::~! form, so equation (4.3) i.s essentially an eigenvalue 

equation. Tliis rnerhil(l of solution of the basic equations is referred to 

as the ill'V~~rj;)nt Jomain l11eo ry or calculation. 

Certai.Jl billlplHications in the analysis of (4.3) can. be 
\ 

achieve,: if li,C dIffusion term in (4.2) wcre written in a modifji:'n form. 

F'irstly. lk' d:f[llSioil codHcicnt may be assumed to be a constant [71 J 
and seco:cc:Jy, the fie::lll-dctJclHlent coefficient may be writtE:n to the left 

of t1~c clifr;~_:(c';:tjatioll ~;jgn in (4.2) [72, 73]. In both cases one obtains 

the all£! 1 

:F is vjvc, D - '"' . 

l'-"--ult t1y,t v == v . 
1.-.> .•• "-. D R' Mo reover, the peak domain field 

rc':;pccti vely by the relations: 
F

1
, 
..J J [v(F) e- vRJctF = 0 (4.4a) 

Frz. 



F 
D 
r -1 

and J [v(F) - v ] D (F) elF ::.: 0 
F R 

R 
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(4.4b) 

In general, without the modifications to the diff1.;sion term wc filld that 

vD> v
R 

from the numerical solution of equation (4.3). The details of 

the calculation will be discussed in a later section. We note that in 

th\::. diffusion m:ldel the only information requi red concerning the beha

viour of tile electron system can be expressed in terms of a velocity 

field char::!c.teristic v(F) and a field-dependent diffusion coefficient D(F). 

To carry out a calculatiol1, experimr:.nt.2l or theoretical data lIlay be used, 

giving the model a great deal of flexibility. 

The basic assumption concernillg the rapidity of the 

relaxatjon rates in the diffusion model is not strictly vc.1lid. In l-x~rti

cular the relative popuJations in the centr:ll and satellite vo..11eys, and 

the aven.g8 energy of the electron:;:. will generally be ll11ablc to follow 

thdr respective steady state characteristics so the electron syslern as a 

whole will not follow tile velocity Ch8 racteristic as the field va ries. To 

aUo'N for these two et( eets two mod~) s have been proposed: the energy 

trmlsport model of McCumber and Chynov.reth [65 -] and the intervalley 

model of Szekely and Tarnay [66J _ However, by attempting to kei;p 

th2 analysis simple, drastic asslimptions have been made in both these 

models so t!l'~ results ::!re not expected to be very realistic. Wc shall 

give an account of ti1CSC formulations merely for the purpose of illllstrtl

ting the concepts of intcrvalley rcl~I;~ation and energy transport. 

In the intervallcy model [66], the electron dellsl ties 

in the central and satcllite valleys (labeHed by the subscripts 1 and 2) are 

allowed to vary independently. The basic equations for F, III and n2 

consist then of POiSSOll' s eq ua riCJn (4. 1) and the continuity eq un tIeD;3 for 

the two Lypcf' of electrons. When diffusion is neglected in the eLl rrent 

dcr:sities, the cGntinuity equations in the frame moving with tlle d0i1lain 

velocity v) take the form: 
1 
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(4.5) 

where i = 1,2 . j = 2 when i = 1 etc., and y = x - v)t. In (4.5), the 
1 

mobilities ~1 and 1-12 and the satellite-LO-central valley reJaxnLioll tLne 'f 21 

are assumed to be constants, while the cenLral-to-satelli.1..C valley relaxat.ion 

tinw 'f 12 is assumed to be a ft.mclien of field brivcil by the equaJion: 
, __ v(F) - ~18 F 

T12 (1·) - 1'21 ---P:v(I~') 
~l (4.6) 

whf::re vCf') .is the steady state velocity characteristic. Equation (4.6) 
- s 

is obtained by eliminating the steady 8tat8 fractional popl.i1o.tion T\ aEd 
s s 8 

Ps from the expression v(F) =- (Pl '\ + P2~~2)F usi.ng the result 

s ) s/ ( i ss) ~ 1 ., 1 • . f I P /T (F :::: pT..., am p + P2 = 1 . 1~ l-leorellCCl l ca cUlatlOHor tie 
1 12 2 ~l 1 

. . s S 
8 teady state IS lleCeSSo.ry to determIne PI and Ps . Tarnay t:l.nd Szel<.:e'y 

have used the steady state detennil~ccl by lVlcCurnber and Cnynoweth [65j 
_1 2 . 

and assumed a value of T21 =- 2 x 10 sec. (We shall t,hcw that the 

steady stn te calculation is in fact invalid.) 

The intervalley model a8 described above is 

in2c1cquate in many ways. In the hot electron regime the lllobilities, 

espedally tha t of the central valley, are hardly expected to be constants 

although 1'21 does remain fairly constant since its value is largely con

trolled hy tlJe energy gap between [he central 8nd satellite valleys and is 
\ 

consequently insensitive t.o the electron distribution function in th~ 

satellite valJ (~y • The neglect of diffusion is a more serious approxi-

mation still, since the spatial v<:.riadon of ele~tron density is lnrge in 

a domain. In view of these approximations we shall not discuss the results of 

the model in detail. The main featnre to note is Hml. the dynamic velocity 

characteristic followed by the electrons as a resulr of the finHe interval1ey 

relaxation times is indeed different from the steady state veloc.ity characlcr-



istic. In constrast to the djIfUf~ion Tllodel, the domain velocity vD 

is smRller than the outsi.cle electron velocity v
R

' and the shape of 

the domains are wider by cornpari::'on. 

In the formulation of the basic equations by 

McCurnber and Chynowetb [65 J. the electron distribution over the 

entire conduction band (Le. the ce!ltral and satl?llite valleys) is 
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assumed to be thcrmalised to a single Maxwell-Boltzmann dislributlOn at a 

temperature T which varies with position and time as the Held varies. 

The fractional population in the sateJlite vallys P:J is given by: 

. (T) '- exp( - b/kB T) (1 i\ 
Pa - Cl' + +kB-;:f) (4.7) 

1 + ('i exp (-dkB'l') 

where O! i:::; the ratio of the density ~t2_tes in the s:;tellite valleys to th:1t 

in the central \Talley and 6. is the energy gap between the valleys. The 

average 1110bility fJ, amd the diffusion cocfIicient 0 can then be expicssed 

as functions of T according to: 

(4.8) 

and (4.9) 

where the Inobilities I.l'l and ~2 are again assumed to be constapts. The 

baSic equations consisl then of equations (4.1) and (4.2), where in (4.2) 

v(F) and D(F) are rep1<Lccd by J.,L(T) 1:',' aad D(T) respectively. and an 
. \ 

ene rb'Y trallSpo rt eq ua ti on: 

"'oE >1, . 3 T - T -- = -~-(hJ) + eFJ - -- k '0 o t OX . 2 T3 ----
'1"T 

(4.10) 

. where 

-1 
and J = ~(T)F - n 0 [D(T)n ]/ox is t:he average eiectron velocity 

when difilJsioll is aJIowed for, T t-:- the lattice temperature and 
o 

"1' is an cncrt-Y relaxation time. Note that in these basic equ~Hions, 

tht:: steady state velocilY characteristic is containcocl implicitly in the 

numerical values assigned to ~l' ~L<:J' 6, Qlaud '1"T' To obtain the 



SteQdy state cliaracterisitic, t.he spadal- and time- derivatives in 

{4.2) and (4.10) Dlay be set to zero and the resultant equation 

solved for the T - F charact(::ristic which will in turn yield the 

velocity-field cl13 racted sUe from (4.8) and v(F) = j..L(T)F. 

McCulUber and ChYllo'vvetl1 have; ca rried out their calculations 

using the parameter values 

8 -1 -1 :2 -1 -1 
j..Ll == 500() cm V 88(; f.L'd := 100 cm V sec 

/j, = 0.3SeV, 0: ::: 60 

-12 
and 'I' :::: 2 x 10 sce. 

T 
J-l~lsty ct a1. [80J hits Ci3YJ'jcd OU!: ~l siwil[tr si]l(:ly including::1. 

thermaJ conductivity tcnn in (4.10). 

The irnl',ortClill fC:!l.lJ.rc i.n this formulation of the 

bask equations is tlwt 1:]1(' ctv:::rage mobility ;.md diffusion coeffi.,. 

dent (J re more COl"J'cctJy lC!'i1 rded as functions of the electron 

tClnperature ratilej' Ihan fLelel, ~;nd that the b(~haviour of the f~leetron 

temper;;lturc is described by an energy transport equation. The 

assumption that 11J'.' entire v~cct:CO:l distribution thennalises to a 

single I'v1axwell- IhJtzW81111 di!:trlbuUo}; is hc.wevcr a [;erious 

dr8wb:1ck 1)[ the JJ!oc1cl. It reqnire;:) <: very strong coupling between 

the eJ cctrcns in tHe t "vo t yp,;:; of valleys, Wh211 in reality, the 
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coupling is weak (tnd the 1\'/0 dU;tl'ibuliOIl func.tions are better approxi-

mated as two in(kl"C'l1(knt fjl:f:Jit':Ucs. In fact, the steady state 

velodty c]mractcrj,;U.C obutiJJCI.l [rO'l11 the basic C{Iuations is in p'Jor 

agrcctnent with expc~riment. r'or this reason we sllallllol di::>cuss 

funller the result,.-: ll()), the otlicr S01JrCCS ef criticism in the formula-

tion sllch as the fOrt11 (If tlK' (;i;crgy transport equation (4.10) itself. 

Frc>lll. t11c; brief description of these three models 

for G wl.n dynamic:.; it is cl L-'U 1: d<l1. : he important effect~ that a 

succu;coLd model mu:..;!. account for arc cliffu.sion, intervalley scattering 



and enert-,'Y transport. The~;e effects cannot be treated in iso-· 

lation becausE: they are comparable in mat,'11itude, and are more

over mutually interacting. For instance, one cannot treat energy 

transport in a consistent fashion without heWing first e::stablished 

a framework in which the electron populati.ons in the two types Ol 

valleys are allowed to vary .indepe[j~lently, as in the intcrvalley 

model. In the next section wc shall use the moment balance 

eq1..o.tions a s a starting point in a refornJ.ulation of the basic equations. 

Startiug from what is essentially the intervallcy mod~l, we includ(~ 

dHfusion and variation of the rnobillty in the particle currents for 

each of the valleys. Energy transport equations can then be in

cluded for each of the two types c·f electrons. 

We shall attempt firstly to reformulate the 

intervaJIey model \vithout neglecting diffusiol1 and the variation of 

mobility. The model v{ill bf~ referred to as the intcrva Hey model 

for the sake of continuity although it now accounts for diffm;ion also. 

(Sin:i1arly in our formulation of the 'eneTgy transport' model, dii

fusion and intervalley effects will be included.) We start with 

the moment balance equations (1.5) for cp ::: 1 and v x' the com

ponent of v in the direction of the field: 
. -

n 
+-.J 

-r.l i 

o rJ . 2 (eF --In v ) := -:-- [n (k T
1
/m + v l + n -at \ 1 1 0 X . 1 1 1 J 1 In 

i 

2 

where we have written <v 
2 

> = kBT i/m
1 + v 1 

X 1 

-l 
G (1) O~ •• G (1) = -
. 1'1 j i 'f 1.1 ' G (v) = - v / 

11 X 1 'fp1 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

and G (v) = o. 
1.1 x 
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The rda:xCltiOt' tiIlles 'T i j' Tpi arc funcUonals of the electron 

distribution function f,. Since the time and spatial variation of 
1 

the distriJ)ution Junction 'vill be assumed to be adequately represented 

by the vari:l1ions of tlle rnomenU, cont2ined in uJuations (4.11) and 

(4.12.) in occonlanc(' \"it:} t11e gC1K'ral philosophy of the moment 

bDla.nee l)wt!l()ct (c.L cJlaplcr 1), wc ~'lay therefore express the 

rela);aLi_uJ! times <I s fUll,::tions of 11 i' V 1 and T 1 in general. We 

shall ignore clwrgy trDl~;-;p;)rt fOl'- the time being and try instead to 

form a cJ()~:e set of b~1 sic equati.G~u; horn (4.11) amI (4.12) for i = 1 

and 2, and Poisson'~) eqlntion. 

The mOHll'llts of the cli stribution functions 

involved in ~h(;se et [Cl:!!. i.O:lS Dre: r:: , v. and T for i = 1 and 2, so 
. i. 1 

including t)1<:; :i-ieJc1 thci.·c a:ce 3cven vn.riahJcs and only five e(l1iations. 

It is thcrc[ol'c nec(..',;:;;::;·y 1.hat wc make some a priori aSSUDlption 

regarding the; reJxLllinl! ;-j!cci1:.1JJir·!llli3 in order to remove two of the 

variabJcs. Since vIe ;, n: not. c(J.11C(::ni'xt with energy transport, the 

most COjl::i~;lCi11. (or rc!;llC.f least inconsistent) a~>slllnption that we 

can make lIw!cr the cil'c:u]J1stnnccs is that tbe characteristic time for 

eI1t-;l~gy J:cLxr:lion i:; nll~cil shorter tban the intcrvalley reln.x8tion 

tin.ws and i-hI.' char:lct( Jisiic time represellting the rate of change of the 

fkld. ,/lie ca n the\; JiuC T \ :c: T· JP), the steady state characteristic 

The relaxation times 'l" and TIJ.are 1J .• 

Ihen fUJlctiop:< of IlL' r:·,[c1 also :::incc their vcJucs are more sensttive 

to T tlt2tlJ v , and Skl;i}d be .ilJ(lepC::'l1dent of 11 • 
i 1 i 

The aS~;lilllrUon that we have made implies 

that: some kind of 'qu;",j--cquilil;"i_urn' is achieved between the loce'! 

toke.!1 scp"fnlcly i. c, ! k' llOYllWJiw;d distributioll function in each 

vaUc:y is tlic' ~),IIIle cl:-) 1.J;,1t for 0 llOlllO[,;CnCOus steady state for a value 

of the electric field (';ll~ll to trl,; 10C.o1 illstantaneous field. This 
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tdt uation can be achieved (1) when the cl'upling belween lhe valley::; 

is weak, wbich is automatically implied whell we say that the energy 

relaxation times are much shorter than the intervalley rdaxation times 

and (2) when the characteristic time representing the rate of change of 

the local instantaneous field is long cOlllI'<lred to the energy relJxation 

'time. Condition (1) v,e have assumed a priori and we shall not, and 

in fact cannot, fully justify. The intcrvallcy relaxation til1lCS are 
-12 

r-w 10 sec and ener!:,'Y l"elaxatIon times (if they can be defined) ,ue 

only slightly shorter. Condition (2) may be tested however, i1 for 

the sake of argument, we 3ssurne that tbe energy relaxation time is 

say, as short as the momentum relaxation time whidl (from the 
-14 

mObility) is of the order r" 5 x 10 . sec for F >3kV/cm. The require-

ment then that the field changes slowly compared to the momentuIll 

relaxation time is equivalent to the hequality 

of A 
ox F « 1 

wher.e A is the mean free patch of rhe electrcms given by 
2 

) =.,.. v = e'1" F/m. Usjng~ Poisson's E'C"!uation this can be writl~n , pi 1 pi 1 ' -

as: 
n 

o 
23 ··2 

«1.5 x 10 m ( 4.13) 

81 -8 
For 10. cm lIlatcrial where no~ 10 rn ,the 'qua~.;j-cql!i1ibrium' 

approximation is therefore good ill the depletion layer of domains 
-2 

where (n
l 

+ n)/no ;$10 and at small ::llld mOderately Inrge 

t".lCCUIllulation Jayers where (Ill + n2)/nu'~ 10 [64} 

Equ2tiol1 (4.12) 8S it stand,:; can be Simplified 

further because the l1.10mentulll reloxation times are short in compad

sorn with the intervallcy relax<ltion times, .:md the time Gcale involve-cl 

in the ch[lngc ~)f the electric field, suhject to Lhe conditions imposed 

in thG previoas pClrClgraph. From (4.12) W~ have 
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[ 

") 2 on v J j == n v ::: n 11, F - 'T" .~)- n (kBT + v ) + 1. 1. 
1. 1. 1. 1 . t plC X I 1. j ot (4.12a) 

vlhe:yc the mobiUty ~ is given by,. (I)c/m aEd using (4.11) the terms in the 
. 1. pi i 

square JJl'ad·.ets may be expanded to give 

n v (11 n ) ~ (n k T) (CV t ov.) 11.i .1 +d 1131 +_Ic-
-,.- "11 - 11 F ox -···rn- + n~ v tax' at 

j 1 1. 1.· j 

where (n /n)1 == l' (1')/'1 (F) is the ratio n /n for a steady homogeneol's field F. 
j 1']< .1 i 1) j 1. . 

Since 'i pi is Ennall VI""" V 1. (F) ;::: I-l. i (F)F and v i may be replaced by v 1. (F) in the sq uare 

l'r8cl<:ew. Eqnation (4.12a) then gives, after some rearrangcw.cnt: 

.,.. n n I), 

pi (" j , 1 
.i i == l1 i i-L i F - [i11fJ.J~r- il-- -;- F) +'e 

j 1 i 1 

Whe~~e,. ::: [_Jl1. e
_ ~.~-=- Jl 

D i - e: e dl' 
o 

'T" pi eB-i('O oIl' oR l +-- V-;;::--' +-, 
'T" e i ox ot) J (4. JIl) 

Di 

:lS the dic1cctric rclaxa lion time for the electrons in v811ey i, and is a measure of the 

c1J:l.lClcterL';'il time associbted with a/ot and Vt%x. Thus for small mcuentmn 

rdDx.ltion times, the electron current j i is a flU1ctiol1 of n
1 

and F which is to be 

expected. The terms in the square lrG1ckets of (4.14) can be interpreted at' C0rrec-

liOllS to lhe electron curTcnt(given for a homogeneous situation) arising respectively 

£rem 1:lC finite: intcrvalley relaxation tims .and the sonsequent departure from cq uHi

brium of the population nJ do, the inhomogeneity of electron de;131ty (ditfusion) and 

the spatial·· and time···c!cpcndcnce of the electric field. Note that the diffusion term 

whkll has lK:cn uer.i.vccl JrUU.l the I30ltzmann equation is neither of the form D .011 /dX 
, i 

\ 

nor (~l(n .D.:lj(.Jx, as assulIlcd in previous theories. 
, j 

The equations 0:[ continuity of electron density for tile two 

valleys (4.11 J in whkh the current is given by (4.15) and Poissoli's equation (4.1) 

fonn then the b3Sic equations in cur formulation of the interval1ey model. The 

data req lJj rc-d hy the cljualions are tile steady state values of iJ.
1

, 1J.2 ' 'T" 12' 'T" 21.' 1'1 

and '1';:> as cxpn.:::;scd as ft111cti.ons of the electric field. It is a good approxirnation 

to t.ccat 'f~1;:;8 a constant (~~ce 4.2) and write 'T" (P) as '1"..,. x (n /n ) p' The steady· 
r.. 12 <~ 1 2 

s1:11.:c ve!oc.ily cilaracLerh;Lic is lhen contained in. the data for iJ.
1

' iJo
2 

and (n/n) F. 

The soll.1tioJI of the basic equations is givef'. in the next section. It is found t:18t the 

electron Cl.It"·CnLS arc adequately described (to within 5%) by 

~i j == n ILF -_ i J.l~, ,.- i - e 
on f:.J/f 

i J 

ox 
(4.14a) 



-12 14-1 
when 'f :::: 1 X 10 sec and n -::- 8 x ] 0 cm 

21 0 
( which ensure that 

'f is never g:ceater than a few per cent of 'T or TDi . 
P l. 1 J 

We shall use this shortened form of the curr~nt density for the 

energy tr21lSport model. 

To include energy transport, we take the 
2 

moment balance equation for co::: E(= 1111 V /2) for each of the 

valleys: 

·22 
,,3 mv 0 5 mv _ 

_ 0 n (- k T + ~ 1):= -or.- J (- k T - t 1 ) + e J F - n W ::: n U o t 1 2. 13 2. ox 1 2 B ._---:z-- 1 t 1 j j 

(4.15) 
.2 2 2 

where we have written <v >=<v >=k
B

T
1
/ffi

1 
)"'«v -v) », 

3 y Z Xii 

«v -v ) >::: 0, G (E)::: - W , and G (E) = U. The assumptions 
Xiii 1 1,\ j 

we have made regarding the moments are exactly correct for a dis-

placed Maxwellian but should be a good approximation for the genen:l 

case. 

Putting the third order to zero implies that there 

is no electron thennal conductivity [7SJ. We neglect this effect be

cause the coefficient Cc1l1110t be estimated with any certainty and would 

involve a third order l11.oment in any case. These approximatLms 

enable one to avoid introducing new variables into the equations when 

the energy transport equations cHe included. The energy loss due to 

scattering processes qriginati.ng in valley i, W l' and the energy gain 

due to scattering processes origin<.lUng from valley j, U
j

, are respec

tively functions of T and T and cannot in general be expressed in t11e 
1 .1 

form involving a constant relaxation rilIle (except for U2 wbich is 
-1 0 

"-' 16 + 3/2 k T21 '1"21 ). Since!l1i v; /:1. is typically a fe'.,>, per cent of 

k~ T l' it may be omitted from (4.15) The energy transport equation 

derived from the Boltzmann equation differs therefore from that of 

McCmncr and Chynoweth (4.10) in many respects. These differences 

arIse primarily from the decoupling of the two types of electrons. If 

(4.15) for the two valleys were added U>gether, then using the continnity 
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equations (4.11), the resultant eqLictt~on l11clY be reduced to (4.] 0), 

exccp;: for the form of the lattice energy lo~,s term. The basic 

equations consist then of the two encrl-,'Y tran~;rort eqllatiollS (4.15), 

the two continuity equations (4.11) ,met PoistJon's equation for the 

variabJ cs F, n
1

, n
2

, T 1 and T 2' In these cq uations, the rc13 xa-

tien times 'T' and the rnobilities ;1
1 

arc to be e:.::pres::-;ed. 3f; func-
1 " f>" 

Hon8 T
i

, (We have used the abbreviated eqmtionc (4,14<'1) [or the 

electron currents.) 

The data required by the energy trJn~;port model 

are the val ues of J-1 , T ,Wand U ext")ressed cl S fUl1e i ons of T 
1 i.1 1 1 1 

for i = 1 and 2.' In 2,6 we have described ho\,{ these functions 

can JJe derived frolll t1":e t~1()11te Carlo r;olution of tt"1C ~]tcDdy state 

Baltzmann equation. The justHication of this pn)(;edurf' cc:n be 

stated i.n two '.vays. In the fin:;t (1,1(' ussurncs that the distdht.:tion 

ftmction can be ch3 racteriscd very closely by it~) averu gr.~ energy and 

that the mobility, the relaxation tirn~s and energy loss rarcs ;).re in-

sensitive to the exact shape of the djstribution. ,Ve have p inted out 

in ~ 2.6 the inadequacy of this supposition for the central valley 

where an cner~'Y thresl101d exists f(Jl' int.ervallcy scattering i. e. the 

mobility etc. must: depend on factors such as the number of cJectrol1t; 

with encrgv above and belovf the thre~)hold, the average Cljt~'T~)V of 
, . \ ~("' 

these two groups of carriers erc. - information which cannot be de-

rived from knowledge of the average energy of the entire distribution 

alone. To Dvoid this diffIculty we can however ~)tate the problem in 

another way. The values of the lrJoL~.lities) H~hyation times and 

energy loss rates wc have chosen sati~;fy the ~;tendy state equations, 

Le. at a temperature T, provided rk, Sh~lpC or the dis:ciblllion func-

86 

tion is identical to the E;t~acly state (lJstribution of the same lCmper<1tlTt"2, 

t.hen the values of the: rnobHities etl:. are exactly co:r.lC:Ct. In the 

tirne- and spatially-dependent situtarion, the distribution function ",rill 

not have the same sh::\ pe as the S1.Cilcly stfHe tiistrl butlOl1 so that given 



the [lvernge energy (or- T) we really do not know "l,That"the relaxa

tion times etc. ought to be. The problem then is to decjde if 

it is a good approximation to aSSlUnc that the shape of the distri

bution function is close to that of the steady state. Since one is 

87 

not prepared to evaluate the non-eqliilibriurn distribution, such 

questions will h& 'IC to remain unanswered although it must be of some 

consequence that in a situation where spatial inhomogeneitics and 

tirne-dependenccs are small, then the basic equations will give the 

correct asym ptotic behaviour of the electron sYGtcm. \Ve ::;h2.11 

therefore proceed to the s,)lution of the basic equations without 

further justification for the appro;dmations made. Note that: the 

information required by the hasic equations we have described, SUCll 

as rates of energy loss to the lattice, are not alw'ays rneasul'able 

experimenullly so one has to rely completely on lheoreLical esti

mates. 

_l4.4. Gunn Domain' Simulation 

The basic equation'S derived in the previous 

section for tIle intervalley and eneyh'Y transport models cannot be con

'leniently solved using the invariant domain method. If the l-Jartial 

differential equations were reduced to ordin31Y dHferential equations 

hy t1-h; transformation y = x - vDt, :1 large number of boundary CO!1-

ditions (for the val ues of each va riable and its fj rst derivo.ti"ve, at 

least, at large distances from the domain) 8re required. Since 

t!lese cannot be chosen accurately in gener<lJ, the intf:gration of the 

equations becomes unreliable vvhci1 the number of variables increases. 

Moreover, the nature of an eigenv8)l.le problem requil"ct; many trial 

integrations while the vaIlle of VD 1::.; being ClscertClined by successive 

appl:oximations. As the equations become lllorc complex, the amount 

of effon H'f}llirerli.s Increased, until the silllulation rnetllOd of ~olu

tion, it6£lf a lalge computational proj (~ct, lJecomes a v ialJle alLerna

tive. The <ldvantage:::; of the simula tion methou over the invariant 
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domain calculation are that it does not assume a priori the existence 

of a uniformly propagating dornain, ::tnd that all stages of the simuJa

tion, from nucleation to llilifonn propagati.on (if the lalter is achieved) 

are of physical relevance, unlike the wasteful trial integrations in 

the cigenvalue problem. 

In the mathematical siwulatio.l of the propagation 

of Gunl1 Domains, a sample of gallium arsenide of length 1 is divided 
III 

in~o equal elements of width t::,x. We shall write X (t) to denote the 
1 

aver:lge value of the variable Xi' where X 1 for i = 1. .. 3(5), arc the 

spatially and time-dependent vaj-iables contained in the bafiic equatioJ1s, 

[F, n
1 

Dnd D
2

(T
1 

and T
2
)] in the mth element of the sample, at the 

instant of time t. If 6x is suffkiently SH1DU, then the average values 

of the derivatives of X
1
(t) \V.r.t. x in the mth element. may be expn;ssed 

ID ' 
approximately in terms of the X. (t) 's using finite differences in the 

.. J, •• • 

cent,ra) dIfference scheme. lL is convenient 1.hen to rewrite the bt:'t::>ic 

equations in the form: 

. III m 
Le. the rate of change ef Xi(l) \V.r.t. is Cl ftmctionJ( 1(1:) of the ::>patial 

m' . 

dis 1-riuuliollS X (1) of all the variables X at. time t. This can be done 
j. j 

ensily enough for X' = n , n , T and T , but to obtain the time deriva.-
1 1 2 1 2 

tive of F, it is necessary to replace Poisson's equatiolJ by the total 

current continuity equa.tion which TIlay be .. v:tittcn as: 

of '. 
t'!1!: ''S''- = - e(] + J ) + I (t) out 1 2 . (4.17) 

That cqua.tion (4.17) is cq1l1v,ilent to Poisson's equation (4.1) can be 

shown by differentiating (4.17) v..r. r. t. x and using the continuity equations 

(4.1 J) subsequently. The time-depende!lt totall.:uL'.n:nt l(l) is determined 

by external conditions e. g. if a const;:tnt voltage (V) is applied acme.;s 
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the sample, then integrating (iL17) over the length oJ the sample 

gives: 

l(t) = e S (\ + j;) dx 11 (4.18) 

The integration in (1.18) may be n!pJaced by a sUHunat5nn over lJl 

r.t 

so the right-hand side of (4.17) L3 a ftmctlon of tbe Xi (t)'s only. 

Having obtained the basic cq ua tions in the 

form (4.16) one can then simulate tl1t~ tirne-dep,?ndent behaviour of the 

variables X (x t) at the V3. rious points nd',x Cllong the sum plc. If 
i 1 

nl 
at some time t, the spatial distributions X 'c cHe knowll, then at a 

1 

time t + 6t, we have: 

m m m 
X t (t + 6.t) ~ Xi (t) + 6. t K 1 (t) 

The finite difference cqlk'1tiom; (4.16) and 
tl+l tl -1 Ir. L1 IU 

(-<1:.19) arc valid if (Xi· - Xi IX
t
)« 1 and Ki (t) Lt «Xi (t) i.e. 

(4.19) 

these inequalities [l re satisfied if () x «the C:iize of the domain and M« the 

smallebt relevant relaxation tilllC viz. the intervalle)T relaxation time or the 

time scale for eJlcrg~y relaxation. The values of /lx 2nd 6t can then be chosen 

subject to onc further condWon: ~"'{/At:;» v
1

, v
2 

(4.20) 

which arises from the fact that His only mccwingfu} to speak of the average 

value of a variable X in an eh'llicllt of width t,x, if in the time 6t, an 
1 

electron does not travelthTcugll Cl la~:g(~ fr<lClioll uf (he length I'ox. In 
, \ 

practi.cc, for a dornain of length 1 Op,rn, and intcrvi.1l1ey rclaxa tion time 
-1 2 [,-1 

"'" 1 x 10 sec, and v
1 
< 2 x 10 III scc ,wc klVC used !\.X :::: O.l~l,Ijl [In(1 

-1/); 
t:.t = 2 x 10 scc. To test th[l[ !~X and LIt <lrc :::,ufIiclel1tly small, 

typical sirnulations may be repc;l. !:cd, halving the step-size::;, to ensure 

that no noticeable cliJages in t);e results OCl~l.lr. 

To inHj~ltc tile l1tlcj,:,;;,1j()l1 uE 1i (\)lJ1ain, it is 

necessary to introduce a eloping inhomogeneity into the sample [6A} 

This Ulll be done Ly t11e rc-introdUction of Fojs~,on's equation in place of the 

continuity equation for n
2 

i.e. 

(4. la) 



where n = n (X) is a function of x. To obtain the maximum 
o ,0 

efficiency for nucleation n (x) is chosen to be a notch ...... 11-1 wi.de 
o . 

with a minimum of"", 0.9 the average value of n , situated a few 
o 

microns away from the anode (in the convention where the elec-

tronic charge is positive). 
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When a domain ha:::; travelled across the cnfjrc 

sample, it will not necessarily have attained its maximum growtl], if 

the samples arc short «100f11fn). Since wc are primarily concerned with 

the sha pe and velocity of the fuiI·· g:'own domain, using the value of 

the outside field as a l?ararneter, we have introduced into the computer 

programme several departures from 'real' simulation. Firstly, lhe ends of 

the samplr.;s are joined up so we can study the domain behaviour .for periods 

exceeding the transit time, and secondly, the nolch lllay be remo'fcd <1:lter the 

dOll1:l.in has movc~d away from it, so the Held outside the domain ca.} achieve a 

constant value everywhere. The sirnuJcltion in Lhis sen se is puccly 1118 themo

tical arid is to be regarded simply as a method of solving~l1e b"lSic equations. 

In the cOInpa rison of the various models, 

srnall domains a re of a particular interc.st since if any departure of 

the domain velocity vD from the outside velocity v R is to occur, then 

it is most apparent for sma]] dOHwins. To obtain small domains, 

starting from nucleation, onc mu:::;t h,we as short a s8mple as possible 

and the average dectric field must be bi(!~;ed close to, and exceeding, 

the threshold field when the s)npc of the velocity characteristic becomes 

negative, This procedure is not always satisfactory because the 

sample length cannot be reducec to values much shorter thaIl '" 12prn. 

A rnore efficient way to obtain small domains is to dccre8se the voltage 

across the sample when a fully grown domain has developed, After a 

period corresponding to about ten times tl,e differential dielectric 

rE~laxation tIme to (evaluakd at Lhp maximum negath'c slope), tlle 

domain will readjust to the Ilew vt..:..i.tagc and propagate lU1ifoI'11l1y. 



J-±:...?-." Results and Discussion 

Wc have carried Ollt simulations for 

the intervalley and energy transport models as well as the 

diffusion model where the results can be tested against. those of 

the invariant domain c2.lculatiolls. Throughout the velocity 

characteristic and other relevant data were taken directly or 

derived from the IvIonte Carlo steady state calculation of Droacl

man, Fawcett and Swain [4]. We ilave restricted the caJcula-
20 -3 

tions to a doping densIty n of 8.1 x 10 m w~lich corresponds 
o 

roughly to J 0, cm material. This value of n corresponds roughly 
o 

to the upper limit allowed by equation (4.13) which ensures that 

the momentum relaxation times are short compared to the rate 

of chang-e of the electric field. Since the ratc of change of the 

electric field and hence also the time required for nucleation are 

approxImately proportional to n , it has proved lmeconornical 
. 0 

in terms of computer time to carry out simulations at lower doping 

densities. Moreover, it is when. the fieJd is changing most rapidly 

that one expects the effects of the various relaxation mechanisms to 

be most apparent Sll we have used the quoted value for 11 • 
o 

The results of the simulation agree welJ 

with those of the invariant domain ceJculation for the diffusion model 
\ 

in the few test cases we have made. The values of the domain 
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potential, velocity and peak fielel provide a direct baRis for compari-' 

son and the overall shape of the domains from the two calculations are 

compared grQphically. In the former cases agreement to within 

O ')07 - 1 . 1 • ,-, III IS ae 11eVeCt. This indicates that the inva riant domain hypothe-

sis is valid, at least for the diffusion model, and that the numerical 

accuracy of the simulation calculation is good, although one should 

expect a deterioration as the basic equivaJcn1" hecomes more cornplex. 

In th::: intervaUey model, the value of the 

intervalley relaxation time T21 may be vJired as a pa~canleter in the 
• . -:1.2 

inr\ut data. Wlnle the generally held ValLle of T is 2 x 10 sec P -. 2l. 



[21, 66, 74} using the data of the steady state Monte Carlo 

calculation of 13roadman et 31. [4]. one obtctins an estimate that 
-13 
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is nearer to 5 x 10 sec because the revised value of the intervallcy 

deformation potential field D12 (see table Il, chapter 2) is approxi-
-1 2 

mately half that llsed in the earlier calculations (T21 r.x D
12

). We 
-, 2 -12 -13 

have used values of 2 x 10 ,1 x 10 and 5 x 10 ., in our calcu-

JatlO!.1s. In all cases, the domains were found to propagate 1'11i

formly (in terms of the domain potertial, velocity and peak fjeld) to 
-12 -13 

within 0.2% for 1'21 = 2 x 10 sec, 8.nd 0.8% for T21 = 5 x 10 S0-C. 

We show in diagram 4.], curves 13, the 
-12 

shape of the dOIllains for 'f :: 2 x 10 - The values of the out-
21 

side field are indicated in the di.agram. We see that the domains 

are more symmetrical than those obtained for the dHiusi.ol1 (cUJ~vef; A) 

and enegy transport (curves C) models. We shall compare the 

results of the various models in de;.ail a little later. By decreasing 

the intcrvallcy relaxation times the domains become nnrrO'lver and 

less symmetrical, as illustrJ.ted by diagram 4.2(a) where the domain 

profiles of two domains with approximately the same outside field for 
-12 -13 

"", = 2 x 10 sec and 5 x 10 sec are shown. Thi s confirms 
"'l 

previous results indicating that finite intcrvalley relaxation times p:cu-

duce a similar effect as diffusion [21, 66} In diagrams 4.2(b) and 

4.2(c) we.show respectively the fraeional popGlatiol1 in the satellite 

valley (dashed lines) plotted as a function of the domain field for the 

two cases shown in diag. 4.2(a). The two parts of the dashed curve 

correspond to the two br:1.nchcs of the domain field where the field 

respectively rises and falls. The qualitative behaviour of the curves 

is very much to be expected. Taking a given pOint in the samr1c, 
, 

during the time when the field is risi]\{>, n In is less than the val ue (") z· 

preclicted by the steady state cha racteristic (full line) and when the 

field is falling the reverse situation .)ccurs. The area enclosed by the 

two parts cf the curve measures the effect of the intcrvalley relaxation 

time, and is ::;l;l;)l1e1' for the IGwvr value of 'I 
21 

Note also that for 



-12 
= 2 x 10 sec, even during the period when the field is 

momentarily stationary (near the peal( field) the dynamic and steady 

state curves do not coalesce. 
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The domain potenttals and velocities are plotted 

agatnst the value of the outside field in diagrams (4.4) and (4.5) respectively. 

For a gIven outside fjeld the domain potentials for the three values of 
-1,2 

T Z1 are very similar and we show the results for TZl = 2 x 10 sec. 

It is worthy of note that as T is decreased the potential curves (not 
21 

shown) are shifted very slightly to the left-hand side so [l1ere appec:rs 

to be no tendency for the results of the intervalley model to apprcach 

those of the diffusion model. If the curves for the two models should 

coincide At <.~ll for the limit T21 ....;. 0, it iR thus unclear how small '1"21 needs 

to be. Physically, one does not expect T 81 to be smaller than the lowest 

value used in the calculatiol1. The domain vebcities for the intervalley 

model J 1."e found to be Jower than the outside velocity. For a given outside 

field, the domain velocity is lowest for the la rgest value of 'i • Ag<l in, , 21 

theH' a ppea rs to be a qualitative difference between the intervalky and 

diffusion models. 

Results for the energy transport model ;:{ re 

shown as points rather than continuous ,curves because only a fev.' points 

have been obtained. The incl"C;Qse in the number of varIables in the 

b ask equations causes the comput'~r tirHe to' increase to barely tolc:.:able 

limits, (a full run from nucleation takes 150 mins on an leT 4130 computer 

as opposed to 80 millS for the intervalley model) so on ly a few selected 

points arc calculated. Again, lUliformly propa~>ating domains, to about 

0.5% are obtained. 

The: c~Ject of energy transport Is shown in 

diagram 3. 4(a) where the electron energ'i or temperature) of I-he central 

valley is pJotted against the dornaLl field. In the branch where the field 

is nsing, the dynamic curve (dashed lines) behaves very much as onc would 

expect, i, e. the electron temperature is lower than the steady state character

istic (full curve) since energy relaxaUon takes Cl finite time. In the br21lch 

where the field is falling, an 'unexpected' behaviour is observed where the 

electron energy rises initially cH> lhe field taUs and then decreases rJpidly 
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to a value ~~.:.:l()W the steady state chnract cristlc , Tlli.'; bc':lu'vtOlIr can 

be attl:ibuted to the large density gradients ill the aCCllllluLlt.lon IDycr, 

which coincides with this ret,rion of decrca sing ficl d in th..:: doul()in . 

Ahead of the point of maximum accmJ1ulalion tll(; density gnHiient drives 

a diHusion current that increases the value of.i
l 

and hence lhe input of 

ene:r~'Y from thel'ielclto the electron system, and cstabl:ic,11cs further-
S 

more a gr8clicnt in the energy flux (-2- \ kST,) th8t rends to prolluce 

hcatll1g in tll:1t region. At the trailing edge, the rcve:csc occurs and 

rapid cooling takes place. These enc)'gy b:l1ancc cOncHtiUlJB must 

l.lltirnately accowlt for the reduction in the widtl] of the 8CClliidllcHion layer 

going from the intervalley model to the energy transport model. We scc in 

diagram 3.4(b) how the dynamic behaviour of the fractiol1a) pop111c; tions 

reflectE; closely that of the central valley mean energy. TIll!.'-l energy 

trons in tbe leading and trailing edges of the accumulation l,~ycr, 1eaclirw (, 

to CL reduced layer width. 

For Cl giv,:::n outside fl.:;Jd the cJOl1l8 in 

potential (domain size) g:iven by the cner[,'Y 11.aIJ~,porf moch>1 i~; very 

close to that given by the intervalley model (cling. 4.4) aItlloll:.;il the 

domain shope (curves C in cling. 4.]) are very c1ir{crent. The retiCll1-' 

blance of the dOlllain shape:) between the energy tr'1nsport i!J:.d ciHfusioll 

models (clll~VeS A in dingo 4.1) is a little mislc:HLLlg' in tllctl Jur a gh-(':n 

outside fieid, the domain sizes t,>i.vcn by the two L}odr::Is an' \11'1)' different 

(sce dOlnain potential curves dingo 4.4). The dU;iL;.in vc;".~iJjc8 arc fOUiic1 

to be equal to the outside velocity (to within the 0.5% unccn~!inl.y in the 

former) in this model. This corresponds to complete (klj~('lion sinC'c: from 

the total current continuity, we h"VC 
-1·", F' 

T(t) = eO). -[- .i;?) + (Ho) . ~ 
at 

= eO 1 + L') - c v ( 11 -1 11 - n ) 
c;. D' )..;:) 0 

= en v 
o R 

= t11 v 
o D 

outside dam:! in 

Ht minimum \];'pktiOll f(n nearly 
COlJlj)~ct(; depIct;, 



(In going from line 1 to 2 We haye substituted a/at by -vD%x for 

an invariant domain, and used Poisson's equation for of/ox.) 

In the energy transport model, the extent of depletion is of the 
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order of 99.9% for the smallest domains obtained, while for domains 

of comparable size, the intervalley and diffusion models give maxi

rr:.tliTl depletion of N 95%. 

Comparison between the three models shows 

that <1 s fa r as domain sizes (potentials) are conce rned, the inter

valley and energy transport modeJ s give very similar values for 

a given ontside field. Diag. 4.4 appears to indicate that the 

differencc betwecn the diffusion model and the other two models is 

large, but tmder experimental conditions, this difference is more 

difficult to detect. For a given voltage V and sample leDgth I we 

have 

V = + F I er R 

from the definition of the domain potential so that Cl' 1118. Y be deter-· 

mined horn the intersection of the domain pot.ential curve and a 

'load' line that inte:rsects the voltage axis at V and the fj dd [lx.i.3 at: 
-3, 

V/I in diag. 4.4 for V = 35 volts and I = 100 1-LTl1 giving V/I = 3.5 kVcm 

( :::: tllfeGllold field for instability) tbe domain p~tentials giver! by the vanous 
, \ 

models does not in fact differ greatly (see diagram 4.4). 

Extrapolating the experimental re.:;ults of Kuru et 

al. [77l to 1(2 cm m3tcxillJ shows that the domain potcntiaI curve j,:; 

-1 
nearly vertical at rv 1.3 k'l cm which is close to the vaJ ue giVEll by 

the diffusion model. (The results for the diffusion 11!odel given in dia

gram 4.4 is not the same as that given by Butcher et a1. [J 9l hecause 

the steady state velocity characteristic v(F) and the diifubion coefilcicnt 
• 

D(P) llsed are not the same, the latter beIng the v[llues c[llcul[lted for 

displaced Maxwellian distribution functions. Previous comparisons 

betv{ccn theory and cxperimcnts were based m! the results of [19J). 



The cornparison with experiment is however inconclusive since the 

velocity characteristics of real s81nples at high doping densities arc 
• 

not equal to the theoretical curve cakulated for low impurity. 

Allowing for the lower values of vRin impure samples, if one plots 
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Cl' against v
R

' the experimental results can be 'made' to give better 

agreement with the intervalley and er,ergy relaxation models than the 

diffusion model. This is very much a bootshap, procec1u.re and wc:. 

shall not try to give it justification. 

It is also dUficult to test the models from measure-

ments of the domain velocity. Experimental observations are mQde on 

domains with potentials of at least 40 volts where the values of vD predic·· 

ted by all the models are close to the outsidr::! velocity v R • 

. Gunn, [78]. has found that dornain shapes are V~ly 

n early symmetrical with accumulation layer widths that are nearly ten 

times wider. that those given by the diffusion model, but in agreement 

wi 1:11 the intervallcy model. 

The evidence we have presented from both the 

theoretical and experimental pOints of view are inconclusive. Theoretically, 

tIle diffusion model has been shown to be invalid and tile intervalley and 

enerr;Y transport models ougth to ghre successively better approxinlatior.s 

to n:!ality. We have pOinted out the gro[;c approximation;> involved in the 

eucrgy transport m'odd which may well explDin its inadequacy though 

under the circumstances it was the best one can do. Increasing the 

nUi1:1ber of transporL equations would ill pLincj pIe give Cl better account of 

the variation of the electron distribution under inhomogcnous and time

d~pcndent situations. One would however rW1 up against the problem of 

computing time. The transport equations as they stand may on the other 

h ancI be quite ac1equC'te, if only one could C1CCOW:1.: for the ch;mge in the 

velocity characteristic etc. with dOpi.l1g density in real samples. This is 

an area that is yet: unexplored. Bott and I-liJ sum [79 J have invesUga ted the 

change in the velocity characteristic with sample resistivlLy on a pL~rr:~ly 



ernpjrkal basis. Onc would need really a detailed analysis givi~.-!g 

the cffect of impurity scattering on all the relevant rnoments of the 

di stribution function. 

Thus on the theoretical side, two Hnes of further 
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invcsti.gation may be pursued, As for experiments, as always, further 

measurements are required. Resuhs of domain me:1sunnents should 

be accompanied yv-Ith the low field pro},erties (giving doping density 

cl.l1cl mobility) of the samplcs in order that comparison with theory may 

he l11ildc tmambiguously,. Furtber, in taking measurements, a p,rion 

assumptions concerning' domain shapes chould be avoided as much as 

possible (c.g. the domain potentials of Kuru et a1. [77J vvere derived 

from indirect men snremcnts on the basis that the accumulatjon layers 

a re much llalTower than tIw depletion layer s . ) 



CAITION TO DIAGRAMS 

4.1 DOlnain profile in GaAs derived from the diffusion model (A), 

the intervallcy model (I3) and the energy transport modeJ (C) 
16 -3 

for a doping density of 8 x 10 cm which corresponc1~ to 

1 D cm material. The outside fields 3 re indicated by figures 

and the direction of propagation is from left to right. The 

curves (I3) arc obtained for an intervaIley rc1axatic';) tillle 
-18 

'f = 2 x 10 sec. 
21 

-12 
4.2 (3) DomAin profiles for T 21 = 2 x 10 sec (fuU Hne) nncl 

-13 
oS x 10 sec (dashed line) from the J.nt(;nrulley model. The 

outside field for the dODl,'ins a re respectively] .26 ,,'uti 

1.2S kV icm and the domain potentials CP' 6.02 and 5.88 volts. 

4.2 (b) :1ncl (c) The typical fractional population in the satellite 

volleys in a domain given by the intcrvalley model plotted 

as a function of the local instantaneuus field (dashed liIJes). 

The arrows indicate tIle di rcction of the change of the field C1Jh.l the 

solid line is the steady state characteristic. The dom,l ins in 4.2 

(b) and 4.2 (c) correspond to thos displayed in 4.2 (;i). 

4.3 (a) The typical dynamic cleClTon temperature in the central 

vailey given L~T the energy transfxHt n;odel is ploul:cl ,t;3 a 

function of 1:be local i.nstantaneolls field (dashed lillCE;), The 

arrows indicate the direction Cl change of the fidel and the full 

line is th<:! stc<ldy s~atc charo.cteristic. 

4·,3 (b) The dynamk fraci.:!onal popu18tion in the satelli1e valleys 

corresponding to the domc.in in 4.3 (tl) j s plotted as Cl function 

of the local instantaneous field. Note rhat the cUr\'C closely n;J] cct~: 

the behaviour of the temperature in the central valley in lhe prc-

vious diagrmn. 

4.4 Domain potentials given by the diffusion, tntervallcy and energy 

rnmsp,')rt models are pIoned as 11 tlmcti')ll of the field outside t11~: 

domain. 



A r::: 
~. v Dorllain velocities given by the d:ffusicn, intenralley and 

enc:;~gy tr<lnsport models are plc)tted as a function of the 

outside field. The full line is the outside field velocity. 
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Conclusion 

In this thesis we have attempted to formulate 

closed sets of transport equations that are appJicable to rniIdly 

and strongly inhomogeneous and time-dependent situations, 

starting from the Boltzmann equation. We have adopted the 

moment balance method, which is a well-tried approximate 

method fOl: solving the steady-state, homogeneous B,;ltzIl1nll11 

equat ion, and extended the f,nrn:2lislll to ploducc a theory for 

electronic diffusi_on j-n semiconductors, and h_'1.sic equations for 

the Gtmn Effect. These applications are respectively in the 

smAll and large signal regimes, nnd follow a phenonleno1ogic2.1, 

macroscopic approach in whicb only the gross features of the 

electron distribution function, the low order moments, are re-

ga nled as being important in cletcnnining the response 01 tile 

electron system to spn tially- and time-dependent electric fields 

and density gradients. 

The s ucces s of the formalism hinges la rgdy on 

one's ability to find a parameterlsed distribution fUl1(;lion thal 
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v.,rill closely approxilllatc the n:al distribution function. While a 

better fit can uSl~ally be obtained by increasing the num]xcI of 

parameters in the distribution (or independent moments in the balance 

eq uations), the corresponding increase in the number of rnomelit balance 

eqWJtions required Tenders it impractical to consider moments very 

much beyond those corresponding to the components of rnomentllll and 

energy. In all cases we hQve restricted the calculations to include 

momeGts of the first and second order only. This W8['; found to be 

satisfactory in the case of diffusiol1 in silicon but not 101' gallium 

arGeGidc, the rcat30n being that a threshold energy CXi:3tS in the latter 

for intCJ:valley scattering which cau8es·tile distribution function to 

chaJlge abruptly at this energy. 
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Given the llulIJbe:r of parameters to be included) 

lhe choice of suitable paramcterised distributIon fWlctions is governed 

chiefly by the requirement thnt the parameters must be related in a 

simple way to the moments of distribution. We have found displaced 

Maxwellhms (or va riants of the same) to be the most convenient 

forms when moments upt to second or-der arc con~~idercd. In appendilC I 

we hnvc outlinecl a possible extension of this some basic clistnbution iJ 

include higher order moments through HermiLe polynomi.cjls. Other lines 

of attack are possibJe and may fonl1 the bc1.Se8 of further rc.3earch. 

For instance information tbeory :nay prove to be a powerfulmethoc1 since 

one is dealing precisely with the problem of deciding tile least biased 

form of a d13tribution function \V·hen only a small number of jts mo:mel1t" 

arc specified. To make use of the sLeady stale characteristics cajclll<:tted 

by the htlonte CarJo method we have devised ::1 simple p:u81neterisatiCJJl in 

terms of electron energy. 

The theory of diffusion is the first 'analytical' 

formulation of a very basic problem in electron transrXHl in semi

conductors. While the macroscopic approach may not in all cases g-lve 

good quantitative predictions, it provides nevertheless a lIi:'P.flll fnnne

work in wrJ.ch microscopic events C~Lj} be understood. The Einstein 

relations which wc lw.7e established for diffusion in single, isotropic 
\ 

valleys are :J. case in point. The~>e relatiow:;; are also approximately 

valid for a mm:e complex system such as silicon, when the elec.tric 

field is orientated in the < III > -direction, and when tile constant enerf:~Y 

surfaces are transformed to spheres in ~':' -space. The theory as it 

st2.nds lllay be used to evaluate the diffusion coefficients for other orienta

t:OI1S of the electric field. In the linear region, extension of the bm,ic 

ideas to dl~i:'cril>c olher transport phenomemt i!': aJso po;:;sib1e, Thermal 

ciectric power in semi -conductors js the fjrst to come to mind. Instead 

of den;:;ity gradients, one m[ly treat tempcratu:;:-c gradients af:; the driving 

force that perturbs the electron system from its steady homogeneolls state. 

The-linear response of the systcP.'. to thesc gradients m:ly be obtainul in a 
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fashion analogous to tlie theory of ciUJmion, 

The basic equations obtained ror the Gunn EHect 

from the moment balance eqllatiolls hnvC' provided Cl :3ystcnw tic 113 sis 

to study the dyncmlic processes h1VoIvec1 in ciouwiiJ propagatjcjll, Wc 

have been abJe to b>1Ve a cOflsi stenl and HllWed account of t.be three im

portant nO.ll-equi~_briulIl processes oJ diffusion, ill!crv:Jllcy scattering 

and energy tn111f3port, aJJ of ';.rhicb ]j,: \1(; an imp:Yri.ant part to play, The 

effects of intcrvcJley scattering hl1vc been known for some time bllt th,~ 

results obtc1.incd with tl,P inclltc;ioll er t'i1c:rgy tJ(IJ;"T':)J't are Jl(~Vl. Tl1p 

cffect of el1(;J'gy bal8.l1cc in the DCClbTl dation by<.c:r is to render the layer 

more COll1Flet Dnd canccl~; out the bn,,)(lcning; frulll i.nlcTv8Il.cy ~3catter

illg, Fw:!:Ilcr experimCllliJl work i.~; nt:ccs~,n'y Ln conflrrn i.ht: rc,sults of 

the new calculations, 



APllcndix I - The rnOIjlCnt generation rates G (co) expressed 
c. 1 j • 

the equation: 

as flll1ctions of the mOJJlents 'l' 
J 

The moment generc,'ltion rate G (~p) is defined by 
i j 
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G, (cp) =-c r, -1 S qJ(k) r of J~) J dk 
'.1 J - ~ ,_ .1-

(1. 6) 
(,It 

where I:p (~) is some hOlJiogeneous function of the components of ~, 

f,O [ (k)]" 
LOt. i -, i 

= sr f (k) A ,(k', le) - f (le) lA, (k, k') -I~,n (k, k')!J dk' 11- 1.- - i- .1-- . i,-- -'-- j , 

s r 
[~f (k)l =-J f (k')B (k',k/dk' ·ot \- J j .1 - ,1 1 -.. ..• .-

and A (le, k') is the intravallev transi~ion rate in valley i, and 
\1 - - ., 

(1 .2a) 

(1.2b) 

B (k, k') the intervalley transition rat.e from valJey i to valley j, 
1.1 --

for an initic.l state k and a final ~~a le k'. We have omitted all 

time and space dependence for brevity. 

The problem is to express G ~ .1 (~) in tcrnw of the 

moments ijl of valley i where 'l' is defined by 
.1 -1 f .1 

'¥ = 11 , '¥ (le) I (lc)dk (1.4) 
.1 j --j---

and '¥(~) is Cl homogeneous function of k. :!7rom (1.6) and (1.2) it is 

clear that G «(0) is a functional of the distrIbution function f (I\:) 80 
i j , j .•. 

. that if f (k) is expressed (lS a function of ''i'l, then G. (u)\ is 2.utomati-j _. j I j j I 

cc)lly a function of '¥. Since we are dealing with the mO!llcnts and the 
.1 

distribution flmction of the sallle valley, we shall drop the sllh~;;:Tipt j 

for brevity. 
. pqr p Cl r 

Moreover we shall cboose the set ,if :-:: k ].; k , 'where 
I s x y z 

(p + q + r) := S as the independent set of homogeneous JrlOlllcnL fLlll(:tions 
po!' 

of onkr s. The cOl"l'esp,mding 1I10mcnt is denoted simply by 'l' . • 
s 

(All the integers are ~ 0). 

Because th(~ momenfs are restricted to·thuse 



which are homogeneous, an arbitrary distribution ftU1ction cannot in 

general he reduced to a functi on of these rnoments alone. However, 

jf f (k) can be vvritten in the form f ~k)f (k )f (k ) then we can pro-
- . xxyyzz 

ceed in principle 8.t least, by expanding each of the f (k ) in the 

Hennite polynornials H (k ), i. e. 
1 ex 

co c..~ m 

c!' Oi 
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f(~) = L I I (1.1) 
1=0, m:..:O, n=O 

taking as many terms as are necessary. (To effect a more r()pid 

rate of convergence, we may rewrite (1.1) in terms of the variable k t 
010( 

wilcre t is some suitable parameter.) To determine the coefficients 
cx 

A we simpiy multiply both sides cA (J .1) by H (k)H (k)H (k ) and 
lm n 1 x Il) y n z 

intcJrD.te over all k. 
sd+rn+n -

The l,eft-hand side will give the sum 

(') ')\ 
'-....~ _.J I~ 

pQ.l' Pq I' ) 
'f B 1 for all p, q and r subject to the condition Ss:; l+m+n, 

S TU S 

p= q r 

pqr 
and where 13

1 
TU S arc known constants _ Thus it is possible to 

express f(~) in terms of the homogeneous moments ~Ispq r in thIs case, 

r-2~"-·2 
When f(.!s) is a fllllction of the form f(.!s.) := 

g(lc )hW k -1- le) \ 
01 i3 y, as when there is a strong ma~'11ctic field in the 

01 •. direction, then it is not possible to express f(.!s.) as a function of the 

h01110 geneo LlS lJloments, 



b II. 1. Electron- Phonon interactions -{;--------_._ .. -

The moment generation rates are defined by 

the equation: 

- -1 I~ r ()f (k) JS "lk 
G, ('0) ':':: n .J (k) L 1. '- • 

l J 'i J er - -. ---- J at 
(1. 6) 

Wc 81:a11 take firstly the C8:-:'(, i == j when (1.6) may be expanded to give 

(using 1. 2a): 

G 11 (er) == n t-
1 JIcp (~t) - cp(~) J l [f 1 (5.') A 1l_ (~' ,~) - f 1 (5.)A i 1 (5., 5.') ] 

-I t\ /~, ~') f 1 (19l d dk' 
.i :-/i 

I 

-lJ == -n 
1 

w!leH~ we have used the microscopic reversiblii.ty princ1ple 

A (k'. k) = A (le, k') and interchanged l;' and k in part of the integral. 
11- - 11-·- _ _ 

The integration over d!;.' does not involve the distribution function and 

may therefore he ca rri(~d out inunediately. We have then in gC!lcral: 

-1 J r 11 s 1 j ] 
G l(rp) = 111 fl(k) LG (k) + F (k) dk 

1 - cp _. cp - _ (II. 1) 

11 r r 1 
where F (k) '-~ <J 2L_cr(k') - (,0(1<>-. A (k, k') dk' 

Cl' - - - 11-- -
(H.2) 

. sr J i I I. 
and Fcp' (!5) = Lrf.l(~') - ip(~) BiJ (::,5.') c1~' (II.3) 

Sil1111arJy, it call be shown tha t for i I j 

-1 r 1 j 
G • (cp) = 11 • f (k)F (k) dk 

lJ j J- CD -. - (H 0 4) 
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When dispJaced Ma:;,;.,>,,,-c11ian distribution functiom; are 

assmned, l-1)f m~ment functions considered are cp = 1, k and E. It is 
01 • 

'. . . 1 J 11 
p/J[~siblc i!1 tbs cu::;c to chtCllll F,,, and F, fC'l" all the scattering mechanisms 

"" er 
in analytical form. In the integration over f(5.)d5. it is convenient to use 



polar coordinClws, The angular integrations can be performed 

anolytically for isotropic scattering lewing the integral over k 
8 2 

(or energy E 0-:: 1\ k /2m
i

) for numerical integration. For aniso-

tropic scattering, the integration over the::: polar angle e must aiso 

bc performed numerically. 

When two-temperature displaced Maxwellians 
2 2 

arc nSSllIlled, Dn extra moment function E == 1'1 k /2m is included, 
z z I 

1/ j ard .I" i 1 for all ri' and all scattering i:lcchanisms can (lgain be 
y cp 

rc:Juccd to anaJ ytical form. The integrati cm over f(~)d~ is however 

always a double illtcgral (for E and 8), We shall give the explicit 

form of G (cp) for Lhe various isoLropic scalLering mechanisms and 
1 .1 

for a two-temperature displaced Maxwellian in the following sub-sec-

tions. In the :Corm alae T. and t a re re::; pectively the transverse tern" 
1 I 

pe:cuture T· and the ratio T /T , To obtain the corresponding 
t i ti 1 i 

fOrlllLili.,C for a displaced Maxwcllian it is necessary simply to write 

t 1 ::: ] throughout. The fOl'Inulac have also been written out for an 

isotropic valley of mass m
1

• They are approriate therefore for 

. ellip.':'oielcl1 valleys if le and Ill1 ,He replaced respectively by k* and III • 
- - 0 

Note that G (1) and G (cp) are zero for intravalley processes. 
j l' 1 j 

j~I,l . 1_, __ 1_1c.:L1r optical pho~lon intraVD~Lcl ~cattcrinlL 
\ 

The scatterIng prolubiJiLy A 1 i (~, ~r) for this pro

cess is given in Table II of chapter 2, After considerable manipulation 

ushg (IT .2) and (n.I) we have: 
O? 

o 0 I' 2 

G 1 ! (~) == -~1011·b exp (- E/ksT) 0)1 (E)Q(E)EdE/(k~T 1) (11. 5) 
«J 

o 0 r 
G (E):-= "1"iw (, "bexp(-E/k T)x.. (E)P (E)c1E/k T (II,6), 

! 1 () • t 1 1 [3 i 'J! 1 0 [3 I 
co 

et (F \ == -l1w r? J exp (-Elk T)fLx.. -43.F\P (E\ .. X (F) Ip -3P llE/k 'T (H 7\ - i i _. 7,' 0 i i 0 13 l' 1 J I- 1 1 1 ~ 1 0 ~ 1 .J • [3 ~ 1 - • ' / 

222 
2(' w m ( )1" t . 1. n k t 

w1-t"n; 00 ::- __ '" __ ;~._.:.. .J.... __ ~. '-__ ._~. ____ )2 exp (.. ___ 1_1 __ ) 

, '-- - 1 1 11 ~ g' 2HIll i\. l' 2m k T . 
: ex;) 0 1 S 1 1 ~- 1 

h;1~; the dimensions of a frequency, then the dimcnsionless quantities 

Q, Po and P
1 

arc defined by 



The integrations over the polar angle :ji 18
i 

and Xi Cl re defined by: 

(Hl (E) := fx exp [-a x2 
+ b x l dx/h 

-1 - 1 1 - i 
, -1 

q,l(E) =; 1·f exp [-(1 lX2 + biX] dx 
-1 

x
1
(E) ~··~r X2 exp[ -:1

1
X

2
+ biX.J dx 

··1 

where d :.:; B(t - l)j.k T 
liB 1 

2 2 .1_ 
b = 2t (E -1'1 k /2m }2/1<. T 

1 i i i 13 i 

N.B. for t = 1, a=:O 
1 1 

-3 
GY

1 
== b (x cosh b, - sinh b) 

1 • i 

-1 
::.; b sinh. b 

ip 1 1 1 
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(It.S) 

(TI.9) 

(H.lO) 
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2 H. 1.2. Acoustic Jnt 1-avaJJey phono.il f>cattering (isotropi.ct 

The momeni: generation ratcs for acoustic phoilon 

intravalley scattering are evaluated from the expression for A (k, k') 
1 I --

in Table II of chapter 2. The approximations made in obtain ing the following 

formulae ore given in 92.5. In bricf1we write the phonon occupancy number 

as kI3To;'11sK and neglect s, the longitudinal sOlli1d velocity in cOluparison 

viith Cl typical electron velocity. Then we find: 

(U.12) 

3 2 1 2 2 

. 8m Z ( k l' t)2 ~ 1.1 k t " r.B. ill. 1311 11, 
where· 6 == -T- ex - ) 

11 -
TI -h P 2TTlll 2m k l' 

liB 1 

(II.I3) 

has the dimcllsions of a frequency. 

J n.l. 3J:lte:cvalley phol1on scatte.r.~n&L 
The transition probabilIty of intervaJlcy scattering 

13l.l(~'~') is i-,riven in TabJe II of chapler 2. Using (11.1), (II. 3) and (II.4) 

we have: 

ro 

I f. (11) 2 G (1) = -G (1) == -0 q; (E) H (F) dE/(k T ) 
11 .11 1.l'o 1 Ij \' 13 1. (II.14) 

0::> 

I I (31) 3 
G (k) == -k\ 0 1 , El\(E)I-I 1j (E) dF/(k T ) 
li- -- .0 131 (11.15) 

(1:.1 () 

Q 

, I J I::n) 2 
G (E) == -D" . iji (E) II' (E) dE/(k T ) 

\ \'J C 1 \ ,\ 13 1 (II.17) 



00 

" 
G (E)::: + 0. 1 I Q> (E)H (J3 )(E) dE/(kBT. t 

.15. 1.1- 0 1 1.1 • 

00 

G 11 (I\) = -o.~.1t Xl.(E) H 1 /
31

)(E) dE/\kBT1t 

I where (2 
1 .1 

whkh has the di.mensions of a frcque~cy and 

.!3..- IT. 2 Anisotropic acoustic 1'11oJ10n intrnvaEey scaq::~ring 
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(H,18 

(1 I. 19) 

(II.20) 

The tn11lsition probability for nnisotropic ncousti.c 

phoIlon scattcriJlg is given in ?l3 _ 3. Wc :::;ha11 first evaluate th8 rate::; of 

losf) of momentum nnd energy by an electron wHh wave-vector ~~. The 
1 1 1 1 

expressjons correspond respectively to Fk'~(ls.'~) and FE (E) in cquCllicllIs 

(H.1) anu (II.2). FOi: anisotropic scal1.erln;r, it is c011vcnicnl to labd 

" the symmetry axis of the constant energy surfaces as the z··axis. TllLlS 

we have: 

iTl 21) \- . 

re ;:) dE 1 = -A E3/2L 5 -1- f. 
d r k* 6 - 1.-

2 ) kT / 2 2 'I] -1 2 Go 3+A A-I 2 
+ 1. 2- cos El -E~-+ 2 cos 0/ 

(11. 22) 



J08 

3/2 5/2 ~.,2 ,.4 
v/here A := 2 In Hl III i;'; In n p, 

o t 1 cl 

222 
t.. = r (Z jr:> +1) , 

u ..... Cl 

2 
1- =In Im , 1 t' 

? 2. 2 2 -2 ;3 2 :3 -3 
P a (8) = 1 -I- (/\ -1' )(1' -3)(r -1) +y l' (r +5)(r - I) 

2 -4r 2 2 2 2 2 ] 
+2 g(e) (r -1) !~3(A -. r )(1' -1) - Y r (5r +4) 

2 -4[ ;] 2 2 2:.3 :;) 
+h(e)(r -1) _2sin Or!<A -r)(r-1)-y(1' +2)1-

8 :;>' 2« 2 2 l 
-icos O!(~ -r)(r-1)-r(2 r +1)IJ 

" 
2 2 2 2:2 2 2 2 - ~ 13 

FJ..(8)=1+(A-r)(r+1/3)(r -1)- -yr(ll +1)(1' -I) 

2 -~J' 2 2 2 2 2 4) 

+4r;(8)(r -1) Leos e!(? -r )(r -1) -yr(2r +1)\-

2 82 ~ 42 ] 
s~n e!2(A -r )(r -1) - yr (r +5)\ 

2 -.1{ 2 8 a::J 4 2 l 
+ 411(8)(1: -1) ~J (A -::.- )(r -I) - y1' (r +2)_ 

2 2 2 ~ 

Y = S I";" (s Is - 1) , u -, d 1 t 

r I ~ 
2 2 2·, I 2 

g(e) =: deos El + sin 8)2 - I J Is in 8 

The expression (II.22) for the energy loss rate by 

an electron of wavcvector ~* is more general than that given by Conwell 

[43 J since the orientation of .!::'~ is not, Testricted to the direction.s parallel and 

non])al to the z-axis (L e. 8 = 0, rr 12). For the orientcllions where com-



parison is possible, (II.22) agrees wi.th the result given in [4,3} 

except for the term containing k T /E which is neglected in [43]B 0 

When the moment generation rates are eva-

lualed according to (11.1) for a displaced Maxw(:,llian in ~* -space, 

we have: 
. aa 
G (k ) = 

it x,Y rro 
an :Cl .1.:3 3 

- k* (2 (kBT /2m m SI ) ex pC- r:/leBT )8
1
(E)E dE/(k

I3
T ) 

x,yl 11 0 0 t '0 1 1 

(Xl 

,.!l na :2 r ":3 3 

G (k* ) == -le* (2 (k]_ T /2m m s )! exp( - Elk T )eu (E)E dE/(kBT) 
11 z zl 11 ) 0 . 0 t 1 ' 0 ' B i 1 ' I 

)' :Cl :3 
\VI == ,11 k 1/2m 111 ii Q' Cl' 0 
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(IT .24) 

.1. ~", (J" r}<::) 

d(-cosO) 

Cl andiJ?1 are as defined in (n.S) and (II.9), and I and I are I3es3cl fWlctio!.1L;. 
o 1 

_~._Q.:~i.~~ec:::.:.~~ - Electron :~~~~p:ri!2JI 
The Iil0rncnt generA tion ralc tha;: is non -zero for eIectron-

. ee 
electron scattering that we arc concerned with it) G (E) which we shall cvalu:-ll '2 

it ~ 

for Cl t'l{O temperature displc',ced MaxweJIian ill ~;'-sp.gce. The intenl.clion poten-

tial cl'c. a re giveJl in? 3.5 so wc shall simp1y quote the result: 
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<t) 

G ee(E ) = - rt J exr( - E/2kBT ) e (E) L (E) LlE 
t~ z 11 0 1 11 

(II.26) 

has the clil11cn::::ions of frequency, 

f
1 

ee 2 2 
8 (1<:) = exp [-E(t -l)x /k T ] (3x -1)/2 dx I 

11 -liB I 

L (E) = (EA/E +~-)log r(E + E)/E ] - 1 
e A fl. 

o.ncl 
2 2-

E' = 11 A /2m A o· 

(The sYJll:)uls are defined jn ~3.S.) The propt:J.'ty of ele<.;t:con-electron 

calli SiOllS wJlich kncl to reduce the electron distribution to a displaced 

Maxwclli;lIl is clearly illu::;trated by (II.26). It can be shown that 
ee 

L(E) > U nnd G
t 

(E) has the same sIgn as (tt - 1). Thus when 1'111> 1J.1 (l\<J) 
c':' 

th~n G (E ) is negative and vice versa, i.e. electron-electron coJli
~ i z 

siGns always tend to reduce the temperature anisotropy of the electrons. 

Note ubo that the average electron ddft does not enter into (II.2o). 



Appendix III Intec:rprClation of the fielel gnlCiicl1t coefficients ~(cpj) 

the equation 

----- ---------

Tbe field gradient coefficients d«(p ) is defined by 
.- 1 

ocp == dUP ). (, F 
1 - 1 -

(2.7b) 

1]1 

where oCPl is the perLurbation of the IIlOIll8nL r(ll ca'..lsed by a small periur

bation 6I to the ullifurm applied fjeld.£. The interpretation of the com

ponents of d(cp } in the directioll 01 F (lhe z-dircction) prcsent:~ no difficulty 
- 1 -

since:- by definItion: 
l~rn 

dz(cp) == /)Fz~O == (IH. 1 ) 
01" z 

To obtain an expression for the tnlnSVC1::jC cornponcncls, 

consider the case when 0E is pD ralld to the x-axis. The resultant field 

(I + o£) is then eqtL3.1 in magnitude h'1: but. is rotated tlwough a slIloll 

anp,le 8 == of· /F about the y-a.:.d.s. The m0ll1ent3 v and <\I v >1 w;lich 
l\ xl x Z 

were previously zero now take the values 6V and /) < v v > . 
x 1 x z ! , 

I~} r'ir In a new coordinate system (s') obtained by 
! 

rot::Jting the old axes (s) through an angle 8 

about. the y-axis, the pert urbcd field is 

parallel to the z t -axis. ince the perturbed 

field in s' l\8.s exactly tile same value as the 

unperturbed field in sJand the system is isotropic, the values of th2 perturbed 

moments in s' must be identical to those of tile wlperturhed moments in s. 

To transform from s to s', we have, for srn~lJ e, 
v = v' +v' e x x z 

V == v' - v' e ·z z x (III.2) 

cons cC} ut.~n tly , 

6v
x1 

=/vi+v' 
-- x z 



E2 

and 

r. <v v > == «v t +v' e)(v' - v t 
e) > 

u X7.1 x z z x'1 

== e«v2
>1 -<v;' »+0(e2

) 

d (v ) = v IF 
x xl z1 

(lIl.3) 

- T ) + v2 
] IF 

t1 z 1 
(IfI .1) 

Tl1e assymetry of the results for tile field arises from 

the fact tlmt when Ill: is ·pal~allel to,I, the rate of energy gain by the 

electrons from the field (e £. ~) is non -zero to first order in oE. Thc~ 

effect of heating is most clearly iJ]ustrated in the case of the coeffir;ir:ents 

cl (v ) and cl (v ). In the absence of heating, the incremental increase 
x xi z zt 

in vclociLy, in the x -direction say, due to an increase of the field in the 

same di.rection is given by 

eT 
r.v = p 6F 
U x rn- x 

(Ill. 5) 

where tbe isotropic momentum reIaxation time 'T' p can be obtained from 

the relation 

so the result (IlL 3) is obtained. Wl1en OR' is parallel to 1:, the heating of 

the electrons causes the momentum relaxation ti.me to change to ttiat 

from (Ill.6) we have 

ov = 

leading thus to the relation 
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